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FINAL REPORT, TA_K 4, 01 JULY 1987 - 30 JU_ 1988

William A. Peppin

This document describes activities for the yeas' ending 30 June

1988 by staff members of the Seismological Laborator-f in suppor_c

of the Yucca Mountain site assessment program. Participants
include James N. Brune, Director, John Anderson, William Peppin,

Keith Priestley, Martha Savage, and Ute Verier. Activities

during the year centered largely around acquisition of equipment
to be used for site assessment and around a review of the draft

site characterization plan for Yucca Mountain. Due to

modifications in the scheduling and level of funding, this work

has not progressed as originally anticipated. The report

describes progress in seven areas, listed in approximate order of

significance to the Yucca Mountain project. These are: (i)

equipment acquisition, (2) review of the draft site

characterization plan, (3) studies of earthquake sequence related

to the tectonic problems at Yucca Mountain, (4) a review of the

work of Szymanski in relation to Task 4 concerns, (5)

coordination meetings with USGS, DOE, and _[RC personnel, (6)
studies related to Yucca Mountain, and (7) other studies.

I. Equipment Acquisition.

About $I00,000 was spent on various components of a seismic

data logging system at UNR. The purpose of this expenditure was

to permit the recording of up to 50 channels of seismic data,
both analog and digital, from southern Nevada. This plan was pu_
forward before the USGS announced their proposed major network

enhancement, but allows the State of Nevada to record seismic

data of our choosing independently. The data logging system

involved the purchase of three major components: a Microvax II

computer with VAX/VMS Version 4.6 and supporting software, a

Systems Industries repetitive, and a Tustin Industries

analog/digital data acquisition module. Delivery has been taken
on this hardware and software, and the system is operational

apar_ from the software (to be placed online by USGS expez_c

personnel Robert Dollar and Peter Johnson). In June 1988 they
came to UNR and placed the CUSP software on the disc. However,

initiation of data logging was not possible because the Tustin

data logging system was not communicating with the Microvax. As

a result, the Tustin system was taken to Menlo Park where BoD

Dollar proposes to test it in a system where all of the other
components are operational. Once the TustiD box operates,

initiation of data logging should be immediate.
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Another aspect of equipment acquisition which is not complete
is the materials for data communication from southern Nevada.

Some, but not all_ of the microwave equipment is now either on

hand or deployed in the field, but other exlDenditures will have

to be mads if digital data is to be brought up from southem

Nevada. In view of the drastically revised state of funding,
future additions and enhancements to this system are uncertain.

In addition to the above, $55,000 was spent on portable
seismic digital event recorders and seismometers. These

instruments were to be used in field experiments in and near

Yucca Mountain during the upcoming fiscal year. However, because

_f funding uncertainties, these systems are not complete either,

and their future use on this project is uncertain.

2. Review of the Draft SCP.

All of the Task 4 personnel participated in a review of the

draft site characterization plan for Yucca Mountain prepared by
DOE. The review consisted of an overview by John Anderson and

individual, independent comments from the various personnel. We
believe that we have come up with a number of very significant

and useful comments which will improve the final version of the

site characterization plan. These comments range over topics

including Task 4 concerns, but also extending to matters beyond

the scope of Task 4. Some of these comments are bound to be
naive, but because they are from fresh viewpoints they may be

quite helpful°

3. Studies of Ear, quake Sequences.

Manuscripts have been prepared covering the Edgecombe

earthquake in New Zealand (a normal-faulting event with magnitude
about 6.5) and for the Mine Nevada sequence. These manuscripts

are appended to this report. The significance of these Edgecombe
studies for Yucca Mountain are that very few close-in recordings

of normal-faulting earthquakes are available. The importance of

such recordings was highlighted by the Tennent Creek earthquakes

in central Australia, which indicated that a recently-suggested

hypothesis by McGarr-that normal-faulting earthquakes have

smaller peak accele:_ations near the source than reverse-faulting
events may not be true. The significance of the Mine swarm is

that i_ is a sequence in the Walker Belt stz_cture that also

contain_ Yucca Moun1:ain. lt provides more information about the

problem of strike slip versus normal faulting in this bclt.
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4. Review of Szy_manski's work.

John Anderson set up a symposium for Jerry S zymanski.

Szymanski's idea is that, because of a strain buildup preceding
an impending earthquake, there could be significant changes in

the water conducting properties near the repository, suggesting

the possibility of a hither_:o unforseen mechanism for reducing
the ability of the tuff memJDers to isolate the nuclear waste°

The upshot of this could be that previously used models of water

movement are inadeq_/ate, in that they model the coupling _f the

equations (non-linearity) incorrectly. Professor Anderson
concludem that this coupling, while believed to be unimportant,
should be examined more closely in the site characterization

plan.

5. Coordination Meetings.

Several importan£ coordination meetings, plus a major

sy_nposium, were attended during this time period. T_e fall

symposium at UNR brought together many scientists working on

problems directly or indirectly related to tectonics at Yucca
Mountain, and was attended by Task 4 personnel. In March a

meeting at Golden was attended by J. Brune, W. Peppin, and W.

Nicks on q%/ality assurance. The USGS facilities where southern
Nevada data is recorded was examined, and issues involving

quality assurance were discussed with personnel from UNR, the
USGS, DOE, and NRC. In April J. Anderson attended a meeting in

Las Vegas to discuss alternate conceptual models for the

groundwater system at Yucca Mountain, as this is one of the major
site characterization issues. This conference was attended by

many UNR co-workers on other tasks, and led to the Syzmanski

colloquium described above. In May J. Brune, W. Peppin, M.

Savage and W. Nicks met with DOE and USGS personnel _o discuss
the USGS seiszic instrumentation upgrade in southern Nevada. We

agreed to coordinate any instrumentation efforts to complement
the various research objectives.

6. Studies Related to Yucca Mountain

Work is underway with two graduate students to implement
studies relevan_ to Task 4 work. A new graduate student, Zhang

_ Jianjun, has put a major computer program PROSE on the new UNR

computers. This program is to be used in a wide range of

modelling experiments for wave propagation in and near Yucca
Mountain in connection with source characterization, regional

propagation effects, and the prediction of local strong ground
J motion at key repository sites. Verification of the program for

_lal ity assurance documentation is now underway. Another

graduate student, Steve Horton, is working with Pro lessor
Anderson on the design of a site-characterization experiment
this summer in connection with the joint US-Soviet CORRTEX

nuclear explosion. Permitting, instrumentation, and site

selection are now being developed.
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Another graduate student, Raul Castro_ is working on the

problem of short-period attenuation in the Great Basin. At issue
is the question of how to estimate earthquake size, an important

parameter for site characterization at Yucca Mountain. Recently
published works disagree considerably on the attenuation of

regional earthquake spectra. Along a path extending NW-SE he
finds an intrinsic attenuation Q value of 725. However, along a

path extending SW-NE, he finds a higher attenuation, and
concludes that much of this is due to frequency-dependent
attenuation. This matter must be resolved if accurate estimates o

seismic moment are to be obtained.

Martha Savage participated in a cooperative project with the

University of Wisconsin and the Carnegie Institute of Washington,

in which 12 portable seismic stations were deployed in Nevada, 3

of which were set up in southern Nevada. The station recorded

three chemical explosions, a nuclear explosion at the NTS and a
number of teleseismic earthquaakes. The data is being reduced

with the intent to study anisotropy of the crust and upper

mantle, to learn more about the state of stress and the structure

of the region surrounding Yucca Mountain.

7. Other Activity

W. Peppin completed a writeup of technical procedures for

quality assurance control of Task 4 work. These procedures have
been reviewed by the Nevada Waste Project Office for compliance

with the adopted quality-assurance guidelines.
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EARTRQUAKE CLUSTERING NEAR MINA NEVADA,JULY AND AUGUST 1987

Kenneth Smith, William R. Walter, Raul R. Castro,
Keith Priestley, Abdol R. Anooshepoor _

Seismological Laboratory, Mackay School of Mines

University of Nevada Reno

I}_FRODUCTION

Several ML 3.5+ including two ML 4 earthquakes occurred
within a shallow localized cluster of activity during July and

August 1987 near the small town of Mine, Nevada. The larger

earthquakes were strongly felt by residents of Mine. This area

is of particular interest in terms of earthquake potential
because it is within the proposed White Mountains 'seismic gap'

defined to the south by' the northern extent of the 1872 M L 8
Owens Valley earthquake and to the north by the 1932 ML 7.1 Cedar

Mountains earthquake . The cluster occurred in the northern part

of the 'gap' where it crosses the Walker Lane, a structurally

complex northwest trending zone of significant right lateral

offsets (130 to 190 km of lateral displacement during the late

Cenoic, Stewart 1978; Stewart et al, 1968; Nielsen, 1965; Shawe,,

1965). The activity was just to the west (-7km) of the Pilo_

Mountains Range front fault which does show holocene off-sets and

was initially thought to De causative fault. Ryall and Priestley

(1974), in a study of the Excelsior Mountains re@ion east of
Mine, noted the high levels of seismicity in this region, and the

lack of moderate to large earthquakes and suggested that the bulk

of the stress release was being accommodated by smaller events.

The Mesozoic tectonics of the Pilot Mountains-Mine, Nevada region

has beef% discussed in detail by Oldow (1981, 1983).

Shallow clustering of small earthquakes has preceded several

of the ML - 6 events of the Bishop-Mammoth Lakes, California
earthquake sequence (1978-present), 150 km to the southwest of

Mina along the eastern front of the Sierra Nevada (Ryall and

Ryall, 1981; Smith and Priestle_ ,_, 1988). In particular, the two

most recent earthquakes %n this region, the 1984 M L 5.8 Round

Valley and 1986 M L 6.4 Chalfant, California earthquakes, occurred
in close association with significant range front faults, and

were preceded by some degree of earthquake clustering. The
active seismotectonics of the Bishop, California area is somewhat

similar to major range bounding faults° Also, periods; of

localized clustering are a characteristic of the seismicity of
boil% areas.
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We shall define clustering in a qualitative sense. In the

region, clustering, as opposed to aftershock sequences, tends to

include a significant number events at the M L 3-4 level with no
particular event being dominant, no clearly identified main

shock, and there is not the characteristic exponential decay with
time of earthquake activity that is usually observed in classic

mainshock-aftershock sequences. Also, these phenomena usually
occur at shallow depth, are confined to a small volume of the

crust and usually represent a significant amount of energy
release for the restricted volume.

In this study we analyze the 1987 Mina activity, attempt to
isolate the causative faults and discuss recent regional

seismicity patterns with respect to localized clustering and
active faulting.

DATA

The University of Nevada Seismological Laboratory (UNSL), in

cooperation with the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), monitors

earthquake activity along the Sierra Nevada-Great Basin boundary

of Nevada and California and with USGS funding extends coverage
to the west central Great Basin boundary of Nevada. Data from

the UNSL short period seismic network are telemetered to the Reno

Lab where it is digitized and recorded. Seismograms are analyzed

by Lab personnel and earthquakes of ML - 1.5 and greater are
routinely located. The trace data is archived and earthquake

locations are published in a yearly catalogue.

Between July 28 and August 31, 1987, 140 events were located

° by UNSL in the Mine area. Of these, 13 were ML 3 or greater, 2
were ML 4 or greater (Table i), and 45 were in the ML 2.5-3.0

range (duration magnitudes in all cases). The activity occurred

to the east of the network (gaps in locations greater than 180)

significant affecting earthquake location quality. Three

component digital seismographs were deployed from July 29 through

August 4, to supplement the permanent network. These stations

provided coverage to the east, near source S-wave arrival times,
near source P-wave first motions to constrain focal mechanisms

and digital waveform data for source parameter studies. Timing
control was maintained in the field for the portable instruments,

clock drifts were measured and P and S wave phase arrivals were

time corrected prior to merging with network phase data. One

instrument was placed several hundred feet within a mine tunnel,

12 k1_ epicentral distance, to obtain digital waveform data not

- contaminated by surface effects.
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A master event was chosen (ill9 UTC July 31; ML 2.7; depth
6.0 km) which included several P and S arrival times from the

portable instruments assuring a good location. All events for

the July to August time period were then relocated using P wave

residual times from this event as stations corrections. A simple

layered velocity model was used (Table 2), in the University of

Washington SPONG hypocentral location program to relocate all
events. The reliability of such a technique depends on the

accuracy of the location of the master event which in turn is

dependant on the velocity model and P and S wave velocities used
in the model. This relocation process significantly decreased

the scatter, both in the lateral and depth distribution, in the

_arly locazions and moved the epicentral distribution

approximately 2 km to "the east.

HYPOCENTRAL DISTRIBUTION, FOCAL MECHANISMS AND RELATION TO MAPPED
FAULTS

July and August 1987 Mina earthquake activity was confined
to a small shallow volume of the crust. Map views and cross

sections of the relocated hypocentral distribution are shown in

Figures i and 2. The mean depth of the hypocentral distribution

is approximately 5 km. The vertical extent of activity is seen

to be greater than the lateral extent of activity is seen to be

greater than the lateral extent and this is not totally due to
the trade off between origin time and focal depth that can occur

in the location process when there is poor station coverage,

since even those events with highest quality locations (recorded

on the portable instruments) show a similar distribution. Focal
mechanisms shoe little variation and indicate nearly pure strike

slip motion (Figure 3) ; right lateral on a NNE striking fault of
left lateral on a WNW striking plane. This is precisely the

location where left lateral striking faults of the Excelsior

Mountains region meet the right lateral offsets of the Walker

Lane, so a combination of both left lateral strike slip motion

cannot be ruled out. Recent earthquake sequences in the Bishop,

California area include both right lateral and left lateral

strike slip mechanisms in near conjugate fault planes (Smith and

Priestley, 1988; Priestley et al, 1988) . The slight

northeasterly trend in the epicentral distribution (Figure l)

would favor right lateral strike slip on the NNE striking plane.
For the Soda Springs Valley range front fault, 7 km to the

east of the earthquake activity along the base of the Pilot

Mountains, to by the causative fault would require it to dip less

than 45 degrees (Figure 2). Considering that the displacement is

: predominantly strike slip on a northwest striking structure.
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The projection of the northwest striking right-lateral slip
plane, seen in all focal mechanisms looked at to date, is
consistent with a series of northeast trending faults
approximately 2 km east and southeast of the town of Sodaville.

These structures are oblique to the range front. The slight

northeasterly trend in the epicentral distribution (Figure i)

also supports the interpretation that these are the operative
faults. The auxiliary plans from the focal mechanisms, or what

is the east-west striking left lateral slip plane, in all cases

projects to the surface north of the town of Sodaville and north

of the activity. It would therefore be difficult to place this

activity on faults seen in aerial photographs that occur south of

the epicentral area (Figure 4) . Also, these earthquakes may be

associated with ground water activity in the Sodaville springs,
the most dominant feature in the aerial photographs (Figure 4.

The vertical extent of the hypocentral distribution may indicate

that ground water activity is playing some role.

A check of seismicity of the past several years (Figures 5)

indicates that small tight clusters of activity are not unusual

in the Mine region. Several of these clustering points are

active for short periods of times and others remain active for

years.

CLUSTERING AND MODERATE EARTHQUAKES IN THE REGION

The two most recent moderate size earthq_lakes in the region,

the 1984 M L 5. "7 Round Valley and 1986 M L 6.4 Chal rant,
California events, occurred on faults with a similar geometry

with respec_ to local range fronts as those apparently

responsible for the 1987 Mine activity (Figure 6). Aftershock

distributions consistent with focal mechanisms define conjugate

sets of fault planes for both the Round Valley and Chalfant

events that are oblique to the range fronts.

The Chalfant earthquake was preceded for three weeks by a

localized shallow cluster of activity very similar in character

to that seen at Mine (Figure 7) and was one of the motivations

for deploying portable instruments in the Mine area. At Chalfant
this cluster was within 4 km hypocentral distance of the

nucleation point of the mainshock and was at the hypocenter of

the ML 5.7 event that preceded the Chalfant main shock by 24
hours. Similarly, a cluster o_ activity, again in the epicentral

region, preceded the Round Valley event (Figure 8), but this was

: 1 year prior to the earthquake (Smith and Priestley, 1988). At

the time of Round Valley precursory activity the UNSL-USGS

network did not extend to the east and location qualities are

poor and these events have not been relocated.
:
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Earthquake clustering in the Mina, Nevada region during late
summer 1987 has been interpreted to be occurring on a series of

NNE striking secondary faults evident on aerial photographs south

and east of town of Sodaville. These faults are oDlique to the

main range bounding fault, the Soda Springs Valley fault which

borders the Pilot Mountains and shows significant holocene right
lateral displacement. The relocated hypocenters plot above theo

45 down dip projection of the range front fault, and a similar

focal mechanism for all events also rules out the range front

fault as the causative structure. Faults with similar geometry

with respect to local range fronts were involved in the two most

recent moderate earthquakes in the Bishop-Mammoth Lakes area, the

1984 M L 5.8 and 1986 M L 6.4 Chalfant events. These two events
were also preceded by precursory clustering very similar in
character to that sen at Mina. This is particularly true in the

case of the Chalfant event, whereas Round Valley precursory

clustering is less well defined.

Secondary structures, oblique to large scale holocene

structural trends, which have been responsible for much of the

recent seismicity in the region are accounting for strike slip

deformation in close association with range front normal fault

systems. This may be indicative of the process of stress
accumulation within the major fault zones and not regional stress

release. In that case, we may be only seeing the secondary

effects of s_ress build up which may make it even more difficult

to recognize the potential nuclea_ion zones of future Basin and

Range earthquakes.
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Appendix 2

SOURCE PARAMETERS OF THE 1987 EDGECUMBE,

NEW ZEALAND EARTHQUAKE

Keith F. Priestley

Seismological Laboratory, Mackay School of Mines

University of Nevada - Reno, Reno, Nevada 89557

Abstract. Moment tensor inversion of low frequency normal mode

and teleseismic body-wave data for the March 2, 1987 Edgecumbe

New Zealand earthquake give an average seismic moment of 7.0x1018
N-m. Measurements of seismic moment at low frequencies are

converted to spectral levels and combined with the acceleration

spectrum from a strong-motion seismogram recorded at about 15 km
epicentral distance tO give a composite source spectrum for the
main shock. The source spectrum is simpler that is, it shows a

constant low frequency level, a corner frequency of 0.22 Hz, and

a high frequency slope of approximately omega -2. The corner

frequency implies a fault radius of 6 km giving an average fault

displacement of 2 m and a stress drop of 5 MPa. Integration of
the velocity-squared spectrum indicates an energy release of 1.1

X i0 15 J resulting in an apparent stress of 5.5 MPa.

A suite of 255 three component, digital seismograph recordings

of 57 aftershocks of the Edgec_e earthquake have been analysed
to obtain estimates of seismic moment, source radius, and stress

drop. Seismic moments were calculated from the asymptotic

long-period spectral levels which were corrected for the

radiation pattern of a double-couple point source. They range
from 1011 N-m to I0 14 N-ro. Corner frequencies were estimated

both by fitting the spectra by hand and by integrating the

velocity squared spectra. The source radii infered from the

corner frequencies ranged from 200 to 300 m. Because of the

nearly constant source radii over three orders of magnitude in
seismic moment, stress drop is strongly correlated with seismic

moment. Stress drops from the Brune formulation were low and

ranged from 0.01 to 3.0 MPa. Similar low values for stress drop
have been reported for other normal faulting environments.

Introduction

The March 2, 1987 Edgecumbe, New Zealand earthquake (ML 6.3,

m b 5.9, M s 6.6) was a moderate, shallow, normal faulting event
slmilar to the type of event anticipated in the Yucca Mountain

region. This event had a maximum intensity of IX on the Modified
Mercalli scale and caused extensive damage in the surrounding

region. The 1987 earthquake occurred in a rifting environment
behind the convergent Pacific - Indian plate boundary. In this

region, the Pacific plate is presently being subducted westward
beneath the Indian plate at approximately 50 mm/yr (Walcott,
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1978). Typically, earthquakes along the Benioff Zone extend to

250 km depth (Reyners, 1980) however, some events as deep as 600
km have been observed (Adams and Ware, 1977 ). The 1987

earthquake occurred within the Central Volcanic Region (CVR), a
zone of rifting within the continental crust of the North Island.

The CVR is characterized by large volumes (approx 12,000 km ]) of

Quaternary rhyolitic volcanic rocks (Cole, 1979), an average heat

flow of 700-800 mW/m 2 (Studi and Thompson, 1969; Thompson, 1977;

Allis, 1979) , historical extension (Walcott, 1978) , thin crust (

approx 15 km) and low Pn velocity (7.4 k/s) (Ster_ and Davey,
1986). Stern (1985) has used various lines of reasoning to show
that the CVR is a direct continuation of a young oceanic back-arc

basin into the continental structure of New Zealand.

The 1987 earthquake occurred at the southeastern margin of the

CVR beneath the Rangitaiki Plain, a low lying alluvial basin

consisting of volcanic and graywacke-derived sands and gravels
with interbedded igni_brites, silts, and peats, all Pleistocene

to Holocene Age (DSIR staff, 1987). The basin is fault-bounded on

the east by the Jurassic graywacke of the Raungaehe Range, and on
the west by Quaternary volcanics. Several active faults were

previously recognized in the region, however none had been

recognized on the Rangitaiki Plain. The normal faulting surface

rupture accompanying the 1987 main shock occurred along a number
of strands over a approx I0 km broad and approx 15 km long

region. In detail, the main rupture is quite irregular, but the
downthrown side is always to the northwest. The deformation

comprises a monoclinal flexure along the main fault, with
fissures generally near the crest of the ._lexure. The fissures

appear to be deeper than the total vertical offset of the terrace
surface, an observation which indicates that they represent
tectonic extension rather than near surface tension cracking at

the crest of the flexure. The maximum vertical offset is 2 m,

however Grapes et al (1987) suggest that the more than 1 km of
unconsolidated sediment underlying the plain may have taken up

part of the faulting. Measurements made on fissures, cr_cks,
etc. crossing the rupture indicate a total extension of up to 1.6
m. The overall strike of the faulting is 51", and the strike of

the most easterly striking section is 77"_+ 6' (Grapes et al,

19s7).

ANALYSIS OF THE MAIN SHOCK

Teleseismic Source Mechanism

Normal Mode Analysis: Low frequency digital seismograms from the

International Deployment of Accelerometers (IDA) and the Seismic

Resea_ _a Observatory (SRO) networks were used in this analysis.
The distribu_-ion of these stations relative to the epicenter is

shown in Figure I. Analysis of low frequency waves constrains

the overall faulting process and the low frequency portion of the
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source spectrum. Six hour long time series from vertical

seismograms of the IDA and vertical and horizontal seismograms of
the SRO networks were used in a linear inversion procedure to

recover the elements of the seismic moment tensor (Buland and

Gilbert, 1976 ) .These time series are shorter than we have

previously used in sucL inversion procedures (e.g. Priestley and
Masters, 1986) but this was necessitated by the occurrences of a

Ms 6.2 event in the Indian Ocean at 05:58 GMT. However for
moderate events such as the Edgecumbe earthquake, the instruments
remain linear for the direct Love and Rayleigh wave arrivals, and

these phases dominate the normal mode signal. Details of the

inversion procedure are given in Masters e_ al (in preparation).
Results from the normal mode inversion are given in Table I. The

largest uncertainty in determining the moment results from the
indeterminacy of the dip. A 10% error in the assumed dip will
result in a 10% error in the determined moment. The fault
finiteness and the finite rise time introduce a source process

time Stau$, which is 7,5 sec for the Edgecumbe earthquake.

Fig%_re 1 compares the observed and synthetic low frequency
waveforms. The phase of the event is well fit, however,

amplitude anomalies exist for several azimuths. Such effects can
arise due to the finite source size, or to aspherical earth

structure. For moderate earthquakes such as the Edgecumbe event,

aspherical earth structure is likely to be the dominant effect.

Body wave analysis: Analysis of teleseismic body waves can
constrain the depth of the initial rupture, provide detail_ of

the source time history of the event, and provide an estimate of
seismic moment at a higher frequency than the normal mode

analysis. Waveform inversion techniques for recovery of the
seismic moment tensor have been discussed in a number of recent

papers (e.g. Doornbos, 1982, 1985; Ward, 1980, 1983) , and the
Harvard Seismic group routinely repor_zs moment tensor solutions

for eyelets larger than about mb 5.5. Time series for the phases

P, ?P, PKP, S, and SKS were extracted from the SRO and ASRO

digital seismogr;_ms. Greens functions used in the inversion

procedure were calculated for the windowed phases, plus their
near-source reflections (i.e., pP, sP, etc.) for specific source

depths using the WKBJ approximation (Chapman, 1978) for earth

_ model I066B (Gilbert and Dziewonski, 1975). Only phases at a
distance greater than 30 were used in the inversion procedure to

_ avoid compl ice,ions introduced by upper mantle structure.
Individual arrivals may be early or late with respect to the

arrival time predicted by the model i066b, due to local
deviations of the structure. The fitting procedure is performed

interactively, permitting the theoretical waveform to be time

aligned with the observed waveforms. If this alignment is not

done, the solution is badly biased. The quality of the solution

is assessed by calculating the average variance reduction (VR)

which is a quantitative measure of the misfit between the

synthetic wavefoz-m calculated for the moment tensor solution, and
the observed waveform. The fitting procedure is repeated over a

reasonable depth range until a maximum variance reduction is
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achieved. Results from the body-wave inversion are given in
Table I.

Main Shock Source Spectrum

Band limitation of existing seismic instrumentation makes

estimation of the source spectrum fo_ moderate and large
earthquakes difficult. Acceleration data collected in the

epicentral region are hampered by the poor low frequency response

of typical strong-motion instrumentation. High frequency data
does not normally exist from teleseismic recordings because of

the high attenuation for teleseismic propagation paths and low

level response of most teleseismic seismographs. To overcome

this problem, we have constructed a composite source spectrum for

the Edgecumbe earthquake.

The Edgecumbe earthquake triggered five strong-motion
accelerographs sited on and near the Matahina dam at about 15 )_

epicentral distance. Four of the instruments are sited on the
dam, and the fifth is located a few meters in front of the dam

(McVerry, written communication, 1987). Figure 2 shows the
N83"E horizontal component of acceleration and the Fourier

acceleration spectra from the instrument at the dam base. This

component is nearly in the transverse direction with respect to

the epicenter at 15 km epicentral distance. However the surface

trace of the fault passes within about 7 km of the instrument,

consequently, considering the fault dimension, the instrument is

in the near field. The peak horizontal ground acceleration is

0.33 g (Anderson et al, 1987) The duration of the strong ground

shaking is relatively short, and the _ntegrated displacement

pulse is simple in character, indicating a relatively smooth

rupture. The low frequency energy observered in the displacement

record for times greater than l0 seconds may be the result of

surface wave energy trapped in the low velocity material

comprising the Rangitaiki Plain, or the result of numeric noise.

It is difficult at this point to take into account the proximity

of the dam and for the present any possible coupling of energy
back into the ground by this structure is ignored. Only data

from this instrument is considered in constructing the source

spectrum.
: Estimates of seismic moment from the normal mode and body wave

inversion, and from the surface wave magnitude were converted to

full-space spectral amplitudes at their obse_led frequencies for

• comparison with the spectral amplitude dete_ined from the near-
source acceleration data. Using a shear wave speed ($beta$) of

3.6 k/s, a density ($rho$) of 2.8 Kg/m 3 (Robinson, written

communications, 1987), and a radiation factor (SR sub ( THETA PHI

}$) of 0.6 (Thatcher and Hanks, 1973), the seismic moment Mo
related to the spectral amplitude normalized to I0 km is

OMEGA (full space) sub (10^km) "=" ( R sub ( THETA PHI ) ^ Mo )

over ( 4 ^ pi ^ rho ^ beta sup 3 ^ (I0 km) ) " - "

3.65 ^ times I0 sup -25 _ Mo
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This gives values of $OM_GA (f) $ at lower frec_Aencies for
comparison with values of $OM_GA (f)$ obtained from the body wave
accelerograms. The transverse component of the strong-motion
accelerogram was normalized to a hypocentral distance of I0 km,
corrected for the average radiation pattern, and converted to a
full-space spectrum by accounting for the free surface
amplification effects. Since the instrument was in the near
field, as a first approximation to normalizing to I0 km
hypocentral distance, we have assumed the energy radiated per
unit area of the fault is constant. Therefore we multiplied the
spectral amplitude by the ratio of twice the area of the fault
(to account for the radiation from both sides of the fault) to
the area of a patch of the fault of 7km radius. This value was
assumed to be the actual, amount of energy radiated from a point
source. The r2 scaling was then applied to normalize the
spectrum to l0 km di.stance. The acceleration spectmzm was
corrected for a range of attenuation values which seemed
reasonable for graywacke. Since these produced negligible
effects on the spectrum in the frequency band of interest, an
arbitrary whole path Q of 300 was assumed. Contamination of the
spectrum by local recording site effects (near surface structure)
may also be important. Archuleta (1986) has analyzed data
recorded near Mammoth Lakes, California and found that the
spectra from surface recording could be predicted by the spectra
from borehole recordings by accounting for the acoustic
impedance. Of relevance to the present study, spectral ratios
between the surface and borehole recordings of his data show that
the near surface amplification is uniform across the 2 to 50 Hz
band. No such measurements exist in the vicinity of the
Edgecumbe earthquake but we can use the Archuleta results as a
guide. The acceleration spectrum was finally divided by omega
_2 to conver_ to a displacement spectrum.

The composite displacement spectrum for the Edgecumbe
earthquake is shown in Figure 3. The spectrum is simple, that
is, iU shows a constant low frequency amplitude, a corner
frequency at 0.22 Hz, and high frequency falloff of omega _2.
The source spectrum shown in Figure 3 implies that the Edgecumbe
earthquake had a relatively simple rupture, compatible with the
time series shown in Figure 2.

Source Parameters of the Main Shock

Source parameters for the Edgecum_e ear_:hquake can be
estimated by combining results obtained from the analysis of the
main shock data and the rupture dimensions from patterns in the
aftershock distribution. The estimate of the seismic moment from

the teleseismic analysis is 7.0X1018 N-m. During the first days
of the aftershock sequence, events were distributed over a zone
20 km long. Surface faulting extended over a zone about 15 km
long. This presumably represented the upper limit for the

* '_I'II,_ ,II,,llla,,II,_,'I',,, _I"_',h,,I,pI11,11'Jill''+Pr"' ,11,'rllJ__ 11,1_,,,rllrl, ** ,III','I11 ii'l,r, _, A ' I'_''_'_''"11_!_r"Ir'_VllIrllq11111_* "Ii_ rlgrl,lqllllr,_,,i,,,,.,il,ll,,lnl_hhl_lJlI H,,,,,',
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surface which slipped during the main sho_k. In several cases
where dense seismograph networks were in place at the time of the

main shock allowing accurate aftershock locations immediately
following the main shock, it has been observed that the
aftershock zone grew in size by i0 to 20 % in the first few hours
(e.g., Priestley et al, 1988; Smith and P_iestley, 1988). This
is to be expected since aftershocks should be most frequent at
the boundaries of the slip zone where the main shock has
increased the stress.

The source spectrum can be interrupted in terms of spectral
source parameters. The source radius r (Br_/ne, 1970; 1971) is

r " = "( 2.34 ^ beta ) over (2 ^ pi ^ f sub c) " approx " 5.8 km

giving a fault area of 105 km 2 . For comparison, early
aftershocks (Robinson, Personal Communications, 1987) extend over
a 12-15 km zone reaching to about i0 km depth. This gives a
fault area of approximately 140 km 2. Using these values as the
extremes in the fault area, the average slip <u> is

2.2 ^ m "" < "" <u> " = " Mo over (mu A)*" < "" 1.7 ^ m

and the average stress drop $< DELTA sigma >$ (Kanamori and
Anderson, 1975)

5.6 ^ MPa "" < "" < DELTA sigma > "= " 8 over ( 3 pi } ^ mu <u>
over W "" < "" 4.2 ^ MPa

where W is the shortest dimension of the fault. Errors enter

into _hese values through errors in MO and A. Mo have
been estimated both from low frequency normal mode data and
teleseismic body wave data and these values are within 4% of each
other.

To determine the radiated seismic energy we have integrated
the composite velocity squared spectrum, scaled it for the S-wave
radiation pattern according to wu (1966), and included 5% of the
S-wave energy as the P-wave contribution. The seismic energy is

E sub s " = " ( 24 ) over 15 ^ pi ^ rho ^ beta ^ R sup 2 " inr
from ( - inr ) to inr I ( OMEGA (f) ) sup 2 I ^ df

where 50MEGA (f)$ is the composite velocity spectrum. The
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calculated radiated seismic energy of the composite spectral
shape from the main shock is l.lXl015 J. The apparent stress for
the main shock is

sigma sub app " = " { mu ^ E sub s } over Mo _" < "" 5.5 _ MPa

The shape of the spectrum beyond the corner frequency is

important to the calculation of the total radiated energy; if the
amplitude spectrn/m falls off as omega -2, the velocity spectrum

falls off as omega -1 and the velocity squared spectrum which is

proportional to energy, fa.ls off as omega -2, and thus there is

relatively little contribution to the total energy for

frequencies beyond the corner frequency. On the other hand, if

the amplitude spectrum falls off as omega -I beyond the corner,

the velocity spectrum" and the velocity squared spectrum are

constant and the contribution to the total radiated energy is

proportional to the band width of that portion of the spectrum

(Smith et al, 1988). The additional high frequency

enerqy causing the spectrum to drop off with a slope less than
omega -_ past the corner frequency can arise due to fault
roughness (Gusev, 1983). Such effects have been observed for

earthquakes over a wide magnitude range (Anderson et al, 1986;
Br_/ne et al, 1986; Smith et al, 1988). The lack of this

roughness energy in the spectrum of the Edgecumbe earthquake

indicates a relatively uniform rupture process.

Analysis of the Aftershocks
Data

Following the March 2, 1987 Edgecumbe, New Zealand earthquake

(M L 6.3, m b 5.9,M s 6.6) Geophysics Division of D.S°I.R. and the
Seismological Laboratory of the University of Nevada installed

six portable, three component digital seismographs in the

epicentral region. This augmented an array of ten smoke pager

recorders installed by Geophysics Division oZ D.S.I.R. fo_

aftershock locations, and provided digital recodings of

: aftershocks for spectral studies. This report presents

source parameters results from spectral analysis of a subset of
the aftershock data recorded° These data provide an important

comparison of source parameters and scaling relationships for

small earthquakes in New Zealand, with other regions, and an

excellent opportunity to consider the suggestion of McGarr (1984)

that ear_chquakes occurring in different states of stress and

tectonic setting have different source proper1:ies.

Figure 4 shows the locations of the digital and smoked paper

seismographs. Four of the digital seismograph stations had i Hz

free period velocity sensors (BRA, COW, EDG, FAN), and two had
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0.2 HZ free period velocity sensors (ASe, DAM). The recording
system was a Sprengnether DR-100 with a 12-bit (66 dB)
analogue-to-digital converter. The three components are

• digitized at i00 samples per second and a 50 Hz, 30 dB per octave
rolloff anti-aliasing filter was applied to the data prior to
digitizing. Four of the seismographs (ASe, DAM, EDG, FAN) were
sited directly on competent rock; COW was located on soil covered
hills of welled tuff forming the northern margin of t.he
Ranqitaiki Plain; and BRA was located near the northern edge of
the graben on an unknown thickness of valley fill.

Approximately 900 earthquakes triggered at one or more
stations during the three week deployment. Of these, 57
representative aftershocks that were recorded on three or more
seismographs during the period March 14 to 19 were chosen for
analysis in this report. The aftershocks studied were located
using arrival times .from both the smoke paper and digital
seismographs Robinson (1988) dicusses the location of aftershocks
in more detail. The location of the main shock, and the
locations of the aftershocks anlayzed here are shown in Figure 4.
The hypocentral parameters of the aftershocks analysed in this
study are summarized in Table 2. All records used are less than
20 km epicentral distance and many are less than i0 km. At these
small epicentral distances wave propagation effects are
minimized.

Analysis and Results

Determination of the Spectra: The displacement amplitude

spectz_m of the vertical component P-wave and horizontal
component S-waves were computed by Fourier transforming a time
window that started slightly before the phase arrival and ending
1 to 2 seconds later depending on the earthquake magnitude and/or
the am plitue behavior of the time series. The time window was
c_osen to be long enough to include the entire phase arrival But
short: enough to minimize the inclusion of energy from secondary
phases. This p_'ocedure will include some surface wave energy in
the case of the S-wave analysis, however we found that increasing
the time window length by 1/2 second or more did not affec_ the
choice of the corner frequency and generally did no_ affec_ the
choice of the low frequency level. _n cases where we thought
there was some ambigu£_y about the low frequency level, we tried
several different window lengths., The instrument corrected
velocity spectra were then conver_ed to displacement spectra by
multiplying by omega -I and normalized to a distance of 10 km. We
have not rotated the data into transverse and radial components

but have computed the spectra for bo_h horizontal components and
computed the vector sum of these two values. The spectral
analysis procedure is illustrated in Figure 5.

Almost all spectra have a constant low frequency level
ex_ending from some low frequency in the 0.2 to 0.5 Hz range to a
corner in the 2 to I0 Hz range. Above this the spectral
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amplitudes fall off in the range omega -I to omega -3. There is
usually a second corner in the frequency range 16 to 23 Hz above
which the spectral amplitudes fall off in the range omega -4 to
omega -5. At very low frequencies the spectra typically startto

' rise again because the low frec_4eDcy noise is being amplified by
the multiplication by omega -I . Similarly, at very high
frequencies, digitaztion noise may cause the spectral amplitudes
to increase. Effect of Attenuation on the Spectra: Recent

studies of attenation of high-frequencies offer conflicting
results. Archule_a (1986) found that surface recordings showed
an amplification of approximately a factor of four compared to
borehole recordings, but that this amplification was uniform
across the 0.5 to 50 Hz band and was par_ially the result of the
free surface amplification effect which we have taken into
account, and partially the effect of the impedence contrast
between the higher velocity bedrock and the low velocity near
surface material. Data from downwhole recordings at Parkfield
(Malin, personal communications) suggest that measurements mad_
near the surface may have some high-frequency energy
preferentially attenuated by the low velocity surface material
thus distorting the shape of the spectra. The apparent
conflicting results may be explained by differences in the near
surface geology at these sites. Two recent theoretical studies
h_ve shown that scattering causes a reduction of the high
frequency content of body waves by transferring much of the high
frequency energy to the coda. This mechanism helps explain the
common observations that body wave records frequently begin with
a lower frequency arrival but contain higher frequencies in the
coda. Most body-wave spectra include enough coda that if high
frequencies are significantly shifted in time (phases) the
amplitude spectra should still resemble that of the original
pulse. Scattering mechanisms however, are very difficult to
evaluate due to lack of description of the size and location of
scatterers in real earth.

The spectra of the earthquakes analysed in this repor_ have
: not bean corrected for whole path attenuation. All recording

stations except BRA were located at hard rock sites which are
presumably higher Q. we found _lat varying the whole path Q over
a reasonable range of $250 ^ < ^ Q ^ < ^ 5005 had negligible
effect on $O05 and $fc$. Near surface effects are impossible to
estimate as no comparisons of surface and borehole recordings are
avaliable in this region. However the near surface geology is
similar to that of the Mammoth Lakes area (volcanic tuff) were
Archuleta (1986) found that surface recordings were amplified
compared to borehole recordings, but the overall shape of the
spectra were unaffected. The near surface effect may be even
less at the graywacke sites (ASe, DAM). However spectral
amplitudes for frequencies greater than 16 to 23 Hz decay as
omega -4 to omega -5. This rapid decay is the rule and no_ _he

- exception and indicates that some other mechanism besides whole
path Q is affecting the data. This presumably reflects the fmax
effect of Hanks (1982). The corner frequency for all the events

_r,_'_," _,rl, ,,,r....... _'L'IIIII'_"II'"'"_'III',' ' II .... _'' "'I'.......... m .... 'Hq'l_' II' ',I"" ........." '""l_,p_''l"......... ,IUTM ql ,qn
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studied appears to be well below the observed f_ax" Other site
effects such as those arising from reverberatlons in the low
velocity surface layers have not been considered in this repotS:.
Some of the spectra, especially those from BRA show peaking which
may be indicative of reverberations in the near-surface layers.

_nterpretation of the Spectra: The l_g-log displacement
spectra were parameterized in terms of a constant low frequency
asymptote $O05, a high frequency falloff proportional to omega -n ,
and the corner frequency fc at which the two trends intersect.
The far-field spectral parameters were then related to the source
parameter using the relation given by Brune (1970, 1971). The
seismic moment is determined from the long period level, $O0
(p,s)$ according to

MO "=" (4 pi rho ( alpha sup (3), beta sup (3)) R O0 (p,s)) over

(k R sub ( THETA PHI ))

where Srho$ is the density, Salpha$ and Sbeta$ are the P and S
wave velocities respectively, R is the hypocantral distance, k is
the free surface correction and SR sub (THETA PHI)$ is the
average radiation pattern. An average radiation pattern
correction was made rather than a specific radiation correction
based on a fault plane solution because the radiation factor is
highly sensitive to changes in the location of the nodal planes
of the fault plane solution so that small errors in the fault
plane solutions might lead to significant errors in the corrected
spectra, and because there is some suggestion that the radiation
pattern is not uniform for the entire rupture process. Stress
drops were estimated from the corner frequency lc, the spectral
equivalent of the duration of the displacement pulse, using the
relation

ds "- (7 ^ M sub Co)) over (IS ^ r sup (3)) (I)

where r is the source radius of the Brune circular model and is

related to the corner frequency, fc (p,s)$ by

r "-" (2.34 ( alpha , beta )) over (2 pi fc (p,s)). (2)

The Brune model was developed for S-waves, we have made the
additional assumption that the corner frequency shift for P-waves
relative to S-waves is given by the ratio $alpha$/$beta$ (e.g.
Molnar et al, 1973).
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We have also used the Snoke (1987) method of determining Brune
stress drops. Equations 1 and 2 show that the stress drop is
prpor_ional to the cu_e of the hand fit observable corner
frequency, f3 c. Small uncertainties in fc can have a much larger
effect upon the stress drop. Using the Brune (1970, 1971) model,
Snoke (1987) derives a relationship between J, the integrated
squared velocity spectrum given by

J "-" 2 ^ inr from 0 to inf ^ I ^ omega ^ OMEGA ( omega ) ^ I ^
sup (2) df

and the corner frequency

fc "=" left [ J over (2 (pi sup 3) {O0 sup 2))
right ] sup (1 / _)

This new corner frequency is then used with equations I and 2 to
determine the Brune stress drop. The Snoke method has the
advantages of an objectively determined observable J that is
linearly proportional to stress drop.

The radiated seismic energy, Es , was determined from the
integration of the P and S wave velocity squared spectra in the
frequency band 1 to 20 Hz according to Wu (1968),

Es (p,s) "=" I ^ rho ( alpha , beta ) R sup 2 inr
from (- inr) to inr ^ I ^ (OMEGA) (f) ^ I sup 2 ^ dr.

Where I is a constant equal to $(4 pi)$/$155 for P-waves and ${24
pi)$/$155 for S-waves. In this case $OMEGA (f)$ is the velocity
spectrum, lt was further assumed that the P-wave energy is 5% of
the S-wave energy. The total radiated seimic energy for each
component is then given by the sum of the P and S wave energy.

The results of the spectral analysis are summarized in Table
3. The event number in column one of Table 3 correspond to the
evQnt number in colum_n seven of Table 2. Seismic moments of the

Edgecu_e aftershocks range from 1011 to 1014 N-m, radiated
energies range from 1012 to 1016 J, and Brune stress drops range
from 0.01 to 3.0 MPa. For the Edgecum_e aftershocks, Slc sup

(p)$ is greater than Slc sup (s)$, a frequent (i.e., Molnar et
al, 1973) but by no means universal feature of such data sets
(Bakun et al, 1976). Infact not all source models predict that
Slc sup (p)$ to Slc sup (s)$ ratio is Sapprox 1.75 or even
greater than 1.

z
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Discussion

Scaling of the Edgecombe after shock source spectra is shown
in Figure 6 where the logarithm of the low frequency spectral
level or seismic movement is plotted as a function of the

logarithm of the fault radius or spectral corner frequency.
Diagonal lines across the plot are contours of constant stress
drops. Source radii for the Edgecombe aftershocks are almost
constant over nearly three orders of magnitude in moment. This
apparent consistency leads to a strong dependence of stress drop
on moment. The largest events (1014 N-m) have a stress drop of
"approx 15 MPa whereas the smallest events of (1011 N-m) have a
stress drop of 0.01 MPa or less. The dependence of stress drop
on movement over this range has been noted in a number of studies
(Tucker and Brune, 1973; Choute et al 1978; Rautian et al 1978;
Fletcher 1980; Archuleta et al 1982; Fletcher et al 1987). Such

a cutoff in corner frequency could result from the effect of fmax
(Hanks,1982) , a site" related cutoff of the high frequency. ,
spectrum. However, spectra of the Edgecombe aftershocks
typically show a second corner in the frequency range 16 to 23 Hz
(Fig. 2) which more closely correspond to the fmax seen for
spectra of California microearthquakes (Hanks, 1982). This is
significantly above the corner frequencies picked from the
Edgecombe aftershock spectra, hence the near constant source
radii (corner frequency) with increasing moment in the range 1011
to 1014 N-m is afmax effect.

Stress drop for events of the Edgecombe sequence range from 5
MPa for the main shock (Preistley, 1988), to about 0.01 MPa
for the smallest events reported here. Low stress drops have been
found for other small M O <1020 events in the Basin and Range of
Nevada (e.g. Douglas and Ryall, 1972; Smith et al, 1988) and at
Anza in California (Fletcher at al., 1987) in the western United
States. These low observed stress drops do not necessarily imply
low tectonic stress accumulation in the region. The tectonic

significance of any measure of stress drop is in doubt because
stress drop may be only a small fraction of the driving stress,
in which case small-scale inhomogeneities could be a significant
fraction in measures of the stress drop.

In recent experiments of stick-slip sliding in foam rubber Brune
(personal communications, 1988) has found that the stress drop
accompanying a stick-slip event is only 2 to 5% of the total
accumulated stress. Tucker and Brune (1973) pointed out
a correlation between the estimated stress drop and the high

frequency spectral fall off and suggested that this might be a
result of the smaller stress drop events corresponding _o partial
stress drops while the larger events might correspond to total
stress drop events. Brune et al (1986) found that the average
slope of the high frequency fall off for events with stress drop
greater than i0 MPa was 2.9 whereas the average slope for events

: with stress drop was less than 0.2 MPa was 2.0 supporting the
partial stress drop model of Brune (1970). The spectra of the
Edgecumbe aftershocks do not show the same relationship between
the rate of high frequency spectral fall off and stress drop.
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The high frequency fall off for most events are approximately 3.

McGarr (1984) has suggested that the ground motion parameters
are controlled by the crustal environment of the hypocenter.
For example, for comparable hypocentral depths, peak acceleration
in a compressional tectonic regime is about 3 greater than in an
extensional regime. Figure 6 indicates the relationship of fault
radius (corner frequency) to seismic moment reported in several
other microear_hquake studies. The Edgecombe aftershocks and the
data of Douglas and Ryall (1972) from the Basin and Range of
Nevada, both from extensional crustal environments, have the
largest source radius for a given seismic moment, and hence the
smallest stress drop. This is in qualitative agreement with
suggestion of McGarr (1984) at stress drop is related to the
tectonic environment of the crust.

Summary and Conclusions

We have examined normal mode, teleseismic body wave, and local
acceleration data to estimate source parameters of the 1987
Edgecumbe, New Zealand earthquake. The seismic moment from the
inversion of low frequency data is 7.0Xi018 N-m. Inversion of
teleseismic body wave data gives a strike of 211", a dip of 4",
and a slip of 73". This is in excellent agreement with the fault
plane solution from firs_ motion data which gives a strike of
225', dip of 45",and a slip of 70" (Anderson and Webb, 1988).
Inversion of the normal mode data gives a strike of 239", a dip
of 71", and a slip of 59". The strike of the faulting inferred
from the normal mode data is closer to the overall trend of the
surface faulting (Grapes et al, 1987). The differences in the
mechanism inferred from the normal mode/surface faulting data and
the teleseismic body wave/firs_ motion data may arise from
complications introduced by the second source suggested by
Anderson and Webb (1988). Seismic moments have been used to
constrain the low frequency far field acceleration spectrum, and
near source acceleration data have been used to define the high

frequency parq: of the spectrum. These indicate a relatively
simple source spectrum in keeping with the nature of the
acceleration records. Using the extremes of source size
indicated by the corner frequency and the aftershock zone,
the displacement is between 1.52 and 2.03 m, compatible
with surface measurements, and _e stress drop is between 3.2 and
4.5 MPa. From integration of the velocity squares source
spectrum 1olXI015 J of energy were radiated during the faulting
process.
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Figure Captions

Fig. I. Comparison of the low frequency ( 2 - 6 mhz ) observed
waveforms (solid lines) with synthetic waveforms (dashed lines)
computed for the normal mode model of Table 1.

Fig. 2. Acceleration, velocity and displacement records, and
Fourier acceleration spectra from the horizontal strong - motion
records collecued near the base of the Matahina dam. The
acceleration record is of relatively short duration, and the
displacement pulse is simple in character indicating a simple
source - time function.

Fig. 3. Composite displacement source spectrum and source
parameters for the Edgecumbe main shock.

Figure 4. Map showing the location of the digital and
smoked paper seismographs, and the locations of the aftershocks
analyzed in this report. The hatchered area denotes the exposed
rock on the hills surrounding the R plane. Stations ASQ and DAM
are sited on graywacke outcrops, stations COW, EDG, and FAN are
sited on outcrops of welled tuff, and station BRA is sited on and
shallow thickness of valley alluvium.

Figure 5. Example of the spectral analysis procedure.
The noise spectrum and the signal spectrum with the low frequency
level, high frequency falloff, and the corner frequency fits are
shown in the lower part of the figure; the '£ime windows of the
noise and signal are shown in the upper part of the figure.
Almost all spectra show a second corner in the data in the
frequency range 16 to 23 Hz.

Figure 6. Seismic moment versus source radius for the 57
Edgecombe aftershocks $( .... )$ compared with seismic moment
versus source radius from Douglas and Ryall (1972) $( .... )$,
Munguia et al (1978) $( .... )$, Fletcher (1980) $( .... )$,
Archulata et al (1982) $( .... )$, Haar et al (1984) $( .... )$, and
Mueller and Cranswick (1985) $( .... )$. Lines of
constant stress drop are indicated.
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TABLE I

su'Lk_ dip slip Mo _ vr records
(N-m) (SOC) us_..d

.,.,.u.,.,, ,,L...... i ,,.,................ _i ....... .. ,,=,i ,, ill,l

normaJmode 239= 7| = 59e 6.1 x|O 11 7.5 74% 20
body wave 211 ° 64* 73+ 7.9 xlO lI l.O 76% t7
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Table 2 .Event Itypocentral Parameters

. _,

Date T_ Latlt_la Lonfttwd4 Depth (ka_) Ml. .
' ' 7 Z ._

March 1,1 052033,87 37.982 176.777 0.3 1
06_t;$1d,83 37,911 176,847 8J 2
0;$3;$14,42 37917 176,840 8,7 3
0&¢3 32.91 37,921 176,846 78 4
1108 7.$,69 38.132 176 6_6 5.3 5
1149 04 3J 3;$.114 176,676 7,7 6
1227 19.23 37,9,42 176,7_ 7 6 7
2112 45,74 3;$.034 176.764 3.9 8

March I# 0001 42.;$7 3;$.008 176.773 OJ 9
0029 05 J9 37,912 176,_0 8,9 10
0031 50,;$5 3;$.002 176,7J7 6,1 11
0047 32,_ 3;$,134 176.666 5.2 12
0100 46.07 37,91;$ 176.861 5,0 13
0931 09,02 37,9 75 176,778 3,0 14
11174J,19 3;$,040 176.7J1 5.4 I J
1340 3036 3;$,037 176.7J0 83 16
1350 J2.86 3;$,114 176.6_9 7 7 17
14_2 36,52 30,012 176,504 5 3 1;$
1519 09.68 3;$,034 176,733 4 6 19
IJJ 06,;$0 3;$,036 "176747 03 20
161 JI,73 37.9;$2 176,739 59 21

blarch 16 0216 JI,77 3;$.0¢;$ 176,734 5 0 22
023624.34 - 3;$,005 176749 4 8 '' 23
OJ47 51,13 3;$,005 176680 70 24
0601 01,96 3;$0;$7 176,694 4 4 25
0613 2035 38.003 176,683 7 6 26
O_t3 4J 33 37.9.,¢9 ,176,845 3,6 2 7
09SJ 1329 37.97;$ 176,50;$ 7 I 2;$
1238 37,,70 3;$,1;$0 "6,640 63 29
1656 12 32 38,024 , ';6,770 _3 30
1441323,70 37.906 176.806 5J 31
1813 50.95 3;$,161 176,307 7 6 32
1;$16JS,;$J 37.910 176507 7.0 33
1;$$2407,95 3;$,171 176,J97 92 34
1;$5214 61 37,910 176,810 6,1 35
!91;$12,42 3;$,117 176,6J2 3J 36
20J7 03,6J 37,_;$5 176,821 9.2 37
2110 25,98 3;$.047 176,7611 5,0 38

March 17 1115 21,00 37,927 176,861 5.4 39
March 1;$ 0301 12,61 37936 176,850 77 40

095 7 24.7;$ 3;$,010 176,772 5,0 ,¢1
12J8 3221 3;$,10;$ 176,635 9,1 ,_2
1432 2;$J4 3;$037 176,713 5,1 ,t3
1940 J.1J2 38,113 176.688 59 4,_
2132 31.41 37,907 176517 7.1 45
2222 3JJ6 37,905 176,814 72 46

March 10 0452 16110 37,905 176,;$17 6,6 47
05,I6 39,67' 37,984 176.;$17 93 48
0608 32,64 3;$.046 176,742 5,1 40
0634 2732 3;$,117 176,6tt0 8,4 50
0519 34J9 37.913 176,797 5.1 J 1
0539 31JO 37,91;$ 176,797 J 3 52
0907 O_JO 3;$_6 176, 74 i 7;$ 53
1130 2;$,_ 3;$.042 176,755 6.0 54
1456.16.92 38,001 176, 76J 5,9 JJ
16J6 3531 3;$1M0 176,767 O# $6
_0_ 41922 3;$,125 176,669 7.6 J 7

t Event number re[ered to in Table 3

rllPl,_ ,,,_ I# 'lr'li I'11 FI,' 'fir', 'll]ll',,,i,l,,..,,,,_,_al, li' qlll* "d III " 'lr_q'[ll "'Pr'II' ''qlll ..... ,, I_i_lllO, ..... I_lPI"_ II_ ,r.... , ,,." ,',,1111[I _fp,,,i,IIpIIqlll'fll'_lV_ _'_1'1 ' .,I .... ,_ 111r .... _, iii ..... h' , ,I,



Table3. Spectral and Source Parameters

........

.... sp,,,,-,...,p_,
No. <Mo> E, <lo(p)> <f,(s)> <ats> <r,,. ,.-t'o(p)> <f,(s)> <act>

, ,_

1 18,68 11,93 823 J,91 1,6 261 11,J1 6..,_0 02,0
2 19.04 12.32 1024 J22 33 247 1236 J,19 04,9
3 203J 14,6& 7-56 420 18,1 J2J 7,70 3,77 36,4
4 18,$9 12.27 9,79 5J8 2.7 24J 12,07 J,SJ 03,9
J 1925 12,77 10-50 4.50 12.4 In 10,42 4.91 07,1
6 1936 12.0_ 838 4,74 J.7 .107 8,70 5,10 06.8
7 20,10 14,31 8,79 437 16,9 289 820 4.34 24.0
8 19,10 12,81 1028 437 93 2$1 12,67 4,34 20,3
9 18,7.1 12.09 11,41 Jj4 3,0 280 16.38 6,00 06,6

10 18,M 11.91 927 4.58 2,7 259 10,72 4,63 03,4
11 18,99 12,0d 7.61 3JJ 4.¢ 408 $38 430 03,$
12 18,95 1223 8.12 J,78 4,7 2.JJ 7.J4 J,68 OJ,O
13 18,80 II,_M 8,7I 5,6,$ 33 263 902 J.7J 02,8
14 1838 11.72 9.47 4,71 1.7 28J 12,8J 5,88 02,5
15 18,88 12.23 8.53 5.56 4,0 249 1023 6,0J 04.9
16 18,87 12,14 93J 522 4.4 270 11,61 5.60 080
17 19,03 12..$4 12.43 5,17 2.7 237 11.98 J.79 02,8
18 19,87 13,63 6,84 3,79 On 385 735 3,84 083
19 1924 12.8J 9,87 J27 26.6 260 10,80 J.IJ 28,7
20 18.97 12.4.41 8.96 J,8,¢ 116 2.54 11.38 J.66 18.7
21 1863 11.68 9,87 6,72 3,8 240 11.60 6,93 043
22 19,01 12.23 8,99 620 7,4 267 7,99 6.01 05.3
23 192J 12.00 8,88 4,91 7,0 282 8,61 5,56 06,8
24 1921 12,86 7,7J 5.98 6,9 2'T7 8.33 7.14 155
2.5 19.37 12,77 6,62 ,d,72 Jj 321 .$,62 4,76 0J,8
26 19,72 13..51 7,13 4.30 9.8 MJ 74J 4,91 21,3
27 19,41 13.10 620 J.70 73 28.1 749 5,78 08.0
28 1936 13,6-$ 8,70 5.11 8,1 272 939 7,1J 279
29 19,16 1229 7-52 5.56 3.8 2,841 8]2 J,47 036
30 1920 12,76 7.44 493 7.7 .104 7.43 523 0J.8
31 18,96 12.31 8J0 5.11 3,4 281 938 6.21 066
32 19,33 13.02 8,02 J,72 14,1 276 838 6.60 27.1
33 19,68 1322 6,43 3,77 4] 369 6,17 3.91 03,4
3,t 18,94 12,47 934 716 5,4 220 9.71 $.JO 10,4
3J 1927 12,72 4,06 4,88 3.9 377 6.38 J.48 05,4
36 1912 12,66 9.70 4,96 2.8 2...¢0 10,88 J.4d 03.7
37 1937 13,06 7,14 4 80 62 295 8,73 J27 09,6
38 19,17 13,09 6,95 663 4,8 2.J9 9.90 9,39 14,5
39 20.16 1,026 6.31 3.0,$ 36,6 397 7.34 3.6J 58,3
40 19.90 13,99 6,71 4,74 41,7 326 7,6J 4.46 30.7
._1 19,41 13,11 6.78 4.6J 8,4 32J 10.32 J,70 17,0
42 18.J9 11,68 12,19 4.81 2.0 _J 13.87 5.62 03,7
.t3 20,68 15.84 933 313.6 241 7,66 173,6
4_t 18,47 11.3J 7.2_I J,79 1.7 29J 8.50 7,16 05,6
45 19,10 12.61 7.53 439 8.6 394 11.82 6,01 34.J ,
46 19,74 1322 737 3.38 14J 445 6,65 3,68 12,8
47 19.04 t2.41 lOJ$ 4.77 4.$ 279 11,14 JJJ 09,0
48 1926 12,60 12.00 2.59 ,66 31J 10,91 2J8 ,J2
49 19-50 13,22 4,J2 J,78 138 J_l _ 03 6.75 1,94
50 18.7"2 I I,69 9,97 4.63 .17 _0,I 1039 J.11 24
.51 18J7 11.78 10.59 4.69 22 298 11,72 6._0 .88
52 18.8,J 12.31 9,6¢J 5.84 24 280 123.$ 63J 2.5
53 19,40 12.91 6.411 J.37 .9$ 320 7.19 5.J9 03
54 18,90 11.9J 6.14 41.66 32 327 712 •. J,05 ,_g
55 18.84 11,47 J,&J 4 23 2J 377 4 8d 4._ 15
56 19.05 12.86 11,72 6.J7 1.13 215 13.64 7.24 1,94
57 18,60 11,70 12.40 6,74 -54 2J7 1229 7,12 .49
58 1827 11.83 8di 4127 22 J_ 8,48 427 21

No. is the event number from Table 2, < Mo >/s loglo of the average seismic moment in N.m, E, is Iogto of
radiated seismic energy in joules, < f©(p) > is the average p.wa_ corner frequency m It:, < fc (s) > is

thz average s.wave corner frequency in Hz, <r> is the average so_ce radius, and <,sa> is the average
stress drop.



Tectonic and Neotectonic Pramework of the

Yucca Mountain Region

Final Report: Yucca Mountain Project: Task 5
January 1, 1987- June 30, 1988

_: Dr. R. A. Schweickert

(Principal Investigator), M.A. E11is b. Recognition of west-vergent,
(Postdoctoral Fellow); P. Buchanan , rather than east-vergent, thrust faults
J. Caskey, D. Donovan, R. Elwood, J. from existing mapping at NTS east of
Hoffard, T. Reynolds, T. Sawyer Yucca Mountain means that an en-
(Graduate Research Assistants). tirely new structural synthesis of the

NTS region is needed.
Or_anizati0n of this re_p.9.__

c. Circumstantial evidence from
The text of this report consists of existing mapping that Paintbrush

three parts. Part 1 consists of a brief Canyon fault may be an active fault
summary of major accomplishments extending northwest across Beatty
of Task 5 personnel during the re- Wash and into Timber Mountain
port period. Part 2 is a a brief report caldera.
of technical studies or research
projects conducted by members of d. Recognition of at least three
Task 5. Part 3 is chronologically discrete paleoseismic events and
ordered summary of monitoring, re- surface ruptures along the northern
search, and review activities, details Death Valley-Furnace Creek fault
of which may be obtained from the zone, suggesting that this is one of
Quarterly Reports submitted to NWSO the most active faults in the Great
by R. A. Schweickert. Several ap- Basin.
pendices of reviews, manuscripts,
and abstracts follow the body of the eo Recognition of evidence of late
text. Qtmternary or Holocene activity along

the Maynard Lake strand of th_
Part 1 Pahranagat shear zone, and evidenc_

that it continues farther southwest

Highlights of ma_or accomvlishments toward NTS. In addition° recognition
of Task 5 that a major component of shorten-

ing, expressed by tilting and folding
of Tertiary ashflow tufts, has occurred

1. Research across the fault. This raises the pos-
sibillty of similar types of deformation

a. Recognition from Scott and occurring along northeast-striking
Bonk's (1984) map and sections of at faults at NTS near Yucca Mountain.
least two phases of late Cenozoic

: faulting at Yucca Mountain, exten-
sional faults post-Pahxtbru_h and pre- f. Recognition of evidence for
Timber Mountain tuff, and probable active faulting along the Stateline-
strlke-slip faults post-Timber Moun- Stewart Valley fault zone, which
tain tuff (and currently active). In trends toward Amargosa Valley and
addition to this, recognition that Yucca Mountain. Preliminary results

: Scott and Bonk's (1984) sections are suggest that the character of the
not viable, active faulting has changed during the



past few (?) mIIllon years bom pre- Task 5 personnel. For reasons of
dominantly dip-sUp normal to strike- both time and convenience, this sec-
sup, t.ion does not represent an e.xJaa.ustive

or complete review of Task 5 re-
g, Recognition thro1_h review of search. For further details the reader

• recent (1987/8) work on the relatlon is referred to the appendices at-
between fault displacements and fault tached to this report and to the vari-
geometry that the geometry of dip- ous publications listed in the refer-
slip faults may not be predicted ences.
through the application of simple ge-
ometrical rules. For example, hang- The research projects underway
ing wall roUover does not necessarily during the period covered by this re-
support a list.rlc fault geometry, port, and the personnel responsible

for their investigation, include the
following:

2. Reviewing and monitoring of DOE
work . I' Tectonics and Neotectonics qf

the Pahranagat shear zone; Lincoln
a. Comprehensive review of Con- County, Nevada; R. Elwood, and T.

sultation draft, Site Characterization Reynolds.
The rationale for this study is that

the Pahranagat shear zone lies on
bo Review ofSzymanskl report, trend with the Spotted Range-Mine

Mountain structural zone, comprised
c. Attended D0I_ meetings in/.as of seismically active, ENE..striking,

Vegas and Reno and pointed out flaws stnistral st_-ike-slJp faults. This zone
In DOEconcept_mlmodelspertalnlng lles immediately south oi" Yucca
toYucc_ Motmtaln. Mountain. Studies of the Pahranagat

shear zone have been undertaken to
d, Attended all pertinent GSA determine whether the two zones are

fleldtrlps and mcler_tiflc sessions on related parts of a single tectonic and
current and ongoing research on neotectonic feature, and thus may
Tertiary and Mesozoic tectonic_ in have had similar deformational histo-
the southern Great Basin region, ties, and whether they reflect neo-

tectonic activity along a deeply
e. Acquired and reviewed perti- buried, ancient crustal flaw.

nent literat_e which has been pub-
Ushed in past 18 months on Yucca 2: Structure and geometry oi" the
Mountain andvlcinlty. Mine Mountain and CP Hills thrust

complex, N_l\_, Nye County, Nevada;
J, Caskey.

The rationale for this study is to
Part 2 develop an understanding of kine-

- matlcs and geometry of Mesozoic
]_,_chProlect,_ thrusts east of Yucca Mountain to

enable more confident modelling of
deep structural geometry of pre-Ter-

This section presents an overview tlary units beneatk_ Yucca Mountain. A
of the res eai'ch projects conducted by by-product of this study will be a



better understanding of pre, syn, and 6' Active tectonics of northern
post-volcanic normal faulUng in the Ftsh l.ake valley: T. Saw, tzc.
region east of Yucca Mountain. 'The rationale of this study is to

develop information about slip rates.
. 3: Analysis of fault and fracture rupture lengths, and recurrence in-

patterns in the vicinity of the Timber tervals for large earthquakes that will
Mountain caldera; P. Buchanan. apply to the northern part of this lm-

The purpose of this study is to portant fault, galowledge of the pale-
determine the geometry, sense of oseismology of this fault zone will
sllp, and timing of faults (and espe- contribute to the data base of paleo-
ciaIly the Paintbrush Canyon fault) seismology of the Yucca Mountain re-
that extend north from Yucca Moun- gion, enabling a more realistic char-
tain into the Timber Mountain acterizaUon of the present de_'orma-
caldera. In the vicinity of Beatty tion, and consequently a more reli-
Wash, these faults involve Pliocene or able characterization of future sets-
younger gravels which may offer an rnicity than is presently realized.
opportunity for estimatlng.the age of
the movements along some of the 7: Structure and geometry of
faults. Mesozoic thrust faults and folds in

the area around Yucca Mountain: R.
4: Active tectonics of the AmSchweickert. Tl_e rationale of this

PahnJmp and Stewart Valleys, Nevada study is that a detailed understanding
and California: J. Hoffard and M. of Mesozoic contractional structures
Ellis. of regions around Yucca Mountain is

Pahrump and Stewart Valleys are necessary for modelling the geometry
host to the strike-slip Stateline fault, of carbonate aquifers and ciastic
considered to represent the youngest aquitards beneath Yucca Mountain.
tectonic activity in the area, as well as
a series of range-front faults whose 8: Regional seismic deformation
character has yet to be determined, patterns, with special emphasis on
In addition, modern deformation has regional seismic strain: M. Ellis,
produced a sex'ies of uplifted ridges Determination of such regional de-
and hills in the central part of formation patterns may reveal the
Pahrump Valley. The determination following characterisitics of the tec-
of the active tectonics of this area is tonics and seismic potential of the
essential in understanding the region: a) temporal and spatial seis-
character of the modern seismic ac- mic cycles which may not be revealed
tivlty in the Yucca Mountain region, by traditional seismic hazard analyses;

b) the validity and significance of the
5" Active tectonics of the eastern seismic gap at 3.5 km reported by

half of the Death Valley 2-degree the USGS; and c) evaluation of the
sheet, with emphasis on the southern regional seismic strain with the
halfofAmargosa Valley; D. Donovan, purpose of comparing the modern

This work involves a detailed strain field to that which character-
analysis of low-sun-angle photography izes the Neogene deformation in the
and other imagery to develop a com- southern Great Basin.
pilation of all Quaternary and active
faults,

: 3
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slderations of shear zone develop-
9: Evaluation of the geometry of ment, appropriate research methods,

normal faults at depth: M. Ellis. necessary equipment and research
Recent work shows that the geome- materials, and research studies simi-
try of off'fault deformation may not be far to the that proposed here, such as
used to reconstruct the geometry of the northeast trending Rock Valley
faults at depth. This project involves fault zone.
the characterization of off-fault

deformation through strain inversion Reconnaissance mapping, rock
of earthquake swarms, and review of sampling, and studies of photography
the current modeling of off-fault were conducted to define, limit and
deformation, analyze the research project. This

included measuring a section in Ter-
10: Evaluation of the Bare Moun- tiary ashflow tufts located in the nose

tain-Bullfrog Hills detachment system of a northeast-plunging, open syn-
and various methods of paleostress cline. Attitudes were taken in the
determination: P. Buchanan. The vicinity of folded volcanic units, prin-
rationale for this study was to develop cipally in the Hiko and Kane Wash
an understanding of the geometry, tufts, where folding is possibly related
kinematics, and timing of the de- to the left-lateral (?) displacement
tachment system to enable an evalua- along the Pahranagat shear zone.
Lion of its possible role in the devel- Representative rock samples were
opment of shallow and deep crustal collected.
structure at Yucca Mountain. This
project has been terminated in light A magnetometer survey was con-
of the extensive recent work by the ducted across a segment of the shear
USGS on this problem. In addition, it zone, along a clear northeast-trend-
has become apparent that methods of ing regional lineament. Prominently
paleostress analysis of Angelier can- folded ashflow tufts were the focus of
not be applied with confidence to the detailed mapping. Field evidence In-
complexly faulted upper plate rocks dicates a major component of short-
in the vicinity of Bare Mountain and ening is represented by tight folds in
the Bullfrog Hills. tufts along the Maynard Lake strand.

- Various types of imagery were further
examined in anticipation of future
field work. Evidence for extension of
the shear zone southwesterly through
the Desert Range has been observed.

I) Tectonics and Neotectonics of the Geomorphic evidence of late Quater-
__L_ shear zone' Lirlcoln nary or Holocene activity was discov-
_evada ered from field studies and examina-

tion of imagery.
Report from R. Elwood and R. A.
Schweickert: A full bibliographic Report from T. Reynolds' Pre-
search was made to locate and read liminary reconnaissance was con-
pertinent published material on shear ducted in Spring, 1987. September
zones, particularly northeast trending to December, 1987-.-Conducted air
shears in Nevada. Information photo studies and reviewed maps.
collected includes: theoretical con- Looked for evidence of major north-



east-trending faults that might be enter NTS and begin detailed fleld
continuations of Pahranagat shear work is anticipated in August, 1988.
zone into the Delamar Mountains.
Also collected and reviewed literature Further details of the project plan
on tectonics of the southern Great are presented in appendix 8.
Basin and surrounding areas.

3) Anal usis o_ fault and fractu.re_Rg, I:
January, 1988--Conducted field terns in th_ vicinity of the .Tim]__q_z

studies in southeaster_ Delamar Mountain ¢a!dera
Mountains, Lincoln County, Nevada.
Found no conclusive evidence for Report from R. A. Schwelckert and P.
through-going northeast-trending Buchanan: Preliminary evaluation of
faults, published geologic maps has revealed

circumstantial evidence that the

May 22-June 3, 1988--Conducted Paintbrush Canyon fault may extend
field studies in central Delamar northwest across Beatty Wash as one
Mountains, Identified pQssible evi- of the northwest-trending faults in
dence for through-golng northeast- Timber Mountain caldera, Locally the
trending faults in Tertiary ashflow fault is shown displacing Tertiary
tufts east of Delamar mining district, gravels. As of 6/30/88 access to the

Nellis Bombing Range has yet to be
Conducted field studies in south- obtained.

western Delamar Mountains, south-
ern Hiko Range, and South Pahroc Further details of the project plan
Range. Identified possible evidence are presented in appendix 9.
for oblique slip on Maynard Lake fault,
Identified possible evidence substan- 4] Active tectonics q_ the Pahrump
t_iating north-trending faults as earth- and Stewart Valleus. Nevac_a an_ Cal-
quake faults in the Hiko Range seg-
ment of the Pahranagat shear zone.
Also identified key areas for regional Report from J. Hoffard and M.
study of Pahranagat shear zone. Ellis" Reconnaissnace field work in

Pahrump and Stewart Valleys during
June, 1988, was conducted to con-

2) Structure qnd qeorneJ;r_ Of the firm the existence of, and character-
Mine .Mountain and C,P Hi!Is t_ Ize, the various lineaments and scarps
complex, NTS, Nue Count. Nevad_ recognized on 1'80,000 aerial photo-

graph images.
Report from J. Caskey and R. A.
Schweickert: Preliminary field ob- The lineaments recognized along
servations with Peter Guth in the CP the alluvial fans on the west side of
Hills confirmed evidence for west- Stewart Valley are thought to be
vergent overturned folds in hanging- paleoshorelines; these lineaments are

: wall and footwall of the CP thrust, only moderately well developed on
strongly suggesting it is a west-ver- the imagery, and were not found in
gent structure. As of 6/30/88 access the field. However, from the east
to NTS for this mapping project has side of Stewart Valley these lines-
yet to be obtained, Permission to ments appear to coincide with a

color, and possibly a vegetation,



change, and this change can be seen The range-front scarps along the
to follow modern contours. The color eastern side of the Nopah range were
change is related to the existence of found to be facing toward the Nopah
sandy (beach ?) deposits on the lower Range. Reconnaissance field work
side of the lineament. Walking in the suggests that the recent movements

• field confirmed the sandy deposits, on this system may be strlke-slip and
right-lateral; further detailed work is

Two prominent tree and vegeta- planned for the late fall and winter.
tion lineaments form the northeast-

ern and southwestern boundaries of Work is to be continued in July,
the modem playa, although the for- and again in the late fall (when the
mer becomes less well developed to- weather Is more suitable). Plans are !
ward the southeast, and the latter to continue the reconnaissance work
becomes less well developed toward in July, and in addition to sample
the northwest. No scarps are visible Mesquite trees with the purpose of
along either of these lineaments, with analyzing tree ring growth.
the exception of the southeastern ex-
tension of the northeastei'n linea- 5} Active tectonics Or the easter__n
rnent. .half qf the Death Vc_ll¢_ 2-de_r_,._

sheet, with e.mphasis orl the southern
A series of apparent left-stepping half of Arnaroosa Vallel_

lineaments and low (~ I m high)
scarps, up to the east, continue the Report from D. Donovan: To ate,
trend of the tree lineament forming research has been limited to recon-
the northeastern boundary of the naissance examination of available
Stewart Valley playa. These scarps aerial photography, the compilation
tend to follow the State line, and are of fault maps, and field confirmation
in places marked by the abrupt end- of imagery analysis.
ing of Mesquite tree growth along
scarp-transverse drainages. These
scarps and lineaments are not evi- 61 Active tectonics qf rlQrthern F(_..b,
dent in the field or imagery more /_
than a few kilometers to the south-
east, where they are replaced by a Report from T. Sawyer: This re-
series of low hills and, in one piace, a search project has identified a
distinct vegetation lineament devoid sequence of at least three discrete
of a scarp, lt is possible that the paleoseismlc events that resulted in
scarps represent paleoshorelines surface ruptures along the northern
from either the Pahrump Valley or Death Valley-Furnace Creek fault
Stewart Valley playa, or perhaps re- zone. Radiocarbon dates,
flect an older fluvial system. The hills tephrochronology, and a calibrated
are in places ridge-like, and com- soil development index support a late
prise lake beds (?) with calcareous Holocene chronology of the paleo-
cement to the north, and silica ce- seismic sequence, suggesting that the
mented lake beds (?) to the south. Death Valley-Furnace Creek fault zone
These hills may represent paleo- is one of the most active faults in the
spring mounds. Basin and Range Province. (See also

appendix 10.)



(within the SGB network) have
7) Structure and geometr_ of arrived.
M_M__sozoicthrust_ in the area flr.ound
Yucca Mountc!_ 9) Off-faul_ defQrmation, qnd evqlua-

fian of _h_ geometry Qf nQrmal faults
Report from R. A. Schweickert: a_

Our work on drawing cross-sections
on the Last Chance thrust system Report from M. Ellis' Work to
west of the Death Valley-Furnace date has been restricted to reviewing
Creek fault zone reveals that it is a recent work by the Liverpool Fault
major east-vergent thrust system, Group (including reviewing a paper
with 30 to 75 km of translation. Its submitted by this group to the Jour-
footwall may extend as far west as Mt. nal of Structural Geology), and in
Goddard pendant in the eastern collecting software from Geoff King
Sierra. Work by Kevin Corbett of (USGS) with the purpose of modeling
UCLA Indicates that it may consist of off-fault deformation. In addition,
two allochthons. Its presumed cot- work is planned for the summer of
relative at Bare Mountain, mapped by 1988 involving strain inversion of
Mike Carr, USGS, is southeast ver- earthquake swarms within the south-
gent, and has a modest amount of em Great Basin.
displacement. Correlation with the
Last Chance thrust is uncertain. In
contrast to these structures, mapped
th_._sts on NTS east of Yucca Moun-
tain show convincing evidence of
west-ver_,_nt geometry, and seem P1u't3
unlikely to correlate with Last Chance
system. The importance of Tertiary _l!II.._, Research and Review
low-angle normal faults is uncertain, Activities
and will be studied by John Caskey.
lt seems plausible that these west- January- IVI_ch, 1987
vergent structures could correlate
with the Panama thrust, mapped by February 22-27, R. Schweickert
Mike Cart, in the southern part of and several staff members attended a
Bare Mountain. If so, the east-ver- field trip led by Charlotte Abrams and
gent thrusts, if they are present, other NRC staff to Yucca Mountain to
probably lie beneath Buckboard Mesa review evidence for Quaternary and
and Timber Mountain caldera. Holocene activity on faults in the area.

Faults visited included Bow Ridge
8) Reg_nal seismic, deformation pat- (trench 14 and 14A), Rock Valley,
terns, with special _r..c_ Busted Butte, Windy Wash, Solitario
qional seismic strain Canyon, Stagecoach Road, Bare

Mountain, and the BeatW scarp. In
Report from M. Ellis: Digital data addition, several mines were exam-

collected by the Southern Great Basin ined near Beatty and Rhyollte, and in
(SGB) USGS network was requested, Goldfield and Tonopah to review the
and is now arriving in batches of I00 expression of hydrothermal mineral-
tapes. To date, only local events izatlon.



T. Sawyer conducted field work in B. Cernoch completed a colored
northe_-n Fish Lake valley, Nevada. A version of Scott and Bonk's (1984)
total of more than 90 days of field cross sections of Yucca Mountain.
work has been conducted by Sawyer coded to conform with the colored
through June 30, 1988. map completed during the previous

quarter.
Meetings on the Quality Assurance

program were held. In May, several members at-
tended the G.S.A. Annual Meeting of
the Cordilleran Section in Hilo,

April- June, 1987 Hawaii, and participated in sessions
on tectonics, neotectonics and qua-

Work continued on quality assur- ternary geology.
ance and technical procedures. The
draft of the state of Nevada's quality T. Reynolds began his field work
assurance manual was reviewed and in the Delamar Mountains: R. Elwood
returned to NWPO by R. Schweickert. began her field work in the Desert
Procedures for sampling and geologic Mountains, Nevada. Both areas ex-
mapping were written and reviewed, pose part of the Pahranagat shear
In addition, a description of the gen- zone, which may be related to the
eral responsibilities of Task 5 was Mine Mountain- Spotted Range zone
written, of northeast-trending left-lateral

faults that passes through the Nevada
T. Sawyer presented a thesis Test Site.

seminar on his proposed work along
the northern section of the Death Paul Buchm:an began preliminary
Valley- Furnace Creek fault zone, in literature review of the Bare Moun-
Fish Lake valley, Nevada. tain - Bullfrog Hills region in

anticipation of beginning fieldwork
Angela Jayko and Mike Cart (both on the detachment system in the

of the USGS) were contacted about summer or fall of 1987: however, the
their past and planned work in the decison was later made to suspend
southern Nevada region. Jayko fieldwork on this project.
visited UNR told discussed her pro-
Ject with R. Schweickert. A search was conducted for the

postdoctoral fellow position, funded
R. Schweickert gave a guest lec- Jointly by Task 5 and the General

ture at Humboldt State University in Task. The position was awarded to
Arcata, California, on "Tertiary exten- Dr. Michael A. Ellis, recently a mem-
sional faulting in the southern Kla- ber of the Graduate Faculty of the
math Mountains, a new hypothesis." University of Minnesota, and member

of the Department of Geology, Uni-
R. Schweickert, J. Trexler, and P. versity of Minnesota, Duluth.

Cashman examined Mississippian
clastic rocks in eastern Nevada for July-September, 1987
comparison with equivalent rocks at
NTS. T. Sawyer attended the Fier_

Pleistocene, Pacific Ce_iii, field
trip. The trip included an introduc-



tion to the Pleistocene geology of work along Walker Lake, and some of
northwestern Lake Lahontan, Nevada. tkle work of dePolo, Ramelli, and Bell

along the 1932 Cedar Mountain
M. A. Ellis reviewed literature earthquake fault in Monte Cristo Val-

pertinent to the geology of the Yucca ley.
Mountain region_ with particular em-
phasis on the state of stress, includ- The main effort from M. Ellis
ing the various methods of deter- during this period went into the or-
mining present-day stress fields. In ganization of the workshop,
this connection, a seminar was orga- Cenozoi_ Evol.ution 9f the Souther_
nized on the then-recent findings by Great Basin, held at UNR in mid-
Van Mount, Zoback, and others, on November. The workshop convenors
the anomalous state of stress along are: D. B. Slemmons, R. A.
the San Andreas fault zone, and on Schweickert, and J. Bell. A copy of
the consequences for stress studies the schedule is included as appendix
at Yucca Mountain. 2,

On August 3 I, R. Schweickert and R.A. Schweickert and M. A. Ellis
D. B. Slemmons met at UNR with Bob attended the DOE meeting in Las Ve-
Castle, Chief of the Branch of Western gas, September 22-23, " . . to sum-
Regional Geology, USGS, Menlo Park, marize the seismo/tectonic strategies
to discuss plans for the UNR South- presented in the consultation draft of
ern Great Basin Workshop. the Nevada nuclear waste storage in-

vestigations (NNWSI) project site
M, A. Ellis accompanied R. characteriza_on plan (SCP)".

Elwood to her thesis area, the
Pahranagat shear zone. lt was de- M. Ellis organized and designed
cided then that detailed mapping of the Geology 900 course as a series of
the tilted blocks at the southeastern informal seminars on new topics of
end of the shear zone, at 6 inches to interest, particularly as they relate to
the mile, would be an appropriate the southern Great Basin.
start to the project.

T. Reynolds conducted air photo
M. Ellis completed the final studies and reviewed field maps from

stages of the paper, "Displacement earlier field work.
variation along thrust faults: Implica-
tions for the development of large October-December, 1987:
faults" by MAE and W.J. Dunlap. The
paper was accepted for publication to On October 20, R. Scnweickert
the Journal of Structural Geology and and M. Ellis attended a meeting at
eventually came out in Vol. 10, no. 2, NWPO, Carson City, to discuss the
1988; see appendix I. state's review of the Szymanski re-

port: Conceotual consider_t.ions of
" M. Ellis accompanied various per- Lhc Death_Valley groundwater system

sonnel from the Yucca Mountain
project at UNR on a field trip, taken _i_hasAs on tk____eq_acy of

: with a group from the University of this sy_;em to acco__rn_te thc_hi__h
Arizona (P. Pearthree, and T. Wal- !eve_ nuclear w__te repository_.
lace), to examine some of Pearthree's

9



M. Ellis and J. Caskey accompa- The following personnel attended
nied B. Troxel (U. C. Davis) on a field the post-meeting short course,
trip to Pahrump Valley and the P.P__.e,.0seismo!oa'v and Active Tecl;0rX-
nearby region, with the purpose of ics: M, Ellis, J. Caskey, and T. Sawyer.
evaluating the potential for active
deformation in Pahrump Valley. As a The workshop, organized by M.
result of this field trip, and the ex- Ellis, Late C_nozoic Ev01ution of the
amination of aerial photography and Soul;hem Offal Basin, was held at
Landsat thematic mapper images of LINR November 9-I0. The workshop
the region, several well defined fin- drew over a hundred participants,
eaments and scarps were considered and involved two full days of lectures.
worthy of careful study; one M.S. R.A. Schweickert and T. Sawyer pre-
student (presently Joanne Hoffard) sented lectures. A three-day field trip
and M. Ellis are responsible for the to Monte Cristo Valley (led by Task I
characterization of the Valley. personnel), southern Fish Lake Valley

(led by Marith Reheis of the USGS),
M. Ellis initiated the transfer of and northern Fish Lake Valley (led by

digital seismic data from {he USGS, Tom Sawyer of Task 5) followed the
and the DOE office in Las Vegas. Ali meeting.
digital data between the start date for
the USGS system to the present day R.A. Schweickert and M. Ellis
was requested. Tapes began to arrive wrote the Tectonics ancl N_eotecton-
at the State NWSO in May, 1988. _ part of the three-year Yucca

Mountain proposal, Evaluation of the
The following personnel from Geologic relal;ions and seismotectoni¢

Task 5 attended the Geological Soci- stal_ility of the Yucc_ mount.sin area_,
ety of America National Annual Nevada Nuclear Waste Site Investiga,
Meeting in Phoenix, Arizona, October tiorl INNWSI). Dr. P. Cashman was
26-29' R.A. Schweickert, M. Ellis, J. taken on as a Research Scientist in
Caskey, J. Hoffard, T. Sawyer, T. Task 5. M. Ellis also wrote the Intro-
Reynolds, R. Elwood, P. Buchanan. R. ductlon to the three-year proposal.
A. Schweickert attended the pre-
meeting shortcourse on Kinematics M. Ellis presented a paper at the
and Strain Analysis, offered by Declan Fall Meeting of the American Geo-
dePaor for the Structure and Tec- physical Union, December, 1987, en-
tonics Division of GSA. M. Ellis and titled, The relal;ion between stretch-
R. Elwood attended the pre-meeting ing lilaeations and p.J._,temotions_
field trip to examine Mesozoic thrust the, origin of orogen-parallel exte_n-
faults and Tertiary extensional faults ii!9.11. (See appendix 3.)
in the southeastern Basin and Range.
R. Schweickert also attended the M. Ellis presented a paper at the
post-meeting field trip led by Calvin Annual Meeting of the Tectonic
Miller, Keith Howard, and Barbara Studies Group in the U.K., December,
John to examine a transect of Meso- 1897, entitled, Di_p!accmen_ varia,
zoic contractional and Cenozoic ex- L_n along thrust fau.l_t_. He also at-
tensional features in the Old Woman, tended a field trip with Juan
Piute, and Chemehuevl Mountains of Watterson and John Walsh (of the
the eastern MoJave Desert. Liverpool Fault Group, University of

Liverpool) to examine some well ex-

I0



posed normal faults in quarries in the in the Desert Range on the
U.K. In addition, while attending this Pahranagat shear zone.
meeting, M. Ellis was contacted by
Professor Paul Hancock, editor of the T. Sawyer continued field studies
international newsletter, IGCP Pro- irl northern Fish Lake Valley. This

• __Wor!dwlde Comparison of included extensive soil analysis, and
Active Faults, and coordinated various trenching work along part of the fault
press releases concerning activities zone.
by personnel in the Center for Neo-
tectonic Studies. M. Ellis and P. Zhang spent 8 days

in the field in Panamint Valley to ex-
R. Elwood continued reconnais- amine evidence for Holocene tecton-

sance field work in the Desert Moun- ics.
tains, Nevada. This included mea-
suring a section in the Tertiary ash- D. Donovan spent two days in
flow tufts located in the nose of a southern Amargosa Valley, conduct-
northeast plunging, open syncline, ing reconnaissance field examination
Representative sampled were of possible fault scarps.
collected. Elwood also conducted an
extensive literature review of the re- R. Schweickert took a fleldtrip to
gion. the western MoJave Desert in late

February to examine aspects of Paleo-
T. Reynolds continued air photo zolc and Mesozoic stratigraphy, and

studies and a literature review of his Cenozoic extensional tectonics.
thesis area. Reynolds also met with L.
McKague (LLNL) to discuss _e M. Ellis and D. B. Slemmons at-
Pahranagat shear zone, and contacted tended a DOE open-meeting in Reno
R. Scott (USGS) to coordinate re- concerned with DOE's Site Charac-
search activities in southeastern terization Plan for the Yucca Moun-
Lincoln County. rain high-level nuclear waste reposi-

tory site.

January-Match, 1988: R.A. Schweickert and students
began construction of r=.storable

R. A. Schweickert submitted to cross-sections of the Last Chance
Tectonics a new manuscript entitled, thrust in the Inyo Mountains and Last
"Extensional faulting in the southern Chance Range to explore subsurface
Klamath Mountains, California," with geometry of thrust faults similar to
W. P. Irwin of the USGS. those believed to underlie the NTS.

In addition, published 7.5-minute
R. Elwood and T. Reynolds at- quadrangle maps of the NTS were

tended a planning meeting in Denver reviewed, and evidence was discov-
for the USGS National Mapping Pro- ered that the CP and Mine Mountain
gram, involving the Caliente 2-degree thrusts are we_es_t,__vrerge_n_l,rather than
sheet, east-vergent, as has been assumed in

: most recent literature. This will have
important implications for modelling

R. Elwood conducted field work subsurface structure at Yucca Moun-
in the Eleana Range at the NTS, and tam.



i .... _k,iJJ,JiL.lILiii, , I_II ,

DOE's Consultation Draft of the Site
M. Ellis (with A. Ramelli, Task I) Characterization Pla.n,

took a field trip to Yucca Mountain

and Pahrump Valley. The purpose M. Ellis obtained computer code
was to evaluate that part of R, Scott's from Geoff King (USGS) concerned

. cross-section concerned with the with the deformation around a fault.
near-vertlcal fracturing in the hang- Thls will be used (and possibly modi-
ing wall of the Paintbrush Canyon fled) to evaluate topography adjacent
fault. This preliminary trip did not to faults within the Yucca Mountain
reveal the extensive fracturing and region.
faulting portrayed by Scott's cross

section. Ali Task 5 personnel (except T,
Reynolds) attended the Annual

M. Ellis began preparatory work Meeting of the Cordilleran Section of
for two of the studies in Neotecton- the G.S.A. in Las Vegas, March 28-31.
ics, one concerned with strain inver- The following pre-meeting field trips
sion of fault and earthquake data, the were attended:
second with fault geometry and off-

fault deformation. -C_e._ozoic tectonics of a tr_
through eastern Nevada near 38-

M. Ellis began to organize the degrees N, latitude, led by John
collation of quality assurance docu- Bartley (Utah), Gary Axen (Harvard),
ments, written by the Task leaders Wanda Taylor (Utah), and Joan Fryxell
and assigned personnel, Final draft (Harvard):
technical procedures and quality as- - Detachment su rf_ces__in thr
surance documents were complete southern Great Basin, led by Bennie
and collated by March 22, 1988, with Troxel (UC Davis), Michael Carr
the exception of Task 6 material. (USGS), and Brian Wernicke
These procedures and documents (Harvard);
were finally submitted on April I, -Mesozoic thrust faults and
1988. Cenozoic 10w-angle normal faults,

eastern Sprin_ M0uni;_ins, Nevada,
R. A. Schweickert and M. Ellis re- and Clark Mounta!ns l;h!'usl; complex.

: viewed the Szymanski report; M. _alifornia, led by Clark Burchfiel
Ellis summarized the reviews con- (MIT) and Greg Davis (USC),
ducted by other Yucca Mountain pro-
ject personnel. This review was for- The following post-meeting field
warded to the State of Nevada, trips were attended:
NWSO, in late March, 1988.

' - Correlation of e_lrly Mesozoic
M. Ellis initiated contact with H. thrust_ in the soul;hern Great; BastrI

Dickensheets of the USAF and Nellis and their r)ossible indication of 250-
Bombing Range, and presented plans 300 km of Neogene crustal exten-
for a study of the Thirsty Canyon area. i/.9._, led by Brian Wernicke

(Harvard), Doug Walker (U of Kansas).
and Zeke Snow (Harvard); and

R. A. Schwelckert, M. Ellis, and -Structure and i;ectQni¢ hls__.W__qf
students began initial review of the the [_sI; (_hance thru_tsystem, Iny_q
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Mountains atnd_._st Chance ran_e, complete review. The final draft was
Califqrnia, led by Kevin Corbett. --- forwarded to Carl Johnson (NrWSO)

June 30, 1988. An important out-
T. Sawyer and D. B. Slemmons growth of this review was the recog-

. presented a paper at the meeting, nition that existing cross-sectlons of
entitled, .__ronology of Late H010ce_n_e Yucca Mountain are not viable. Faults
paleoseismic!ty of the northern !2fi_M=ll depicted on Scott and Bonk (1984)
V_._lley-Furnace Creek fault zone. Fish are actually contractional faults rather
Lake Valley. Ca!ifom.ia-Nevada, than extensional faults. In addition,

these sections show (correctly) that a
M. Ellis began preparatory work major episode of extension predates

on the UNR workshop open-file re- the Rainier Mesa Member of Timber
port, which will be published by the Mountain Tuff, suggesting that there
Nevada Bureau of Mlnesand Geology. are two major groups of faults at

Yucca Mountain rather than a single
April - June, 1988: set as DOE currently assumes.

D. B. SIemmons, R. A. M. Ellis assisted D. B. Slemmons
Schweickert, and M. Ellis chartered a in the proposal for a UNR sanctioned
plane for an overflight to the Center for Nc0tectonic u._.
Pahranagat Range and Pahranagat
shear zone. Evidence for youthful M. Ellis assisted D. B. Slemmons
scarps was observed in the north part in the graduate course, _Fault-
of Pahranagat Valley, in..ng.

R. A. Schweickert accompanied R. Jerry Szymanski of DOE visited
Elwood to her field area, May 12-14, UNR May 10-11, gave two lectures,
and spent two days with Angela Jayko and conducted discussions with Task
of the USGS. They reviewed evi- 5 personnel and other Yucca Moun-

: dence of extensive folding told tilting tam personnel.
of Neogene volcanic units along the
Pahranagat shear zone. New evi- R.A. Schweickert attended a GSA
dence was observed for late Quater- Penrose Conference in Redding, Cal-
nary activity along the Maynard Lake tfornla, June 5-I0, and presented a
strand of the Pahranagat shear zone. keynote lecture on Sierra, Nevada

tectonic evolution and a poster
R. A. Schwelckert gave invited session (with Mary Lahren) on recent

lectures at UCLA on May 19, and at research results in the eastern Sierra
the California Division of Mines and Nevada. He also attended a post-
Geology in Sacramento on May 26, meeting fieldtrip in the northern
entitled, "New concepts on Sierra Sierra Nevada.

, Nevada tectonic history,"
Low sun angle photography of

R. A. Schweickert and M. Ellis Pahrump Valley was flown in late
completed the Task 5 review of the June, 1988, Prints will not be ready
DOE's Consultation Draft of the Site until after July i, 1988.
Characterization PIm'l. M. Ellis sum-
marlzed all reviews of the CDSCP and, M. Ellis and J. Hoffard undertook
with Steve Nitchman, collated the preliminary field work in Pahrump
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Valley in mid-june. Reconnaissance
of mid-valley scarps was completed, J. Caskey accompanied R. Elwood
and plans were made for future work to her thesis area for reconnaissance
in July. field work.

M. Ellis submitted two abstracts R. Elwood conducted a magne-
to the Annual National Meeting of the tometer survey across a segment of
G.S.A. in Denver, October 1988: Ge- the Pahranagat shear zone where a
olggical and geophysical constraints prominent northeast lineation occurs
on the _xlstence 0f IQw 0ingle n0rrn_], on aerial photography, Elwood also
faculty, by Ellis, P. Bodin, and J. conducted detailed mapping of vol-
Anderson; (appendix 4) and Plate canic units, and sampled representa-
cgnvergen_e angles and ductilede- tive lithologies.
fQrmation fabric,; Re_ult_ of nl_me.ri-
cal kinematic modeling, by Ellis, P. Buchanan began negotiations
(appendix 5). with USAF (Harley Dickensheets) to

- obtain access to Beatty Wash on the
R. A. Schweickert , M. M. Lahren, NeUis Bombing Range.

and S. J. Caskey submitted an abstract
to the Annual National Meeting of the T. Reynolds continued field work
G.S.A. in Denver, October 1988: in the Delamar Mountains and the
Major Trta_sslc thrust; b_ll; in eastern Hlko "Range, Lincoln Co., Nevada.
$ierrR Nqv_da [ESNI and: Wh!t;¢-Inyo
Mountains {WIM): A new hypothesis. R.A. Schwelckert. M. Ellis, and
(See appendix 6.) students began preparation of the

final reoort for the period January 1.
T. Sawyer submitted an abstract 1987 t_ June 30, 1988.

to the G. S. A. Annual Meeting in
Denver, October, 1988, entit!ed'
Terrace forms of possible $oliflucuon
ortg!n o,n pledmgnt slooes of the
western Great Basin, (See appendix
7.)

T. Sawyer participated, following
an invitation, in a NASA Overview
flight, comprising a geological recon-
naissance flight with NASA, JPL,
USGS, and University of Washington
personnel. The flight took piace over
the Death Valley- Owens Valley- Fish
Lake Valley region.

J. Caskey spent five days in the
NTS with Peter Guth and ,Jim Cole
(USGS) conducting reconnaissance
field work and mapping in the Mine
Mountain/CP Hills region.
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Late Cenozoic Evolu_n of the Southern Great Basin

held at UNI_ November I0 - 13. 1987,

Late Cenozoic Evolution of the southern Basin and Range:
A workshop

Convenors:D. BurtonSlemmons,John W, Bell, andRichardA. Schweickcn
Coordinator.MichaelEllis

Lauren Wright Wrench faulting and normalfaulting in the Cenozoic
structm'al framework of the Death Valley region.

Brian Wemicke Neogene extensional tectonism in the Basin and Range
province at the latitude of Las Vegas, Nevada.

Bennie Troxel Evidence for right slip along the south Death Valley fault
zone.

GaryAxen MagnitudeandstyleofMioceneuppercrustalextension
inthesouthernNevadaarea.

WandaTaylorandJohnBartley
StyleandtimingofCenozoicextensionintheDryLake
Valleyarea,southeastNevada.

BobScott Regionaltectonicinterpretationoftheevolutionof
Cenozoicextensionaldetachmentterrainesbetweenthe
FuneralMountainsandtheCalicoHillsbasedonstructural
andpa.!eomagneticevidence.

T.M.Brocher,J.McCarthy,W. D.Mooney,R.D.Catchings,E.L.Geist,C.Jarchow,
andW.S.Holbrook.
Seismicrefractiot_linesintheGreatBasin:A reviewof
USGS efforts.

LauraScrpa Domingoflowercrustbeneathanextensionalorogcn?
JackStewart TectonicsoftheWalkerLanebelt,westernGreatBasin,
MarithReheisandJayNoller

New perspectivesonQuaternaryfaultinginthesouthern
WalkerLane,Nevada,

ThomasSawyer LateHolocenesurfacefaultingalongthenorthernDeath
Valley-FurnaceCreekfaultzone,FishLakeValley,
California-Nevada.

JohnBell,CraigdePolo,AlanRamelli
The 1932 Cedar Mount_n earthquake, and its relation to
Yucca Mountain.

Ron Bruhn Deformation in the Dixie Valley area, west-central Nevada.
Bob Smith Par,td.oxand paradigm of normal faultingearthquakes:

deep vs. shallow, listric vs. planar, big vs. really big.
Virgil FrizzcU and Mary Lou Zoback

Application of a refined method for determining
principal stress orientations in southern Nevada.

Larry Anderson USBR scismotectonic studies in the Lake Mead area,
Nevada - Arizona.

John Geissman, Mark Hudson, Jim Foults, Jim Callian, and Steve Harland
General paleomagnedc applications to late Cenozoic

. tectonicsintheBasin and Range.
AlRogersandSteveHarrnscn

CharacteristicsofseismicityinthesouthernGreatBasin
ofNevada-California.



KeithPriesdy The 1987Edgecomb¢,New Zealand,earthquake:A
modera_normalfaultingevent.

KennethSmith,WilliamWalter,RaulCastro,RassolAnooshehpoor,andKeith
Priestly

EarthquakeclusteringintheMina,Nevada,region,July
andAugust,1987.

RichardBlakcly Estimationandtectonicimplicationsofthe
curie-temperatureisothermofNevada.

• TerryWallace,Clcm Chase,KarcnDemsey,andPhilipPearthre_
The roleofpreconditionedcrustandflexuralisostasyin
thedevelopmentofBasinandRangeterrain.

JohnDohrenwend Ratesandpatternsofpiedmontevolutioninthesouthwest
BasinandRange.

EmilyTaylor LateQuaternarypaleoclimatestudies-geologicproblems
andquestions.

EugeneSmith Evolutionofcalc-alkalin¢igneousrocksduring
mid.MioceneextensionintheLakeMead area,Nevadaand
Arizona.

Mac Roy Jackson,Don Noble,SteveWeiss,andLarryLatson.
ThnbcrMountainmagmato-thermalevent: An intense
widespreadculminationofmagmaticandhydrothermal
activityattheSW Nevadavolcanicfield.

Ken Fox andFr'anSinger
Current U. S. Geological Surveyresearchin the southern
Great Basin: Location, scope,andpotential contributionto
understandingof lav=Cenozoic tectonicsof the region.

D. BurtonSlemmonsandRichard A. Schw©ickert
Pm.sentandproposedresearch at UNR in tectonics and
neotectonicsin the southernGrc_:tBasin.

MichaelEllis Closingr_marks.
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Append.lx 3:

Reprint of the abstract appearing i.n EOS, v. 68, 1987:

The relatio_n between stretching lineatior_s and relative plate
motions, and the origin of oro_en-DaralleI extension.v v _

MICHAEL .ELLIS. (Center for Neotectonic Studies,
University of Nevada-Reno, Reno, NV 89557)
A. J. WATKINSON (Dept. Geology, Washington State
University, Pullman, WA 99164)

Many continental collisional orogens exhibit two distinct
deformation phases. The older suite of structures and
associated stretching lineations develop within the down going
continent (footwall) and reflect the relative plate motion.

This early phase of deforrnat!on occurs durixag progressive
metamorphism, and is characteri_ed by high-strain (up to
300%) cylindrical and sheath folds whose axes parallel the
associated stretching lineation (finite X direction). Younger
structures and stretching lineations are syn- to
post-metamorphic peak and reflect emergence of the crustal
hanging wall along normal-directed thrust._; maximum
extension ir at a high angle to the orogen length, and is
independent of relative plate motion.

The early phase of deformation is preserved within thrust
sheets while younger structures are found along and close to
thrust surfaces. Across imbricated thrust slices within an
oblique subduction boundary this results in the early and late
stretching lineations alternating between subparallel and
perpendicular to the orogen respectively. The kinematics of
oblique subduction used here resolve the potential space
problem implied by significant orogen-parallel extension by
invoking deformation partitioning between the footwall and
hanging wall; footwall deformation reflects relative plate
motion, hanging wall deformation reflects isostatically-di'iven
emergence perpendicular to the orogen length.

Kinematic modeling of oblique subduction and geological
examl_les from the Canadian Cordillera, French Alps, Irish
and French Hercynides, and Himalayas illustrate these
relations.



Appendix 4:

Abstract submitted to the G.S.A. National Annual Meeting tr,. Denver, 1988,

GEOLOGICAL AND GEOPHYSICAL CONSTRAINTS ON THE EXISTENCE OF
LOW ANGLE NORMAL FAULTS

ELLIS, Michael A., Center for Neotectonic Studies, UNR, Reno, NV 89557;
BODIN, Paul, CIRES, CU Boulder, Boulder, CO 80302; ANDERSON, J., Seismological
Laboratory, UNR, Reno, NV 89557.

We assess the current state of the controversy surrounding the seismic potential and geological
significance of normal faults with low dip angles. In the southwest U.S., these features were
originally identified as accomrmxtating Neogene extensional deformation, Several recent models of
tlte Basin and Range featt_ low-angle normal faults at upper _,n-ustal(seismogenic) depths playing a
primary role in cur_nt deformation. Yet, in what is becoming a classic geoscience standoff, there
are many who feel that such shallowMipping faults are not, or even could not possibly be, active at
seismogenic depths. Classical faulting theory is not able to predict low-angle normal faults without
resorting to ad ]mc boundary conditions or special material properties. Moreover, the historic record
of seismici,ry does not support the hypothesis of their existence as active structures. We review the
geologica! and geophysical observations leading to hypotheses of active low-angle normal faults and
the various interpretations and models that the observations support.

In addition, simple energy calculations suggest that low angle normal faults (20°) requi_ the
average shear stress to km2.5 to 6.4 lower than that on high angle nonxtal faults (60o) to energetically
favor their formation, given constant displacermnt and strain conditions respectively. Possible
mechanisms for lowering the shear stress requir_ to activate low angle faults involve the ability to
more easily sustain high pore fluid prtssures on these structures, or call on a lower frictional
coefficient. An example of the latter may be an anisotropic fracture orientation. Alternatively, we
suggest a physically reasonable motivation for horizontal shear stresses at seismogenic depths,
thereby adjusting the solution to Airy's str, ss function, giving stress trajectories appropriate to low
angle normal faults. Such a stress field may be derived from the deformed and reequilibrating
thermal str'uctm_ of previously shortened crust, and is compatible with the weil documented
observation that significant extension follows crustal shortening.



• Appendix 5:

Abstract submitted to the G.S.A. National Annual Meeting in Denver, 1988,

PLATE CONVERGENCE ANGLES AND DUCTILE DEFORMATION FABRICS:
RESULTS OF NUMERICAL KINEMATIC MODELING

ELLIS, Michael, A., Center for Neotectonic Studies, UNR, Reno, NV 89557
There is considerable geological evi_nce that even subtle changes in reladve plate velocities may
lead to tectonic regin_s in which crustal deformation is achieved through differently oriented faults
and folds, and associated ductile fabrics, than evident in an eaxlier plate tectonic setting. This paper
addresses the relation between plate tectonics and the formation of ductile structures.

Numerical calculations arc based on seven kinematic models of deformation within an obliquely
deforming, subducring, and imbricating plate; deformation reflects the relatively early stages of
tectonism in a compressional orogenic belt, and is pre- and syn-metamorphic peak cortditions. The
defommtion is considered to occur within crustal sc',deshear zones, or adjacent to large faults where
strain rates are appropriately low.

Results presented relate plate convergence angles to the character of ductile fabrics. The models
predict the orientation and character of finite structu_s such as cleavage, folds, and su'etching
Lineafions, and, in addition, yield progressive deformation histories and t'mite strains. These results
compare well with examples from various orogenic belts, such as the hinterland of the Canadian
Rockies, parts of the Western Alps, the western Klamaths, and the Arltunga nappe in Australia.

Results include the prediction that linear fabrics may either under- or over-estimate the plate
convergence angle, and that their d_clination may be either opposite or sympathetic with that of the
convergence angle.

The number of currently reasonable kinematic models do not allow the discriminatory use of ductile
fabrics in predicting the plate convergence. Thus, an ancillary pan of the paper poses the problem,
what is a good choice of kinematics? or how is the deformation partitioned in an obliquely rteforming
plate? The choice rrmy be motivated by the partitioning of seismic deformation at obliquely
convergent margins, or by the corroboration of the existence of low angle faults or shear zones
predicted by the models. Alternativel:,, predicted deformation histories may be used as
discriminators, although then) is Iirde such data currently available.



. Appendbc 6:

Abstract submitted to the G.S.A. National Annual Meeting in Denver, 1988,

Major _sic thrust belt in eastern Sierra Nevada (ESN) and White. [nyo
Mountains (WIM): A new hypothesis

by R. A. Schweickert ....4. M. Lahren, and S. J. Caskey

MAJO_ TAIA.SSICTNRUEr _8_T IN _ SIERRANEVADA(IF.SN)ANDwHrrE.INYO
MOUNTAINS (WIM): ANEW HYPOTNESIS

SCHWEICKERT, Ric..nardA'.,LAHRE_I, Mary M,, and CASKEY,StanleyJ,, Department
of Geological Sciences.Un_vers_af Nevacla-Rene, Rena,NV 89557

Ongoing an_ recent_ =u_l_neclstucliesint_e ESN.WIM regionsuggestt_at P_Jeoz=_
metarn=_ni¢ r=cX,s o¢,..-utin several regionalthrustsneetJ that were e_clKl aJxrvemajor
east-vergent Triassictnru=ttautts. The l'tignes__own tnru=, t_ L.un_ Canyontnru_ in
Saaaie=ag LaKe=ena_, irn=nc_=sgins ot the tower _aJeo=o¢Ro=cfu;MoumaJns
aitoc.ntl_onat'ct its Meso=oiccover, in= =r_latl_ a 219 Ma =_ton(Sc._weCXen_ L_ron,
1987_, Within the WIM region,the Last C_,r_cethrust is t_e nit.est of severti ma_
_re-Jurasstc thruststhat in'_ncall Protero===¢to Pen'n_n rniogec_nil sectionsc_Inyo
aria De_tn Valley f_cies.The Last Chance tl'tn._ may coru_L_o_two_L_eswitll an over_l
c_is_tacementof 50-75 km ( Co_oett;m_lomer_(1_88). Restor_ rwu=ure sections
intricatethat the fo=twailof tt_eLast Chance tl'tru=must e=e_ wesnva_lbeneatl'ttt_eWIM,
Owens Va_ley,ancl =.SNas t_ west as Mount _aaar_ penaa_. Pal_ozoicmetamorphicroc._s
in ESN roof penCantswire higl'tlydetorme_lan=lmet;lmorDl_s_l priorto the int_r_on_t
?.15-180 Ma ptuton$_andtheir=truc_ur41_e rlsemi=iest_it otm¢_ of tl_eWIM

region. We =r=oose tl'_t _ese gena_'_ts==n",=r_etwo_ru= sheets, each wit_ i
web-facing sectionot Inyota¢_esst_. The =ml_ose_lBi=_o_tt'='u=sheet is_a_e u_ ot
Lower Cam=r_n ro_ of t_e Benton I_nge ar_l BR Pine Cce_ l_naan_, O_ rocXsof
Bisn=t=Cree_=errata,an_ =rol_le M_=_ian n=¢_ oi PineCree_ I__ This
tt_rustsheet lies=ru=url_ly _=_ve m¢_ ot the WIM tl'_ _ _e u_;)ergrillo oi tt_e
Last C,_ancemru_. A =m==e_ _gne¢ tnn._ sneeL the _ _n thrust snee_
¢=r',,sistsoi _oss_lo Can'_rtatt='_¢_knownOr=ovic_n strlta av_ I=yC.__emu= ar_t
_=errn=anstrata oi Mt. Ivlon'=onDen=arc. This sheet lie= we= at. _ _lly t.E_on,t_e
Bisno= t_rust sheet, _= may I=efootwa_lto the Luno_/Canyentt_'t._. Irnl=lic=t_o_oit_(s
inter=fermion inclu011:1) lowerPaleozoicro=X4ot Inyo f=c_u tt'tic_enwe_an:l ar_
e_en= as farwest as MountIv_oms_ni:er_a,'r¢:2) more com=tear_;onstru=i=_ ott_e
earty _=aleezoi¢,,_iogeo_ne may eventually=e _ssi_le w_tl_¢ontmu_ studiesin =..SN;3) a
major :elt o_e_t.vergent Trimi= tnmstin_an= f=ic_inge_en_s continuously
so_neastwarC from T_ogaPass to tl_ev_¢ini_o! L=s Vegas.



A99end_ 7:

Abstract submitted to the G.S.A. National Annual Meeting in Denver, 1988,

Terrace forms of possible sol_ucH.on origin on piedmont slopes of the
western Great Basin,

by T. Sawyer.

7_'.RR_CE-FQR.MS OF POSSI3LE SOL:.'-'LUCTION ORIGIN ON PIEDMONT
5',.OPE_ OF THE WESTERN GREAT 3AS IN

SA'_YER, Thomas L., Cen=er for Neotec=onic Studies, L_E
#'_0, Univ. of Neva=a Reno, Reno, NV 89557

Terrace-forms are ubiquitous on many mid Pleistocene
_ie_.mom " Ilo;es of =he was:arn Great Basin. Tna terrace-
forms occur at elevations ranging from I000 to 2000 m and
are res,-.ric'.ed t= gen=ly sloping surfaces that have a
m,:l'i:_:e of aspects. The _or=mology of tr,e :errata-forms
is s'r:m_ly influence_ oy variations in surface slope.
t_e.:r_y =lamer ,'.rea= sur?aces are characterized by well-
:aver:tee _-=.-,e _avemen_s. Risers =rend s_=-Qarallel to
s_r?a:e con-=urs, range from O.Z =o I m in height, one have
sl:;es ra,-,_im_ from 3 =o !8 _egrees. Terrace-forms in loess
=.'e e,vi:enca of bath ='-rre_: solif_u¢'.ion activity an_
tel ;:- :a,-_i:=._e evolu'.iOno The terrace-forms differ from
:/:i:.,_ s:'ifluc:i_n f._a:ures in :,w,a: t_e presem:e of a,_
ir,;il:-._-_cn i.r.;e¢i,_glayer is no: _e_enden'. on climate or
.:a_.s:,_,=u- rat_er on pe_.ogeni= _rocesses. Lasl permeable,
s:ron;ly _evelope¢ argilllc 8 horizons t_a= _ire::ly
_,_erl ie re_ a:ive thick accumul a=ions of loess are
requisi'es critica_ to s=]ifluc:ion. Once t_ese _:ncli:ions
;ave been satisfie_, all that is re_uire_ for soiifluc'ion
i s suffi¢ien', wa=er to saturate an_ induce "f.low"%n _e
1 ayer of loess. The overlying stone pavements are
a;;are_'.ly rafted u_on =_is flowing layer in a _assive an_
semi -coneren= manner. The Qua:ernar_ paleo?.l imatic

sigr,!f_cance of the =errata-forms is not well unders:=ocl,
=ut sol ifl uction is favore_ under wetter and col_er

° con_i'.ioms t,gan presen=!y occur in =me ari_ climate of :he
Great Basin. Therefore, forma=ion of t,ge _=.rrace-_orms may
:e 'Favored during p_uvial an_ periglacia] =lima=es of tna
Gua:ernary •

=



Appendix 8

Task 5 project plans for

Structure and geometry of the Mine Mountain and CP Hills thrust
complex, NTS, Nye County, Nevada,

by S.J. Caskey

The area immediately surrounding Yucca Flat offers a rare and
by far the most extensive window through Cenozoic volcanic rocks
on NTS. In this area, exposures of structurally complex
Precambrian through upper Paleozoic rocks may reveal important
insights regarding the subsurface geology at the candidate Nuclear
Waste Repository Site. Present studies involving ground water flow
models beneath Yucca Mountain rely partially on minimal subsurface
(drill) data (M.D. Cart and others, 1986) and probably portray an
unrealistic view of underlying geologic structure. A better
understanding of the structural geology in the Yucca Flat area
(than that presently expressed in existing literature (Barnes and
Poole, 1968; Hinrichs, 1968)) may aid hydrologic studies by placing
more viable constraints on subsurface boundary conditions. In
addition, this will greatly enhance ongoing research of southern
Great Basin tectonics.

Of particular interest to regional and NTS geologic structure
studies are the CP and Mine Mountain thrust faults exposed at the
southwestern edge of Yucca Flat. Geologic mapping and cross-
sections by McKeown and others (1976) delineate large-scale west-
facing overturned folds in both the upper and lower plates of the
CP Thrust near Yucca Pass that suggest west-directed thrusting.
This contrasts sharply with the structural interpretations of
Barnes and Poole (1968) who cite evidence for southeast-directed
faulting on the CP Thrust. The suggestion of west-directed
thrusting is one of great significance since thrusts in the
southern Great Basin are overwelmingly east-to southeast-directed
structures. Based on limited field reconnaissance I tentatively
concur with the work of McKeown and others (1976). However, a
complex overprinting of Cenozoic extensional faulting (and possible
reactivation along thrust surfaces) clouds a clear picture of the
Mesozoic structure. Imbricately faulted, west-tilted blocks of
12.4-13.2 m.y. (Byers and others, 1976) Paintbrush Tuff (that exist
throughout an east-west transect within the CP Hills) may serve as
a useful tool to restore post mid-Miocene extension and reveal
better the Mesozoic structure.
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Appendix 9: Summary of _ro_o3ed ResQarcn, _'aul K. Buchanan - Task 5

A conspicuo, s north trending fault system is present at both
Yucca Mountain and Pahute Mesa. Between these two locations, the

system is interupted by the Timber Mountain Caldera and related
faults. There is conjecture in the literature as to the extent to

which these separated north trending systems are related and whether

the fault sysuem continues _hrough the caldera, masked Dy the caldera

faulting. The regional implications include a potential zel_ionship

to the Spotted Range - Mine Mountain - Pahranagat left lateral shear

system and the Death Valley right lateral shear system. If the

Spotted Range - Mine Mountain - Pahranagat shear system is opera_ing
as a single system, i_'s left lateral sense in conjunction wi_:h the

right lateral sense o£ the Death Valley shear system would crea_e a

major room _roblem at their intersection in the Amargosa Desert south
of Yucca Mountain. The north trending fault system could be operating

as a pathway for excess material to exit the convergence zone.
Timber Mountain Cald_ra is surrounded on all sides by north

trending s_rike-slip faults. It is possible that the stress causing
this faulting outside t_e caldera is being taken up within the caldera

by caidera faults. Performance o£ a Jacque Angelier type s_ress
inversion on faults within and wi_nou_ _he caldera should reveal

whether the mos_ recent movements were in response to the same

regional s_ress, and whether t_at stress could De rela_ed _o t_e
intersection of the aforementioned shear systems.

Areas slated for study are as follows:

(1) Paintbrush fault sou_h of the caldera

(2) Caidera faulting in _he vicinity o£ Buttonhook Wash

and Wes_ Cat Canyon

(3) No=rh trending faults immediately west o£ the caldera

and north of Camp Transvaal

(4) North _rending faults north of the caldera

(5) Possible continuation of the Paintbrush fault across
0 Three Forks Wash into _he caldera
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Chronology of late Holocene Paleoseismlcity of the northern Death Valley -
Furnace Creek fault zone, Fish Lake Valley, Cali_brnia - Nevada,

i

by T. L. Sawyer N°. 7 3 9 Z

CHRONOLOGY OF LATE HOLOCENE PALEOSEISMICZTY OF THE NORTHERN

DEATH VALLEY-FURNACE CREEK FAULT ZONE, FISH LAKE VALLEY,
CALIFORNIA-NEVADA

SAWYER, Thomas L., SLEMMONS, David B., Center for

Neotectonic Studies, _nlversity of Nevada Reno, Reno
_V 89557

An ongoing paleoseismic study has identified at least three
discrete slip events from stra_igraphic relations in

trenches across the northern Dear2% Valley-Furnace Creek

Fault Zone (DV-FCFZ)'. Facies and thickness changes of
alluvial units across the faul_ suggest a dominant lateral

component of faulting which is consistent with the regional
kinematics of the fault. Geomorphic surface correlations,

radiocarbon analyses, tephrachronoloqy, and soil develop-
sent studies suppor_ a late Holocene chronology for the
sequence of three events. A Mono (?) tephra offset about

33 cln in a trench records the firsT, slip event. The tephra
is probably time-correlative to an alluvial unit that is

sUraT.igraphically above a buried log 14C dated at 2170 ka

B.P. (_- 45). The date of 2170 ks likely the limiting
maximum date for the sequence. The second event in the

same trench displaces an alluvial unit (about 18 cs) that

contains a buried log dated at 1670 14C ka B.P. (+_ 40). A

colluvial wedge formed by degradation of a scarp associated

with the second event is fractured by a fault _la_ passes
within 4 to 6 cm of T2_e surface and represents the most
recant slip event. Intarseismi= intervals of aboun 600 to

800 years are estimated for t.his t.Tenctl site. These

preliminary da_a suggest that _he DV-FCFZ is one of the

mos_ a_iva ts_t.onic elements in t.h@ Basin and Ranq@.
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i. 0 INTRODUCTION

This report is one part of an on-goil,g study to evaluate the
seismo-tectonic setting of the proposed high-level nuclear
waste repository at Yucca Mountain in Nye County, Nevada.
Task 6, the Remote Sensing Technical Assessment, under the
auspices of the Neo-tectonics Laboratory and the Nevada
Nuclear Waste Project Office, slightly modified the scope
of its project. The task modified its activities from a
strict lineament analysis to include:

1. Acquisition of all pertinent digital data sets

2. Correction and registration of this data to UTM coordin-
ates for the establishment of a spatially referenced
geologic data base

3. Dissemination of satellite imagery to various task
groups and other subcontractors to the State of Nevada

4. Delineate areas of lineament intersections mapped from
processed imagery and zones of interest for more
detailed study

Acquisition of satellite data, both large and small scale,
was acquired. Available digital geo-potential data, both
gravity and magnetic, was also acql,ired. Formalization of
the digital processing steps, necessary for the correction,
registration and integration into a spatially referenced geo
data base was performed.

In addition to the preceding responsibilities, Quality
Assurance Technical Procedures were written and rewritten.
This essential responsibility was to guarantee compliance
with the contractual obligations between the University and
the Nevada Nuclear Waste Project Office. Since the vast
majority of work undertaken by Task 6 is computer oriented,
hardware and software performance evaluation was needed.
This particular assignment was most time consuming due to
the verification and documentation necessary.

Additionally, members attended conferences concerning
Geographical Information Systems and presented papers at
national meetings. This exposure, at a national level, was
most important due to the very sensitive nature of high-
level nuclear waste location.



1.1 GL_SSJ_t¥ OF DBFINITIONS, ACRONYMS _ _BBRZVIATION8

This section comprises definitions from the areas of compu-
ter science, remote sensing, digital image processing and
geophysics.

Altitude:

height above a given point, the point usually being mean
sea level. It generally refers to points above the Earth's
surface rather than those on it.

Ancillary:
in remote sensing, ancillary data are secondary data per-
training to the area of interest. These data may be digi-
tized and used with the primary remote sensing data.

Angle of view:
the angle subtended by lines that pass through the center
of the lens to diametrically opposite corners of the plate
or film used.

Anomaly:
an area on an image that differs from the surrounding
normal area. For example, a concentration of vegetation
within a desert scene constitutes an anomaly.

Attitude:

the angular orientation of a spacecraft, determined by the
relationship between its axes and some reference line or
plane or some fixed system of axes. Usually, "y"is used

tlM.for the axis that defines the direction of flight,
for the cross-track axis perpendicular to the direction
of flight and "z" for the vertical axis.

Az Imuth:

the geographical orientation of a line given as an angle
measured clockwise from north.

Bandwidth:

(i) the range of frequencies within which its performance,
with respect to some characteristic, conforms to a
specified standard.

(2) in a wave, the least frequency intervalous side which
the power spectrum of a time-varying quantity is eve-
rywhere less than some specified fraction of its value
at a reference freq%lencv.

" (3) the number of cycles per second between the limits of
a frequency band.



Base-helght ratios
airbase (ground distance between centers of successive
overlapping imagery) divided by aircraft height. This ratio
determines vertical exaggeration on stereo models.

BSQ:
band sequential

bpi:
bits per inch

CCD:

charge-coupled device

COT:

Computer-compatible tape

CCT-PT

full processed C_T

Change detection:
process by which two images are compared pixel by pixel,
and an output is generated whenever corresponding pixels
have sufficiently different gray values.

Color oo,mposite:
in multiband photography applications, a color photograph
is produced by combining individual monochrome images
(usually three) in which each band is reproduced in a
given color.

Computer program:
a procedure that has been coded for a computer and desig-
ned for solving a problem, including such problems as
collection and processing of data and presentation of
results.

Contrast stzetchz

an image contrast enhancement technique in which the orig-
inal range of digital values representing the image gray
levels has been increased. This application maximizes
the use of the dynamic range offered by a display medium.

Control points;
recognizable geographic features or landmarks in an image
that relate the image with the object.

CP:

control point



Density sllaing:
the process of converting the continuous gray tone on an
image into a series of density intervals, or slices, each
corresponding to a specific digital range.

Digitisation:
partitioning of an image into discrete resolution cells,
then assignment of a representative gray value to each
cell.

Documentation:

a written description of a software package, including
mathematical models, associated computer programs and
specific calculations which has received peer review and
management approval.

EDC:
EROS Data Center.

Ephemeris:
any tabular statement of the assigned places of a celestial
body, including man-made satellites, for regular intervals.
Ephemeris data help to characterize the conditions under
which remote sensing data are collected. They are used in
Landsat to correct the sensor data before analysis.

EROS:

Earth Resource Observation System

Format:

the arrangement of descriptive data in descriptors,
identifiers, or labels. The arrangement of data in bit,
byte and word form in the CPU or on a digital tape.

Free-Air Anomaly:
to reduce gravity to se_ bevel, the normal gradient of
gravity or 'free-air' correction is used: + 0.3086i_
mgal, where h is in meters and positive down to the geoid.

The second-order terms of the elevation correction will be
applied if they are magnitude 0el regal or more. The free-

air anomaly is derived from gf (regal) = g + 0.3086h -
this corresponds to the classical definition between gra-
vity at the geoid and normal gravity at the reference
ellipsoid.

Frequenoy speatrum:
function represe_ting the image components for each spatial
frequency. Formally the magnitude, of the Fourier transform
of an image.

4
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GtP|

ground control point

Geo¢oded image dataz
imagery in which the data elements are uniquely and syste-
matically aligned along the axes of a coordinate reference
system that has known position and scaling. The process
of geocoding imagery is known as registration when the
resulting pixels overlay a set from another image.

Geometrlaal transformationz

adjustments made in the image data to chang_ its
geometrical character, usually to improve its geometrical
consistency or cartographic utility.

Gray scalez
range of gray values from black to white.

Gray valuez
number that is assigned to a position (x, y) on an image
and that is proportional to the integrated image value
(reflectance, radiance, brightness, color coordinate,
density etc.) of a small area, called a resolution cell,
or a pixel,centered on the position (x, y).

Ground track:
the vertical projection of the actual flight path of an
aerial or space vehicle onto the Earth's surface. If
attitude or pointing varies, the ground track of the image
varies accordingly.

GSFC:

Goddard Space Flight Center (Greenbelt, Maryland)

High-paso filterz
spatial filter that suppresses low spatial frequencies in
an image and enhances fine detail.

Histogramz
a frequency-distribution plot; a graphical representation
of a frequency by means of lines or other symbol that re-
present class intervals along the x-axis and corresponding
class frequencies along the y-axis.

HRV|
high-resolution visible-range instruments on-board SPOT

IFOV:
Instantaneous field of view

5
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Image:

spatial representation of an object, a scene or a map
which may be abstractly represented by a continuous func-

tion of two variables defined on some bounded region of
a plane.

Image enhancement:

the process of altering the appearance of an image so that

more information can be extracted and/or making a given

image more suitable for a specific application. Enhance-

mentmay be done by either digital or photographic means.

Image processing:
encompasses all the various operations that can be applied

to photographic or image data. These include, but are not

limited to image compression, restoration, enhancement,

preprocessing, quantization, spatial filtering and other

image pattern recognition techniques.

Instantaneous field of viewz

(I) the solid angle through which a detector is sensitive
to radiation. In a scanning system, this refers to

the solid angle subtended by the detector when the

scanning motion is stopped; commonly expressed in
milliradians.

(2) the ground area covered by this solid angle (GIFOV)
(3) that scene area contributing to a single digital mea-

surement, as defined by the instrument aperture.

Low-pass filter:

spatial filter that suppresses high spatial frequency com-

ponents in an image and suppresses fine detail.

Map:

a representation in a plane surface, at an established

scale, of the physical features (natural, artificial or

both) of a part of the Earth,s surface, with the means
of orientation indicated.

Mathematical model:

a mathematical representation of a process or system.

mgal:

unit of gravity data which is equivalent to i0 meters/sec

model:

a representation of a system or process

6



mosaic, controlled:
a mosaic or an assemblage of overlapping images whose
edges have been matched to form a continuous pictorial
representation of a portion of the Earth's surface, that
is laid to ground control.

MS8:

multispectral scanner

NABA_

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Numerical Methodz

a procedure for solving a problem primarily by a sequence
of arithmetic operations.

Numerical modelz

a system or process that solves a problem by numerical
methods.

Observed (or measured) Gravity (g):
the value of gravity at the site of the gravity instrument
referenced to a recoverable base reference station.

Pixel:

(derived from "picture element") a data element having
both spatial and spectral aspects. The spatial variable
defines the apparent size of the resolution cell (i.e.,
the area on the ground represented by the data values) and
the spectral variable defines the intensity of the spectral
response for that cell in a particular channel.

Quality assurance of computer software:
those planned and systematic actions necessary to provide
adequate confidence that the software will serve its
intended purpose.

rad:
radian

Radlometrla resolution:

the sensitivity of the sensor to the differences in signal
strength, defining the number of discernible signal levels.

Registration_
the operation by which an image is mapped onto another
im_._e which may be an image or map representing the same
segment of the Earth's surface. Because, in the digital
world, pixels have definite locations and pixel spacing
has a definite scale, digital registration also requires
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pixel scaling in the two (or more) registered images to be
the same and pixel corresponding to the same ground area
to be precisely superposed. An image may be geocoded and
yet not registered to another image if the pixel scales
or the projection are different.

Resolution:

the ability of an entire remote sensor system, including
lens, antennae, display, exposure, processing and other
factors to render a sharply defined image. There are four
types, including: spatial, spectral, radiometric and tem-
poral.

Retrievability_
the capability to access all previous versions of software
developed over a reasonable period of time even though they
may not be executable due to hardware and/or system soft-
ware changes.

Ems :

root mean square

Sampling:
process of measuring the brightness or intensity of acon-
tinuous image of discrete points, producing an array of
numbers.

Scale:

the ratio of a distance on a photograph, image or map to
its corresponding distance on the ground. Scale may be
expressed as a ratio, a representative fraction or as an
equivalence.

SNR:

signal-to-noise ratio

Software:

written or printed data, such as programs, routines, sym-
bolic languages and control languages essential to the
operation of computers.

SOMz

Space Oblique Mercator

Spatial filterz
an image transformation, usually a one-to-one operator
used to lessen noise or enhance certain characteristics of

the image. For an particular (x, y) coordinate on the
transformed image, the spatial filter assigns a gray shade
on the basis of the gray shades of a particular spatial
pattern near the coordinates (x, y).



Spatial zeeolutionz
a description of how well a system or image can reproduce
an isolated object or separate closely spaced objects or
lines in terms of the smallest dimension of the object
that can just be observed or discriminated.

SPOT:

SystemQ Probatoire d'Observation de la Terre

Temporal resolution:
the time interval between measurements.

Terzaln Corzectionl
a terrain database wire% point values of topographic height
every 30 arc-seconds is used for this task. The effect
of topographic variations on a point gravity value is com-
puted to a distance of 0.5. These corrections are common-
lyin the 2 to 4 mgal range, but in mountainous areas they
may be as much as 20 to 30 mgal range. The terrain co-
rrections are computed only once and then are storedwith
the point gravity values. The corrections remove only
the effect of terrain variations relative to the height of
the point gravity observation. Bouguer reductions are then
used to reference the gravity observations to any arbitrary
height.

TIPSs

TM image Processing System

TMr

Thematic Mapper

Traceabilitys
the ability to identify the actual configuration of the
software used in the calculations. This characteristic

is closely related to retrievability, which is described
in detail above.

UTMz
Universal Transverse Mercator

Validationz
assurance that a model as embodied in a computer code is
a correct representation of the process or system for
which it is intended. Validation is generally accomplis-
hed by using computer programs to simulate field or labo-
ratory experiments. For cases where these experiments are
well defined, validation i_ possible. However, parameters
controlling experiments involving numerous variables which
are poorly defined do not allow for the validation of
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computer programs. The application of these programs to
experiments, is still a valuable test but falls short of
"validation"

VerlZlcationz

assurance that a computer code correctly performs the
operations specified in a numerical model.

WRS_

Worldwide Reference System.

i0



2.0 DIGITAL D&TA PI_PKRATXON

There are two main steps involved in the registration
and image processing of satellite data (Landsat Thematic
Mapper and Spot) and Geopotential data (gravity and
magnetic). The first step deals with digital image gene-
ration of geopotential data. The second involves regis-
tration of all data sets to a UTM projection.

2.1 Geopotential data as a image

The generation of a digital image ( a digital matrix of
8-bit bytes ) from a geopotential data set requires two
basic process. First, irregularly spaced data must be inter-
polated to form a regularly spaced grid and second, the data
range must be transformed into a 8-bit data range.

2.1.1 Data Conversion to Grid

The data conversion to a regularly spaced grid was per-
formed using the program MINC. Written in 1978 by Mike
Webring at the U.S.G.S, Geophysics Branch in Denver,
Colorado. This program was used to generate a 2-dimen-
sional smooth surface grid from irregularly spaced data
points. This surface has the property of minimum cur-
vature, where curvature refers to the estimate of the
second horizontal derivatives in x and y at each grid
location. MINC requires two input files. The first file
contains X, Y, Z data records in decimals of degree while
the second contains the NAMELIST parameters. Specification
of grid size, number of rows and columns, origin coordina-
tes, number of iterations are some of the those mandatory
parameters. The program takes about 3 minutes to generate
a 181 x 245 grid from 6,650 original data points.

An irregularly spaced grid may be used however, gaps will
appear in the image. For this reason is it recommended to
convert any irregularly spaced data set to a regularly
spaced grid.

2.1.2 Data range transEormation

For purposes of display, the data values were rescaled into
an 8-bit range. This was accomplished by setting the mini-
mum and maximum values of the resampled data to 0 and 255
respectively.

iI



2.2 Z_GE RZGIST_TION _ RES_.MPLING

Registration is the process of geometrically aligning data
sets from which geological and geophysical information may
be extracted. The registration procedure involves three
main steps. First, ground control points must be selected
second, the data set (image) is registered to a UTM type
projection through an affine transformation and third, the
grid produced is resampled by using an interpolation
technique such as bilinear or cubic convolution°

2.2.1 Gzound Control Points 8eleotion

The Calcomp 9100 was utilized to digitize ground control
points from topographic maps (1:24,000) over the study
area. Twenty five uniformly spaced GCP's were located and
digitized. These map points have know latitude and longitude
coordinates as well as known UTM grid locations. The co-
rrespondig points (line and sample number) on the imagery
were noted and listed for the production of a transformation
matrix. In order to minimize errors the points weredigi-
tized twice and the results averaged. Accuracy toleran-
ces were within 0.5 pixels in both x and y directions°

2.2.2 Registration to UTM

Once these controls points were selected, regression
analysis was used to determine the coefficients for the
affine transformation. These transformation coefficients

were used to warp the original image into a UTM projection.
The following e_lations were used to calculate the affine
transformation:

X' = alX + blY + cl

Y' = a2X + b2Y + c2

X and ¥ are the input pixel coordinates and

X' and Y' are the output coordinates.

Higher order polynomials may be used when the study
area is larger than 250 Kilometers, in order to obtain
accurate registration.(M. Crawford 1980)

2.2.3 Grid Resampllng

The grid scale produced by the affine transformation
was determined by the original pixel size of each image.
The grids were resampled using a cubic convolution
algorithm.

J 12



3. IMAGE ANALYSIS TECKNIQUE8 IN IDIM6

A list of all the hardware components within the Remote Sen-
sing and Spatial Analysis Laboratory is followed by a brief
description of the software already on line.

Manuf. Model Description

DEC 780XA-AE VAX 11/780 CPU with 8 MB memory
DEC BA-DO-II Expansion Box and expansion backplane
DEC FP780-AA Floating Point Accelerator
DEC RUA81-CA 456 MB Fixed Disks (2 each)
DEC RUA60 205 MB Removable Disks
SI 9700-53 800/1600/6250 bpi, 125 ips Tape Drives (2 each)
DEC AI00-BA Decwriter Terminal
DEC VTI00-AA 2 Video Terminals

DEC LPII-AA 300 Ipm'Printer
DEC II/24-DC LSI 11/24 Controller with 1 MB memory
DEANZA IP8500 Gould-DeAnza Image Array Processor
DEANZA IP85-M 8 Image Memory (512 X 512 X 8 bit) Planes
DEANZA IP85-DVP Digital Video Processor
CONRAC 7211 19" High Resolution Monitor
ESL ........ IDIMS, GES, ERIS, Data Catalog Software License
DEC QEI00-VZ Fortran License
DEC QEI26-VZ Pascal License

C License

DUNN 634 Color Camera (35 mm and 8" X 10" formats)
CALCOMP 9160 Digitizing Station

-- Plotter

Memodyne Cassette to Disk Converter Computer

The Mackay School of Mines has a VAX-based Electromagnetic
Systems Laboratories (ESL) Interactive Digital Image Man-
ipulation System (IDIMS). The software package consists of
the Geographic Entry System (GES), the Earth Resources
Information System (ERIS) the Interactive Digital Image
Manipulation System (IDIMS) and a Data Base Management
System.

In this study several image analysis techniques were used
to effectively extract the information content of the
Thematic Mapper, AVHRR and geopotential images.

They were: Density slicing, shaded relief, principal
components analysis and color enhancement of multispectral
Thematic Mapper data+
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3.1 Density Slicing

Density slicing is achieved by remapping the gray
levels of an image into a series of discrete colors.
The total information content of the image is reduced
through quantization into several colors. The final
density sliced image is less ambiguous than the original
gray level image.

There are two ways of generating colors in IDIMS :
First through the use of a 32 color table built into
the system. In this table the red end of the spectrum is
associated with the higher gravity and magnetic values and
the blue end of the spectrum with the lower values. This
coloring gives the interpreter a quick indication of the
positive and negative anomalies present in the study area
(plate 1 ). The second way to achieve color in IDIMS
is by replacing the color table with one of you own. The
maximum number of" colors is limited to 64 with I0 grada-
tions each (plate 2 ).

3.2 Shaded Relief

Shaded relief is a directional first-derivative filter,
which enhances slope information by giving the data the
appearance of an illuminated surface. The shading process
is based on the assumption of a photometric function for
the surface (Lambertian surface in our case). The value
assigned to a given pixel element depends on the local
slope magnitude and direction and its relation to an
assumed solar azimuth and elevation (Batson, Edwards, and
Elliason 1975).

One of the disadvantages of directional filters is the
introduction of linear artifacts into the original data.

The interpreter must be able to identify these artifacts
and separate them from real lineaments. To accomplish
this, shaded relief images in the major azimuths must be
produced and compared.

Five different shaded relief images of magnetic data were
produced. These images were generated using the following
azimuth angles: 0, 45, 65, 90 and 135 (plates 3, 4, 5, 6,
7 ) with a constant solar elevation angle of 25 degrees.

The general trend of the original data proved to be of para-
mount importance for the selection of the best directional
filter. Filters which are normal to the overall trend will

maximize its display. Both gravity and magnetics data have
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trends approximating north 20 to north 50 west. Comparison
of the various filtered images indicate a directional filter
of 65 degrees provided superior results.

Gravity shaded relief images were not useful, because of the
lower quantization of the original data set.

=
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3,3 PRZNCIPAL COMPONR, NTS

Multispectral data has progressed from three-banded color
photographs to imaging spectrometers having as many as 128
spectral bands. A problem arises in the selection of the
most appropriate bands for consideration. Knowledge of
spectral characteristics is mandatory or considerable time
and effort will be consumed. There also exists a great deal
of redundancy in multispectral data which is evident by the
high degree of correlation between bands. The cause of such
a high interband correlation is not only natural spectral
correlation but also copography (Schowengerdt, 1986). A
Principal Component transformation solves these two problems
by creating new variables, which are linear combinations of
the original variables. There are generally fewer new
variables containing a majority of information content which
reduces the dimensionality of the original data set.
Furtherm:_re, these new variables have zero correlation
between them which eliminates the spectral redundancy.

Consider a distribution of bivariate data enclosed bY a
conic within a rectangular Cartesian coordinate system.
This may be represented by the quadratic form

g(X) = ax + 2b xy + cy

or, in matrix notation

/

g (X) =, X A X

where

x :
/

The matrix X is called the transpose of X, while A is the
matrix of the quadratic form of g.

The matrix A that is used in principal components anal,sis
is the covariance-variance matrix. The variance of a
variable is defined as the average of the sum of squared
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deviations from the mean, while covariance is a measure
of the joint variation of two variables about their common
mean. The variance occupies a position along the main
diagonal (upper left to lower right) while the off-diagonal
positions are illfed with the covariance values. For
simplicity, only two variables are considered in the

example covariance matrix; although, the matrix may be
extended to include almost any number of variables.

Some special properties of the covariance matrix should be
noted at this time. First, the matrix is square and
symmetric. This symmetry is caused by the covariance; the
covariance between variables a and c must be equal to the
covariance between variables c and a. Secondly, the value
of the covariance must be equal to or less than the square
root of the product of the individual variances. For
example,

- . _ b _ + ac

A value of b equal to the square root of the product of the
individual variances indicates perfect correlation. No
correlation exists between variables when b is equal to
zero. And lastly, the total non-random variance may be
regarded as the total information present. Since we can
not be certain of the amount of random variance (noise),
all we can do is sum the total variance. This sum is

called the trace of the matrix A and is denoted by tr A.
The Principal _xis theorem states that any quadratic form
(ie. g(X) = X A X ) is equivalent by means of an
orthogonal matrix P to a quadratic form

/

h(Y) = Y B Y ,
where the new variables are related to the old variables

by

X = P Y (Kolman, 19861. Here,

17
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The matrix Y is called the transpose of Y, while B is the

diagonal matrix with the kVs equal to the eigenvalues

associated with m_trix A. Since,

X = P Y

and

g(X) = X A X
/

( P Y ) A ( P Y )

/ /

Y (p A P) Y
then,

/
" = Y B Y

W

if we let B = ( P A P ).

Thus

g(X) = h(Y)
and

ax + 2b xy + cy =k x + A y

which eliminates the need of an xy term. Matrix B is the

new covariance matrix with eigenvalues along the main

diagonal with zeros occupying the off-diagonal elements.

Tl_is procedure of transforming our original matrix A into

a diagonal matrix (values along the diagonal with zeros

' everywhere else) is called diagonalization. The basic idea
is to determine the characteristic roots of the characteris-

tic polynomial of matrix A. The eigenvectors (characteri
stic vectors) are determined by substituting the eigen

values back into the matrix equation.

The following is a compilation of properties and generaliz-
ations concerning eigenvalues and their associated eigenvec-

tors (Kolman, 1986; Davis, 1986; Joreskog et. al., 1976):

I. The sum of the eigenvalues equals the sum of the

original variances. For example,

tr A = tr B
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2. The eigenvalues are ordered in decreasing value.

_> A ... >_

3. A zero eigenvalue indicates that the original
dimensionality has been reduced. Near zero eigen
values may be discarded due to the lack of statisti
cal information content; however, there appears to
be no statistical tests to evaluate a level of sig
nificance.

4. TherQ may be a zero eigenvalue but never a zero
eigenvectoro

5. The largest eigenvalue is directed by its associated
eigenvector. The second largest eigenvalue is along
its associated vector, which must be orthogonal to
the first. T_e remaining vectors must all be or
thogonal to the previous vectors.

6. The coefficients in the transformation matrix

(eigenvectors) may be viewed as directional cosines.
The greater the coefficient, the larger the cosine
value, the smaller the angle between the old and new
variable° Thus, the greater the influence of the
original variable.

7. Each eigenvector is a linear combination of the
original variables.

8. Since P is a matrix consisting of orthonormal
vectors, then

-- I /

p = P

the transpose is equal to its inverse.

9. If variables are correlated, then at least the first
, eigenvalue is greater than the maximum variance in

the original variables.
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3.4 COLOR BNXANCEMENT OF MULTISPEC?RAL THEMATIC MAPPER DATA

Due to the highly correlated nature of the Thematic Mapper
data, a color enhancement technique has been employed for

the discrimination of various geologic and pedologic units
in the study area. A systematic procedure has been esta-
established for the generation and display of this enhanced

imagery. A description of this enhancement technique is
listed below.

Three essential steps which include:

i. Transformation of the original correlated bands into
new uncorrelated channels

2. Contrast enhancement of these new channels

3. Inverse transfDrmation

are described below.

3.4.1 Step. Transformation

The selection of the best band combination has already been

determined and described (Taranik and Perry, 1986). The

choice of Thematic Mapper bands 5,4 and 1 displayed as red,

green and blue respectively may be additionally enhanced°

The covariance matrix along with the means and standard
deviations are listed below for these bands.

Covarlance Matrix

Band 1 4 5

1 590

4 387 322

5 586 489 942

Mean 135 80 138

St. Dev. 24 18 31
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Correlation Matriz

Band 1 4 5

1 1.00

4 89 i. 00

/ 95 /0.7 0.89 i. 00

The determination of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a

symmetric matrix was by the Jacobi method. This method is

based on relatively simple orthogonal transformations but

is not competitive in terms of computer time with more
efficient methods.

All methods requlre on the order of n basic arithmetic

operations, but the Jacobi method generally requires about

l0 times as many operations as the most efficient. However,

this is a safe and sure method of producing the eigenvalues

along with the eigenvectors. The results are listed below.

Eigenvalues Eigenvectors

i. 1667 0.5454 0.4206 0.7250
a_

2 • 156 O. 7585 O. 1204 -0 .6404

3. 31 -0.3566 0.8998 -0.2534

The eigenvalues represent the values along the diagonalized

matrix, such as:
_

1667

0 156
0 0 31

The eigenvectors represent the values which are multiplied

by the original values, such as:

multiplying band 1 by 0.5454

multiplying band 4 by 0.4206

multiplying band 5 by 0.7250
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and adding the results. This new variable, principal
component I which has a variance of 1667 is a linear
combination of the original variables and has a zero
correlation with the other two components.

It should be noted here, that the trace (the addition _ the
diagonal elements) of the original covariance matrix is 1854
and that all three eigenvalues add to the same total
variance. The best signal to noise ratio in the original
band combination is defined as:

SNR (x) = Band 5 variance / noise

and in the best in the principal component images it is
defined as:

SNR (y) = "Principal Component 1 variance / noise

Thus, the change in the signal to noise ratio is

/\ SNR = Principal Component I variance /
Band 5 variance

= 1667 / 942

= 1.77

And, only the first principal component image has an
increase in the SNR. The second and third component images
have a greater amount of noise than in any of the original
bands° The percentage of variance represented by the first
principal component is approximately 90%, while the second
accounts for 8% and the third represents the remaining 2%.
A physical interpretation may be related to the fact that
most of the land cover materials have very little spectral
variation. The greatest variation is due primarily to
bright and dark areas corresponding to albedo. If a surface
feature is bright in one band it is most likely to be bright
in other bands as well.

Inspection of the eigenvectors indicates that the band
contributing the greatest amount to this first principal
component is band 5, the band with the greatest variance.
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The second principal component is being dominated by a

contribution from band 2 which has the second greatest
variance. And the last component, containing the least
amount of variance is controlled by band 4.

3.4.2 STEP 2. Contrast Enhanoement

This process consists of some type of contrast enhancement,
which is always scene dependent. The amount of contrast

stretching is dependent on the derived eigenvalues or

variances of the component images. It is generally

preferred to scale the data into an 8-bit range and not to
enhance the noise at the same time.

3.4.3 STEP 3. Inverse Transfor_atlon

In the description of Principal Components, it was stated

that the transpose of a matrix consisting of orthonormal

vectors was equal to its inverse. The original

transformation matrix and its transpose are listed below.

Original Transformation Matrix Transpose

0.5454 0.4206 0.7250 0.5454 0.7585 -0.3566

0.7585 0.1204 -0.6404 0.4206 0.1204 0.8992

-0.3566 0.8992 -0.2534 0.'/250 -0.6404 -0.2534

The transpose is now the transformation matrix and the

contrast enhanced principal component images are the

original images.

=
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4.0 IMAGE INTERPRZTATION OF THE DIGITAL DATA

Standard photo interpretation techniques were used to

generated lineaments overlays of each one of the data set

produced over the study area. These were analyzed
• individually and then in conjunction with each other.

Several interesting correlations were detected between

AVHRR, Thematic Mapper lineaments, and aeromagnetic gradi
ents. These correlations suggest that several of the

prominent AVHRR and Thematic Mapper lineaments identified

in the study area are surface expressions of basement
structures.

4.1 Interpretation of Aeromagnetia Data

Most magnetic interpretations are based on quantitative

analysis of measured anomalies and their relationship to

theoretical anomalies of known models. The final goal

of these methods _s to gather information (in this case)

about the Tertiary volcanic rock that placed between older
nonmagnetic sediments and Quaternary alluvium.

We did not follow this approached, because of the main goal

of this study was a lineament analysis. Instead a qualita-

tive analysis of the data was done on a computer controlled

interactive display, by overlaying the various data sets
in different colors.

Due to the contrast in elevation, (flight spacing between

the Nevada State magnetic anomaly data and the Timber Mtn

survey) two different images where produced for the
interpretation.

First, a two by two degree image was generated using the

Nevada State magnetic anomaly data. This survey was reduced

to the pole and the grid was resampled by MINC to 750 meters

pixels. In order to enhance the interpreter's perception,

a combined image was produced by adding the red, green and

blue renditions of the density sliced image with the

shaded relief representation of the resampled magnetic image

(plate 8 ).

The combined image was displaed on a color monitor . The

flat magnetic response corresponds to Quaternary alluvium

sediments. The magnetic rough terrain response corresponds

to the Calc-Alkaline igneous rocks.

There is one predominant linear feature represented on the

image. The expression of the N 50 W trending negative mag-
netic lineament (plate 8 ) corresponds with the Walker Lane

zone. This close special association suggest that AVHRR
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lineaments identified in the study area are surface
expressions of basement structures.

Second, a 45 by 45 minute image was produced using the high

resolution Timber Mountain survey. The survey was resampl-
ed by MINC to 71 meters pixels. Once again a combined image
was produced by adding the red, green and blue renditions

of the density sliced image with the shaded relief represen-
tation of the resampled magnetic image. (plate 9).

A fault overlay was digitized from the southern NYE County
geologic map. This overlay was registered to the Total

field Timber Mountain magnetic image (plate 9). The mapped
faults appear to be surface expressions of the basement
lineaments.

An east west curvilinear magnetic lineament, south of Timber

Mountain caldera [plate 9, location A-A'), has not been
previously mapped. North south trending mapped faults,

south of Timber Mountain caldera, terminate abruptly at

tl%is location. This indicates the utility of merging multi-
data sets.
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4.2 Gravity Data

Gravity images were no generated for this study. Due to
. poor resolution of the gravity data that was available to

us ( plate i0 ). We recommend that a high resolution survey
be acquire over the area for future detail studies.



4.3 Interpretation of Satellite Imagery

The inherent spatial structure of the Basin and Range Pro-
vince is such that it is possible to use a spatial resolu-
tion cell of approximately 9.3 kilometers and still retain

• the basic information content. Thematic Mapper 28.5 meter
resolution cells were used to demonstrate this character-
istic of the southwestern United States. Pixels were aver-
aged and the local variance of a 3 by 3 resolution cell was
determined (see plate 11). This result determined the
choice of utilizing AVHRR satellite data for a regional
display of structural blocks. Black/white imagery of the
thermal channel is followed by a color composite of the
thermal and reflected near-infrared for average cell sizes
of 9.3, 6.2 and 3.1 kilometers, respectively (see plates 12
through 17, inclusive). The peak of the local, variance in
plate ii indicates that 6.2 should reveal the basic
characteristics of the province without much loss in detail.
The structural blocks of interest are indeed displayed in
a unique regional setting. By mapping lineaments on this
type of imagery, it is apparent that there are three
particular areas of importance. The Pahranagut Shear Zone,
the Las Vegas Valley Shear Zone and its intersection with
structures southeast and northwest of the Timber Mountain
Caldera.

Previous work by this task has demonstrated that best band
combination of Thematic Mapper imagery. With the additional
processing of enhancing the inverted principal components,
lithologic discrimination is simplified (see plate 18).
With the enhanced data set, not only are various tuff units
easily separated, but also individual members as well.

As stated earlier, higher order principal components relate
to the spectral characteristics of the lithology. By com-
bining the spatial resolution of the SPOT Image data with
the spectral resolution of Thematic Mapper data additional
lithographic and structural discrimination is possible.
Plate 19 is an example of this type of enhancement. The
hue and saturation of the 2nd, 3rd and 4rh components of TM
data was combined with intensity of SPOT and inverted back
into RGB color space.

These two types of enhanced imagery will be provided for the
three specified areas of interest which require additional
and detailed geologic mapping. Specifically, the mapped
lineaments on our imagery which probably coincide with the
intersections of the Las Vegas Valley Shear Zone with the
northwest and southeast Timber Mt. caldera and the Paharana-

• gut Shear Zone.
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5.0 CONCLUSION AND RZCOMMENDATIONS

Previously funded studies have already established a geo-
• logic, geohydrologic, geochemical and seismic data base

Subcontractors to the Department of Energy, as well as

the various tasks groups within the Mackay School of Mines,
have acquired and will continue to amass voluminous amounts

of pertinent data concerning the character of Yucca Moun-

tain. This important data base must not only be maintained

but also integrated for full realization of its potential.

An Integrated Geographic Information System (IGIS) involves

the integration of spatially referenced data in a problem
solving environment. The ultimate goal of an Integrated

Geographical Information System is to provide assistance in

the decision making process by analyzing how the spatially
referenced data interact as factors or variables. The in-

teractions may be extremely complex and will necessitate

the development of models which will establish the opera-
tions, sequences and feedback effects. The establishment

of the dominant variables within this dynamic system will

require an integration of approaches and procedures devel-

oped in a variety of disciplines that are related to Geo-

graphic Information Systems. Several of these disciplines

are computer vision, image processing and digital cartogra-

phy.

The merging of digital remote sensing data in raster format

with the vectorized representations of map features for spa-

tial analysis have been developed by these disciplines and

is referred to as an integrated GIS (IGIS).

There are a number of recommendations which should be forma-

lized at the conclusion of this report. These recommenda-

tions may be related to specific tasks or encompass all of

the task groups within the Mackay School of Mines. Several

of these suggestions should include all of the subcontrac-
tors for the State of Nevada Nuclear Waste Office.

1. The establishment of a permanent geologic, geophysical,

geochemical and hydrological spatial data base. This

data base should be digital and be permanently archived

at the Mackay School of Mines.

2. Implementation of Arc-Info (a GIS) package for TASK 6.

3. Dissemination of all data collected by the Department

of Energy and all of its subcontractors
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4. All of the subcontractors should glean information from
the extensive data base and derive appropriate models
for its introduction into a Integrated Geographical
Information System.

5. Establishment of a continual monitoring system.

6. Acquisition of high resolution gravity data over the
test site and environs.

7. Specific geographical areas designated for detailed
geologic mapping includes:

a. Paharanagut Shear Zone intersection with north-
west trending lineaments.

b. Intersection of northwest and northeast trending
lineaments on the southeast side of the Timber Mt.
caldera.

c. northwest and southeast sides of the Timber Mt.
area

lt has been demonstrated that remote sensing and magnetic
data have proven usefull for the delineation of previously
unmapped linear features. Further study into the cause and
mechanism for these features appears warranted. Correlation
between satellite remote sensing data and aeromagnetic data
suggest several prominent lineaments identified in the study
area are surface expressions of basement structures.
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THEMATIC MAPPER DESCRIPTION

The Thematic Mapper sensor is on board the Landsat series of
satellites. Landsat 5 was launched in March 1984 and is

essentially the same as Landsat 4. This is the second gene-
ration of Landsat satellites (4 and 5) and marks a significant
advance in remote sensing through the addition of the more
sophisticated sensor, the Thematic Mapper.

Orbit And Coverage:

There is a 185 kilometer east-to-west swathing pattern, where
successive swaths are designed to overlap for complete surface

coverage. It is a Sun-synchronous, near polar orbit at an

altitude of approximately 705 kilometers. The equatorial

crossing time is 09:45 a.m. with a 16 day 233 orbit cycle.
This altitude permits a 30 meter ground resolution and the

crossing time optimize the scanning parameters. At the

Equator, adjacent swaths overlap at the edges by approximately
7 percent. This overlap increases as the satellite moves from

the equator toward either pole because the orbit paths conver-
ge with increasing latitude.

Orbital Parameter: Landsat 4 and 5

(nominal)

i. Altitude (k/n) 705

2. Semimajor Axis (km) 7083.465

3. Inclination (deg_ 98.22

4o Period (min) g8.9

5. Time of Descending Node 09:45 a. m.

Equatorial Crossing
(local time)

6. Coverage Cycle 16 days

Duration (233 revs)

7. Distance Between 172
Adjacent Ground

Tracks at Equator (km)

Worldwide Reference System:

During ground processing, the continuous data stream from

the sensors is divided into separate scenes or frames. Each
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I of 5 scene displays an area of 100 by i00 nautical miles in

an approximately square format. There are 233 ground tracks
of Landsat 4 and 5 which define the paths in the WRS. Each

path contains 248 rows, a row Deing the center line of lati-

tude through a framed scene along any given path.

Subsystems_

Fo_ the Lai.dsat sensors to obtain usable data, the space-
craft must be properly oriented relative to the Earth. The

Landsat attitude control subsystem achieves a three-axis

pointing accuracy of O.Ol degree and a stability of I0 to the
-6 degree per second.

The TM is a scanning optical sensor operating in the visible
and near infrared wavelengths, lt contains a scan mirror

assembly that directly projects the reflected Earth radiation

on to detectors ar_yed in two focal planes. It relies on

thug forward motion of the spacecraft for the along-track scan
and uses a moving mirror assembly to scan in the cross-track

direction (perpendicular to the spacecraft). The
instantaneous field of view (IFOV) for each detector for bands

1 through _ and band 7 is equivalent to a 30 meter square when

projected or, the ground. Sand 6 has an IFOV equivalent to a

120 meter square. These data are resampled during geometric
processirl, g to produce a 28.5 meter IFOV. Radiometric

_ensitivity is achieved through a digitizing scheme that en-

codes all radiometric data telemetry information into 8 bit

"words". This permits the obsez_vation of fine changes in the

radiometric response for each band and provides a greater

sensitivity to changes in the relationship between bands. The
characteristics are listed below.

Spectral micrometers radiometric IFOV Quantization

Band sensitivity level

1 0.45 - 0.52 0.8% 30 m 256

2 0.52 - 0.60 0.5%

3 0.63 - 0.69 0.5%

4 0.76 - 0.90 0.5%

5 1.55 - 1.75 1.0%

7 2.08 - 2.35 2.4%

* 6 10.40 - 12.50 0.5K (NE T) 120 m

* Them-nal Band with a noise equivalent change in temperature
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Scan Mirrorz

The elliptical scan mirror is locate above the Sun shade
opening which enables the telescope to operate at very

• small field angles. The object space angle, or swath angle,
that the scan mirror travels during an active scen is
approximately 15.39 degrees. The mirror sweeps the TM
line-of-sight back and forth 7 timss per second to collect
data during both the forward (west-to- east) and the reverse
(east_Co-west) scans, with a scanning efficiency of 85
percent.

Scar Line Correctorz

If only the motion of the scan mirror were used to reflect the
ground imagery into the TM, part of a sweep would contain re-
dundant data and part would miss data completely. Oscillating
at a rate twice that of the scan mirror, two mirrors, parallel
to one another but rotating arcund a common axis, rotate the
TM line of sight backward along the ground track to generate
scan lines that are straight and perpendicular to the groun_l
track for both scan directions.

Focal Plane Arrays_

The filtered detector systems for the seven spectral bands are
placed directly on the focal planes. Sixteen silicon
detectors are used for each of the four visible spectral bands
(bands i through 4) and are on the uncooled prime focal plane.
Bands 5, 6 and 7 require cooled detectors to achieve the
necessary radiometric sensitivity. Tl%ere are 16 indium
antimonide detectors each for bands 5 and 7 and 4 mercury
cadmium telluride detectors for band 6, the thermal band.
During each sweep of the scan mirror, 16 scan lines of da_a
are produced for each one of bands 1 through 5 and for bani
7; 4 scan lines are produced for band 6. The ground
distance covered by a scan line varies with changes in
satellite altitude; this variation is usually within a 4 km
range. The total output of 100 scan lines (or signal
channels) is the data to be relayed to Earth. The detector
arrays translate the radiant energy from a scene into

• low-level electrical signals that are amplified by the
preamplifiers and frequency-boosting post-amplifiers,
converted into 8 bit words and merged into the 84.9 mega bits
per second data stream.

Internal Calibratorz

The internal calibrator is synchronized with the scan mirror.
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During the turnaround period of the scan mirror, the

3 of 5 shutter introduces the calibration source energy and
a black direct-current z'_storation surface into the i000
detector fields of view. The calibration signals for bands
1 though 5 and band 7 are derived from three, regulated
tungsten filament lamps. The calibration source for band 6
is a "blackbody" with three temperature selections.

Ground System:

The data processing facility at Goddard Space Flight Center
(GSFC) processes the raw sensor data through the TM Image pro-
cessing System (TIPS). The raw data are recorded on 28 track
high-density tapes and are achieved. The major functions of
TIPS are:

I. screening imagery fo: quality
2. applying radiometric corrections

3. computing sets of geometric corrections corresponding to
different map projections

4. applying a set of geometric corrections
5. determining cloud cover
6. generating user products

The Space Oblique Mercator (SOM) is the standard map pro-
jection applied to TM scenes.

TM Image Processing:

Transmitted digital image data have some degree of distor-
tion because of characteristics of the sensing and recording
systems as well as of atmospheric _nd scene conditions.
Radio- metric distortions derive from blurring effects of the
sensor system itself, transmission noise, atmospheric
interference, variable surface illumination and changes in
surface radiance due to changes in the viewing angle.
Geometric distortion arises from spacecraft effects, such as
attitude and altitude changes; Earth effects caused by its
curvature, rotation, terrain relief and temporary aberrations
in the scanning system. These distortions must be corrected
during processing.
The image consists of sequential rows of digital data for each
spectral band. Within each row are individual picture ele-
ments called pixels. These are the fundamental units of the
data structure. Each raw pixel constitutes a mutually
exclusive area of the Earth's surface and is digitized
according to pixel brightness level. Digitization results in
a single number from 0 to 255 being assigned to each pixel as
it is acquired. During processing, these pixels are forced
to overlap; this avoids data gaps. The existence of 256 gray
levels, or digital counts,
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allows the representation of fine detail and mitigates the
contouring effect in which the human visual system sees

discrete 4 of 5 rather than gradual brightness changes. The
finer the sampling and the quantization, the better the

approximation of the original data. The digital data are
loaded onto CCT's in band se_lential (BSQ) format. The

digital images are produced in fully calibrated form; that is,

both radiometric and geometric corrections have been applied
Two types of CCT's can be produced. CCT-AT's consist of image

data that have been fully corrected radiometrically (geo-
metric corrections are appended to the data but have not been

applied). CCT-PT's have both corrections applied. The

consequence of the geometric correction is that scan lines
lose their one-to- one identification with a unique detector

after the data are mathematically resampledo

Products:

The digital product'that we have acquired consist of the

following options:

I. 9 track CCT's

2o 6250 bpi

3. CCT-PT's (radiometric and geometric corrections)

4. cubic convolution resamp_ing

5. Space Oblique Mercator projection

Computer Compatible Tape Format

See reference for the user guide°

Ali TM CCT's will have a print-out of the pertinent files

which relate to ephemeris data, acquisition date, sun

elevation angle, sun azimuth and all scene header record
information.
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SPOT DESCRIPTION

The SPOT system comprises:

i. the SPOT satellite which has two parts:

a. the platform

b. the mission specific payload

2. the ground segment consisting of:

a. ground control

b. ground image reception segments

Choice of spectral bandsz

Band limits at half maximum response are:

Band micrometers spatial

resolution (meters)

XSI 0.50 - 0.59 20

XS2 0.61 - 0.68 20

XS3 0.79 - 0.89 20

*Pa 0.51 - 0.73 i0

*Pa is the panchromatic band

Due to the greater number of spectral bands in the Thematic

Mapper sensor, the multispectral SPOT data was not deemed

appropriate in spite of its greater spatial resolution.

However, the panchromatic band with its i0 meter spatial
resolution was chosen.

Choice oZ Orbit_

To achieve a constant resolution and global coverage at rea-

sonable sun angles throughout the year, a circular,

sun-synchronous orbit was chosen. SPOT was chosen to have
a midmorning (10:30 a.m.) descending node. The orbital
characteristics are summarized below.

Revolutions/day 14 + 5/26

Nodal period 101.46 min

Mean altitude (45 deg N) 832 km
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Inclination (mean) 98.37 deg

Orbital (repeat) cycle 26 days
Number of tracks per 369

orbital cycle

Intertrack distance 108.4 km
(equatorial)

Mean local solar time at 10:30 a.m.

descending node

SPOT I Payload:

This includes two identical high-resolution visible range

instruments (HRV). The instruments are pointable in the

across track direction in order to allow rapid access to any

point on the globe and the acquisition of stereoscopic image

pairs from differeRt satellite passes. The HRV system

performance specifications are summarized below only for the
panchromatic band.

Radiometric Performance

Parameters Panchromatic

Spectral band 0.51 - 0.73 micrometers
Detector IFOV 1.2 X I0 to the minus 5th Detect.

Detector, numbers per line 6000
Modulation t_ansfer function:

to CCD line 0.26

along CCD line 0_27

SNR at radiance, max >233

On-orbit calibration (%)
Relative 1

Absolute i0

Number of gains 8

Signal encoding, bit 6 or DPCM

(s1515/8)

Geometric Characteristics

Ground swath width 60 km/HRV

117 km SPOT payload

Off-nadir viewing capability + or - 27 deg or

(field center) 460 km on ground
Ground resolution I0 m
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The off-nadir viewing mechanism will have an absolute point-
in_ accuracy (without ground calibration) of 4 X l0 to the

negative fourth power rad for any position within a range of
+ or - 27 degrees.

The HRV instrument includes a "pusl%-broom" technique for image
generation, thus eliminating the need for a mechanical

scanner. A wide-angle optical assembly images the totality

of 2 of 4 the line (perpendicular to the satellite ground

track) over a linear array of solid-state detectors that are

sampled at the appropriate frequency as the satellite moves

along its orbit. The charge-coupled devices (CCD's) made this

possible.

Calibration:

In order to maintain the radiometric accuracy of the

instrument during its lifetime in orbit and to correct for

changes in response that may occur, the HRV is equipped with

a calibration system placed under ground control. This device

provides a means for relative calibration by using a lamp of

known radiance. Alternatively, a known quantity of solar flux

is allowed to enter and be focused on the CCD's providing

high precision absolute calibration.

Image Reception and Processing:

Data are transmitted to Toulouse, France for processing for

the data takes in the United States (at the inception of the

SPOT system) with other facilities coming on-line at later

times. The processed data is then transferred to the United

States to be distributed by SPOT Image, Corp. of the United

States. Product output consist of various levels:

Level lA

I. Radiometric corrections: detector gain and offset
correction

2. Localization accuracy: 1500 meters rms for nadir viewing

3. Panchromatic scenes contain 6000 pixels along each of the
6000 scanlines

Level IB

All corrections for level lA, including

i. bulk geometric processing to remove earth rotation effects
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2. scenes resampled in the across track direction to remove
off nadir imaging effects.

3. resampling of image data to a i0 meter pixel

Level 2

These corrections were not available at the time of
acquisition

SPOT imagery has been acquired with the following
specifications:

I. CCT's at 6250 bpi

2. Level IB processing

3. Vertical acquisition

4. Off nadir (approximately 27.5 deg) acquisition
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AEROMAGNETIC DATA REDUCTION

I. The total field airborne magnetometer data was cor-

rected for diurnal variation and instrument drift.

2. RESIDUAL TOTAL-FIELD-MAGNETIC.

Was prepared by removing the International Geomagnetic
Reference Field as described by IAGA Bulletin No. 38

"Grid values and charts by the IGRF 1987.0" from the
final corrected total field data.

The values were computed by using the date and

elevation of the observation at the locations where j

the IGRF values were detez_ired. Since the IGRF fie//d
is nonlinear, the IGRF values was computed at in-,
tervals no larger than 15 minutes of latitude or

longitude. Linear Interpolation was used between

computed values. These correction were performed by
Applied Geophysics, Inc.

3. REDUCTION TO THE POLE.

The mathematics and explanation of this technique have

been described by Baranov (1957), Baranov and Naudy

(1964), and Bhattacharyya (1965). Basically this

operation transforms magnetic anomalies produced by an
inclined magnetic field to anomalies which would have

been produced by a vertical field. This transformation

produces the anomaly that would be observed if the

geological source was physically moved to the magnetic
pole. THE OPERATION ASSUMES THAT ALL OF THE MAGNETI-

ZATION MEASURED IS DUE TO INDUCED MAGNETIZATION, NOT

REMNANT MAGNETIZATION. After the transformation, the

peaks of the anomalies should directly overlie the

magnetic sources. The computer program FFTFIL by Thomas

Hildenbrand was used for the conversion to the pole.

4. SURVEYS CHARACTERXSTICS

Name Year Elevation Flight-line Flight-line Report
Project No Flown (ft) Spacing(mi) Direction

1. Timber Mtn. 1977 400' .25 E-W of 79-587

2.) Nevada State

Magnetic 1987 i000' .7 N-S D 87-027C

3.) Lathrop
Wells 1978 400' .25-.5 N-S OF 78-1103

(3137)
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GRAVITY DATA

DATA TYPE = Gravity data state of Nevada

DATA SOURCE = National Geodetic Survey

DATA DESCRIPTION = The NGS file contains about 40,000

gravity stations with terrain corrections for the state
of Nevada.

Gravimetric parameters include:

Precision Reference

Observed gravity 0.001 mgal IGSN-71

Free-air anomaly 0.i mgal IAG-67

Bouguer anomaly 0.1 mgal =1.67 g/cm
Terrain correction 0.I mgal

(if available) "

Supplemental data include latitude and longitude (precision,
0.00001 ) ; elevation (precision, 0.i m) ; standard deviation

for the free-air and Bouguer anomalies; and codes for

quality, contributinq agency, and source.
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FORMULA_ USED IN COMPUTING FREE-AIR AND BOUGUER ANOMALIES
IN THE NGS FILE

1. Symbology

Symbol Definition Units

gf free-air anomaly miligals

gb Bouguer anomaly miligals

Latitude of observation degrees, minutes

Theoretical gravity miligals

g Observed gravity miligals

h Elev_tion (col. 23-29) meters

of surface of land, ice,

or water; depth of ocean

(positive downward),

elevation types 3, 4, and
5. + = above sea levex;

- = bellow sea level.

d Supplemental elevation meters

(col. 31-35) = depth of

ocean, lake, ice, or

instrument (positive
downward).

2. Anomaly Computations (see table )

b = Bouguer Correction Factor = 2 = 0.04191

= Density Used in computations

Substance b = 2

Fresh water 1.0 0.04191

Salt water 1.027 0.04304

Ice 0.917 0.03843

Land 2.67 0.1119
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Land; fresh water 1.67 0.06999

Land; salt water 1.643 0.06886

Land and ice 1.753 0.07347
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APPENDIX 5

AVHRR DATA CHARACTERISTICS
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Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer

NOAA-G was launched in September of 1986 and was renaaed
NOAA-10. The satellite was designed to operate in a near-

polar, sun-synchronous orbit. The orbital period is about

102 minutes which produces approximately 14 orbits per day.

The descending node (southbound E_lator crossing in Local
Solar Time (LST) is 0730. The AVHRR instrument has 4

channels. Only two channels were utilized. Channel 2,

which is sensitive to near-infrared wavelengths and channel

4, responding to broadband thermal infrared energy. Redwood

City, California maintains a 90-day rotating file of only
8-bit data. The loss of 2-bits in precision is inconsequen-

tial, since only relative values are of any import. Local

Area Coverage (LAC) normally has a I.i kilometer resolution
cell on the ground. This occurs only directly underneath

the satellite. A,scanning sensor with a rotating mirror

sweeps through equal angles in equal time intervals. And,

if generally scans in a direction normal to the flight path.

Thus, each sample represents a view at a given angle along

the sweep. They are spaced evenly in angular increments but

not in ground distance_ Samples are closer together at the
nadir than at the extremes. Distortion is described by the

equation:
X = H tan O

where,

X = total ground distance from nadir
H = sensor altitude

O = total angular spacing from nadir

Correction for the uniform angular sample was performed to

convert into a nonuniform ground spacing and then resampled

to achieve a uniform ground spacing.

A correction to a UTM projection was not performed however,
which accounts for most of the distortion in the imagery.

It was reasoned that the satellite data was to only con-

tribute information concerning large structural blocks.
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FINAL REPORT - TASK 7

GEOTECHNICAL AND ROCK MASS ASSESSMENT

Period covered : January I, 1987 - June 30, 1988

Principal Investigators : Robert J. Watters and James R. Carr

This report ,:,overs two subtasks within the main task :

a) Rock properties and acoustic emissions.

b) Fractals and fractal dimension.

Task: 7a - Rock F'r,z,perties and acoustic emissions.

Experiments were performed to investigate two major areas.

I. The material properties and me,zhanical behavior °0f the welded
to partially welded tuff.

-' The acc,ustic emission response of the welded to partially
Jl.m

welded tuff.

i. MATERIAL PROPERTIES

Si x di fferent rock types were tested for their material

properties. The properties tested were unconfined ,:c,mpressive

strength, Yc°ung's modulus, density, unit weight, and porosity.

The ro,-ks varied from partly-welded to densely-welded _Ltffs of

the T,z,popah Spring Member of the Paintbrush Tuff. Descriptions of

the samples used are listed in Table I. Photographs c,f cored

samples and sample location are shown in Figures 1 through 5, and

demonstrate both the dense and lithophysae nature °0f the ruffs.

The samples were all collected from the Yucca Mountain region.

Strength testing :

Unconfined compressive strengths were determined by taking tc°res

from the various samples and tested using an MTS model 315.02A-C_2
test frame and model 458 MicroConrtroller. The load frame has a

capacity of 600,000 Ib (2669 kN) and a spring rate ,of 6.00 x i07

lh/in. (In.5 x 10 _ N/m). Average strength values ranged from

4698.6 psi for the moderately-welded tuff (sample type SMF05) to

39,042.3 psi for the densely-welded tuffs (sample types SMH06 and
SMHII). YoungPs Modulus values were determined for two of the

units, SMF05 had an average modulus of 3. 126 x I06 psi and SMH06

a modulus of 11.71 x I08 psi. A summary of the strength values

for all of the samples is shown in Table 2.



Density and porosity testing :

• Density and porosity values were obtained for the six rock types
using the pulverizing method. In this method, a sample of kn,0wn

volume is dried in an oven for 24 hrs at liOoC. The sample is
weighed t,:,determine the density, lt is then pulverized in order

to dete_mlne the porosity of the rock. The resulting densities,
p,:,r,:,sities, and unit weights of the samples are listed in Table

3. lt should be noted that this method does give quite a

varlation in results. Also, the samples themselves vary greatly
due to the location ,of lithophysae and where the cores were taken
from the original sample.



2. ACOUSTIC EMISSION STUDIES

One ,-,fthe goals of the study was t,-, compare the acoustic

• emission signatures of the samples and determine if there were
any differences due to por,-,sity and density of the rocks.

Equipment :

The acoustic emission studies were performed using an Acoustic

Emi ss ion Tec hnol ogy 5000A system. The syst em inc Iude

piezoelectric sensors, preampl i fiefs, the main processing

,:omputer, and a computer terminal and printer t°:,display the
results. The sensors used were AET type ACI75L sensors with a

nominal resonant frequency of 175kHz. Sensor serial no.7394 was

used for channel 1 and no.7414 used for channel 2. Calibration

charts for these two sensors are shown in Figures 6 and 7. The
signals from the sensors were fed into AET model 160B

preamplifiers which provide a 60 dB gain.

Signals for channel 1 were filtered for a range of 125kHz to
250kHz. Channel two was filtered with a wideband filter of ikHz

to 50kHz. The signals were then passed to the AET 5000A where an

additional 8 dB of amplificatic°n was provided for a total system
gain of 68 dB. The AET 5000A then processed the signals and
provided the resulting graphs. The detection threshold used was a

floating l.OOv to help eliminate background noise. The acoustic

emissi,-,ns were produced by stressing the rock: samples in the MTS
Ic,ad frame described above. The samples were studied for the

f,_,iI,-,wing information: acoustic emissions versus time and

distributions of the parameters peak amplitude, event duration,
ringd,-,wn cc,unts, rise time, and slope. A good discussion ,z,fthese

parameters :an be found in Beattie_ 1983. Representative
resul_ing displays are shown in Figures 8 through 55.

Result s :

The typical events versus time display ,-c,nsists of high activity
at the beginning of Ioac_ing. This is the result ,-,fc_,-,reand
fracture closing. Activity then quiets down until failure £_

imminent ,or has occurred. The differences between samples are

-_een for channel 1 data (125kHz -250 khz) in the beginning of

Ic,ading and the quiet period before failure. The densely-welded
_ample SMHII-03 (Fig. B) shows the initial noise peak at the onset

of loading and then activity disappears during the elastic stage.

Activity does not increase again until failure occurs. Sample

-3MF02-04 (Fig._) is also a densely-welded tuff but contains

numerous l ithophysae thus providing more activity throughout the

tes_ than does SMHII-03. For sample SMF05-01 (Fig. lO), which is

less dense and more porous, there is more activity involved at

the ,-,nset of loading and acoustic emission activity remains high

for the duration of the loading. Sample SMHI4-02 (Fig. t1) also

W'



shows thi_ trend. The wideband data (IkHz to 50kHz) from channel

2 (Fig. 12-15) does not appear to show much difference between the

four samples. This may indicate some frequency dependence among
changes in acoustic emissions due to porosity and density.

The biggest di fferences in acc,ustic emission characteristics

among the samples can be seen in the distributic, ns of events

according tc, peak amplitude. From the sensor ,0ne data for the

densely-welded sample, SMHII-03 (Fig. 16), the peak: amplitudes of
the signal range in a narrow band from about 59dB to 68 dB with

the majority of the events having a peak amplitude r.,f63dB. At

the other end of the _pectrum we have a much wider range of peak
amplitudes for the less dense, partially-welded samples of SMF05-

01 and SMH14-02 (Fig. 18 & 19), For SMF05-02 the range ,0f peak

amplitudes is from about 49dB to 78dB with the majority of the

events ranging from 53dB to 59dB. For SMHI4-02 (Fig. 17) the range
is about the same with the majc0rity range from 53dB to 57dB.
Bample SMF02-04 which Ls densely welded but contains several

lythophysae there is a narrower range of peak amplitudes for the

majority of the events but it is still a wider range than that of
SMHII-03 which does not contain any lythophysae.

Differences can be seen in the peak: amplitude distributions for

sensor two. For the densely-weided _uff, _e majority of events
have a peak amplitude of abc,ut 73dB _ith a much smaller number of

events existing at about E.2dB. For SMF02-04 {FLg.211i, _i-iL_h i_

the densely-welded tuff with lythophysae, there is still a grerter

number r,f events above 7°'_dB than below, but we see an increase
in the number of events with peak amplitudes at about 56dB.

Continuing on to the less dense, partly-welded turfs _e 5___et_lat

t_e majority of the events now have peak amplitudes of a_,c,,._t5_dB

and _ery few event i have peak amplitudes of grater than TO dB.

The distributions based on peak amplitudes may also giva c'_es as
tc, the main prc,cesses involved in the failure of the rock. in the

densely-welded materials, the main cause of failure is fracture.

in the more pc,rous material, there is the addition _,f pore

clc,sure and void collapse adding to the overall failure of the
r0C J<.

The acoustic emission parameter s, ringdown counts, _:.,.e,-, t
duration, rise time, and slc,pe, 0ld nc,t appear to s_:.w any

_ignificant variations among the tests. See figures 24 to 55.

Kaiser effect :

The property known as the Kaiier effect was studied. The Kaiser

effect is a way of determining any prior stress histc, ry of a

material. Two samples, SMF05-OI and SMF05-02, were each prel,-,aded

to a load of about half of their ultimate compressive strengtr_.

Sample SMF05-OI was held at t_at load for 1 week and SMF05-02 was

loaded for 24 hours. Each sample was then unloaded and tested in
the MTS frame. The Kaiser effect was not detectable for either

sample. The Kaiser effect was detected, though, during the



- testing saries for sample SMH06-04 (see Figures 56&57). During

test 5 of the series, the sample had been loaded to 39.7 kips
(1kip = 10001b). During test 6, the load was carried .0ut to a

much higher level. Lo,:°king at Figure 56 which displays total
events versus time, it can be seen that there is at first a

o

gradual increase in the number ,=,fevents followed by a change to

a higher rate of events. The pc,int at which this change in rate
oc,:urs corresponds to a load ,of 38.82 kips as seen ,:,nFigure 57

which displays analog parameter 1 versus time. The voltage

displayed corresponds to the load being applied by the MTS l,:,ad
frame. In this case the full _,zale reading is 10 volts = 120

kips. lt is interesting to note that the Kaiser effect was seen
in the densely-welded tuff but not seen in the partly-welded
turfs. Future work should involve seeing how long the Kaiser

effect can be retained by samples.

CONCLUS IONS

The unconfined compressive strength, Young's modulus, porosity

and density values ,:oncur with previously obtained data from DOE
l- 1-,nt ra_:tor s.

It appears to be possible to discriminate between porous and less

porous tuff using Acoustic emission techniques. This is

especially true when one studies events versus time and peak

amplitude difference_ for tuffs with different porosities. The

signature also show changes with changes in density c,f the
material. Further research into discriminating between porosity

due to pores and porosity due to fractures utilizing acouati:

emission techniques should be pursued. This research ,:c,ulC yield
a workable relationship for establishing the percentage porc,sity

due to pores verses fractures and its applicability to ro,:kmass

per meabi iity.

The Kaiser effect was observed in the ruffs, but this appears to

be true for the denser tuffs than for the les,i dense.
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TABLE I
SamD 1e, Desc r ip,,t_on,,_

• SAMPLE DESCR IPT ION
TYPE

SMFOI - densely welded, pale red color, convolute and oblate
lithophysae present

_MFO._ same as above

SMF05 - moderately welded, very light grey with flattened
pumice fragments

SMH06 - densely welded, nonlithophysal, moderately dark grey

SMHII - same as SMH06 .

SMHI4 - moderately welded, pinkish grey, pumice fragments and
some lithophysae

SMHI5 - partly welded light brown pumiceous tuff, probably
°_apr oc k



Averaae Str_nath ValuRs

SAMPLE UNCONFINED COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH YOUNG'_ MODULUS
• (_=_ (X 10 e PSI)

-3MFOI IA,918.35 psi 75.28 MPa

SMF02 17,408.50 psi 120.03 MPa

SMF05 5,.__:'_'?.52psi 36o01 MPa 3. 13 21.58 GPa
SMH06 36_88"7.35 ps 254._ MPa II.71 80.74 GPa

SMHII 31,774.65 psi 219.0B MPa

SMHI4 6,5(37.05 psi 44.86 MPa

SMH15 8,729.55 psi 60. 19 MPa

STATISTICS

SAMPLE n ave. " ¢ _x _x =

SMF01 2 10,918.35 4326.3 21,836.7 2.57xi0 a
SMF02 I 17,408.50

SMF05 5 5,_i_.52 397.8 26,112.6 1.37xi0 a

SMH06 _ 36, 887.35 179.2 73,774.7 2.72xl0 _
SMHII _' 31, ..... _xl774 65 10,278 0 63,549 3 ? 1"_' 0_

SMH14 2 6,507.05 2151.2 13,014.1 89,311.19

SMHI5 2 8,729.55 1995.8 17,459.1 1.56xic a



A__v_raQm Material P_ro_erties

SAMPLE DENS ITY UN IT WE IGHT POROS ITY
(gl,=m _) (ibl ft=)

SMFc) I 2• 24 139.5 13.5%

SMF02 2.29 143.0 12.4%
SHF05 1 99 1_• i4.3 22.3%

SMH06 "*'.26 14_'_.7 9.9%

SMHI 1 2.23 13'3.2 9,5%

SMHI4 2.0 _ 126.7 21 .8%

SMHI5 2, 16 134.8 17.4%

STATISTICS

DENS ITY:

Sample n ave. " • var. I_x _x =

SHF01 3 2.24 .03055 .00093 6.71 15. Ol

SHF02 4 2.29 .05123 .00262 9. 17 21.03

SHF05 4 1.99 .028?2 .0r)('_82 7.97 15.88

SMH06 4 _.:'26 .02644 ,00070 'B.02 20.34

SMHI I 4 2.23 .01154 .00013 8. "__' 19.89

SMHI4 4 2.03 .03741 .0014t _ 8.12 16.4'3

SMHI5 4 "z.16 .01825 .00033 8.64 18,66

F OROS ITY

Sample n ave. _ var. _x Zx 2

SMFO 1 3 13.5 4,0796 16,643 40.4 577.34
L_MF02 3 12, 4 I. 8502 3 _ . ..4_o 37 3 47_') 61

SMF05 4 22.3 1. 9619 3. 849 89.3 2005. 17

SMH06 4 9.9 6.39_')3 40. 836 39 _.5 512.57

SMHI i 4 9.5 2. 5013 6. 257 37.8 375.98

SMHI4 4 21.8 2. 1282 4.52°3 _7. I 1310. 19
SMHI5 4 17.4 3. 2042 10. 267 6'3.6 1241.84

UNIT WEIGHT

Sample n ave. _ rx Zx =

SHF01 3 139.5 i. 8877 418.6 58,415.78

SHF02 4 143.0 3. 1669 572• 1 81,854.6'9

SHF05 4 124.3 1. 7758 437.2 61,811.42
221 97SMH06 4 140.7 1.6194 562.9 79, .

SMHI I 4 139.2 O. 7506 556.6 77,452.58

SMH 14 4 126.7 2. 3252 506.8 64,227.78
SMH15 4 134.8 I. 1325 539.1 72,661.05



Figure 1
Photograph showin'3 the distribution of lithoph_'sne

in the Tiva Canyon Member on Busted Butte



Figur = 2
Photograph showing a close-up of a lithophysa

in the Tiva Canyon Member, Busted Butte



°,

%;. ,i . ,

Figure 3

Photograph of the Topopah Spring Member near Yucca

Mountain° Profilometer shows depth of lithophysae

at this particular location.



\

Figure 4 (top) shows a core from sample SMF02, a densely welded

tuff with lithophysae. Figure 5 (bottom) shows a core of

densely <._elded tuff without lithophysae.
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A COMMENT ON THE DESCRIPTION OF SURIPACX ROUGHNESS USING

PRACTAL DIMENSION

James R. Cart

Department of Geological Sciences, University of Nevada-Reno

ABSTRACT. Brown [1987] provides a succinct overview of the

description o£ surface roughness using fcactal dimension.
0

Application was demonstrated for rock surfaces. An argument was

presented favoring the use of a power spectrum technique for such

application. An alternate technique, the divider - or compass -

method, was not favored because this technique was found to yield

estimates of fractal dimension quite close to the topological

dimension for rock surfaces. In application to ten rock

surfaces, a correlation is found between the divider and power

spectrum methods for fractal dimension calculation. Correlation

coefficients are 0.73 (unfiltered) and 0.96 (filtered). This

suggests either technique is useful for the description of rock

surface roughness using fractal dimension, albeit the divider

method does yield fractal dimension values that d_ffer from unity

only by thousandths, whereas power spectrum estimates differ from

unity by tenths. The _ider f_actal di_nslon is better -_

correlated with the Joint roughness parameter estimated using the

technique o_ Tse and Cxuden [1979].
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Zntrod_tion

This discussion is based on the notion of f_actal geometry

(e.g., Mandelbrot, 1983] applied for the study of surface

roughness. It begs the notion of self-similar versus self-agiine

fractals, thereby acknowledging serface roughness to be a

sel_-aff'ine phenomenon [e.g., Ma_elbrot, 1985]. Surface

roughness is often analyzed usinq the power spectrum of the

surface, a practlce motivated by $ayles and Thomas [1978].

Therefore, studies applying a technique for £ractal dimension
.o

calculation known as the dlvldez method (or com_)ass method) for

the study of surface roughness [e.g., Care and Warrlner, 1987]

are questloned.

An hypothesis Is proposed: the divider aethod for fractal

dimension calculation is useful for the analysis of rock surface

roughness. This hypothesis is tested in the ensulng sections.

Proposed Hypothesis Test

A test of the proposed hypothesis is designed consisting of

three ste_s: I) the fractal dimension of rock surface profiles

is calculated using the power spectra of the profiles; 2) the

fractal dl_nsion of =ock sur£ace pzo£11es is calculated usin_

the divide= met:hod; 3) a scatter diagram of the results is

i)lotted and the coE=elation coefficient is coaq)uted, r£ the

scatter diagram (and associated correlation coeff_cient) =eveal a

poo_ or lack o_ correlation bergen the results from the two

fzactal dimension calculation methods, the proposed hypothesis

shall be rejected, xr, on the otheE hand, a cor_elation ts

f.ound, no basis will be found to reject: the hypothesis (note:
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this will not necessarily confirm the hypothesis, but will

establish the foundation for further research). The proposed

hypothesis is tested for ten (I0) dlffeEent rock surfaces.

Results

Ten rock surfaces are listed by letter code in Table I.

_oue r S _ e C _ r a __re Ze calculated using the subprogram, SPCTRM

[Press, et. al.., 1986, p. 428 - 429]. Examples of two spectra

are shown in Figures 1 and 2. Determination of the fractal

dimension using the power spectrum involves two steps: i) plot

the log of the power spectrum versus the log of frequency

(F_gures 1 and 2); thene 2) using the slope of this plot,

calculate the fractal dimension, D as [e.g., Brown and Scholz_

1985 ]:

D = 0.5[5 - ABS(SLOPE)] (I)

If the absolute value of slope is 20 as it is for brown no_se, D

is 1.5.

Calculation results are shown In Table I. Divider method

results were obtained using the procedure outlined in Cart and

Warriner [1987]; these are also listed in Table I. A scat_:er

diagram of these results is presented as Figu:e 3. The

correlation coG£flclent for power spectrum D with divider _thod

D is 0.73, a positive correlation. If rock surfaces, D ......_d F,

are filtered, the cor_elatlon coefficient based on the _emalning

eight sections Is 0.96. The selection of the two locations for

filtering was based on a visual inspection of Figure 3.

At this point, no evidence is available to _eJect the

proposed hypothesis. The fractal dimension results from the two



calculation techniques are well correlated for these ten

su=faces.

lt is not posslbl_ or valid, based on the rathe= limited

data of Table I, to suggest an empirical relationship between the

divider method f=actal dimension and that yielded using the power

spectrum. The scatter plot of Figure 3 might encourage a variety

of expressions, of first oz hlgh_= order. If su=faces D and F

are excluded, as is Gone above to obtain the better correlation,

a first order (linear) expression seems adequate. If the fractal

dLmenslon results are averaged for sub-groups of the ten

surfaces, Figure 4 is produced. This figure suggests a

non-linear expression is necessary if such an es_Irlcal

relationship _s developed. Further research to include more

self-afflne fractals than the ten used here is required before

this uncertainty Is overcome.

Discussion

Consideration should be given to the motivation behind the

objective to ch_racterlze rock surface roughness. One motivation

is to relate £=actal dimension to Joint =oughness coefficient,

JRC [see Barton and Choubey, 1977, for the developaant of the

notion o£ JRC; see Ca=_ and Wazrlnez, 1987, for an _empirical

relationship bet_en fEactal dimension and JItC|.

Several Eelatlonshlps azo available for calculatlng JRC using

su=face elevattons_ y, along a su=_ace. One such method _s

presented by Tse and C=uden [1979]:

. Jac - 32.2 + 32.7(10_(Z2)) (2)

where :
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Z2 - _[y(i+1) - y(i)]Z/[M(dx) 2] (2a)

where M is the number of intervals, ¥(i+l)-y(1), and dx is the

regular increment in x along which samples of elevation are

measured.

A relationship between the divider method fractal dimension,

D, and JRC is presented by Cart and Warrlner [1987]:

JRC - -1022.55 + 1023.92D (3)

Further research has.suggested this relationship should be

non-linear [Lee, 1988]:

JRC = -0.878 + 37.7844((D-I)/0.015) - 16.9304((D-I)/0.015) 2 (4)

Thus, methods are available to estimate JRC directly from surface

elevations, y [Tse and Cruden, 1979], or indirectly from surface

elevations by first calculating a fractal dimension using x and y

information, then estimating JRC from the fractal dimension.

A comparison of equation (2) with fractal dimension is

presented in Table 2. Also shown in this table are correlation

coefficients between JRC from equation (2) and the fractal

dimensions from both calculation methods. Scatter diagrams are

shown in Figures 5 and 6. The poor initial correlation between

equation (2) and _ractal dimension, for either fractal dimension

calculation technique, is noted. Simply removing three surfaces

(E, F, and J) from the data shown in Table 2 results in a

correlation coet£1cient o_ 0.98 between the divider fractal

dimension and Tea and Cruden's JRC value. Removal of five

surfaces (C, D, E, G, and J] results in a correlation coefficient

of 0096 between the power spectrum fractal dimension and Tse and

Cruden's JRC value. Zt is also seen from Table 2 that removing

only surface J £=om the data substan_lally affects the
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. correlation of either fractal dimension calculation technique and

Tse and Cruden's JRC value, lt is concluded_ based on these ten

:: - rock surfaces, that the divider method _ractal dimension is

better correlated with Tse and Cruden's JRC value than is the

power spectrum fractal dimension.

Conclusion

One misunderstanding of Brown [1987] is that it Invalidates

the divider method for the study of rock surface roughness; this

is not a correct impression. The article does demcnstrate the

divider method to yield resolution between different self-affine

fractal surfaces when r>>b, albeit the resolution is extremely

small [Brown, 1987, Figure 4, p. 1096]. Moreover, although not

presented in this paper, Figure 5 of Srown [1987, p. 1097] was

verified. Through verification of this figure, it was observed

that the slope of the log-log plot of the power spectrum remains

unchanged through vertical exaggeration, whereas the divider

method results are markedly affected.

Related to this idea is the resolution at which rock profile

elevations are collected. Elevations were sampled at 15 cm

spacings for the ten rock surfaces used in this study. It is

concluded from Brown [19_7] that r >> b foe thesm surfaces. As

the resolution at which elevation values are measured is improved

(lee., the sampling interval, dx, is reduced), the correlation

between the divider method and power spectrum method is likely to

change. Taken to the extreme, if resolution results in r < b,

:.. the correlation between the power spectrum and divider 0_thods

should equal unity.
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Relat:lve _.o _o,l,nt :ouqhness coe_£ic_ent (:;AC), t'he poo=

tnAtlal co::elatton betveen _lthez frac_:al dimans_on calculation

technlque and the technique of _se and C:uden [I_TS| =egui=es

furthe= Investigation. rAlt ozAng _= required to impcove the

cos=elation between _cactal diMnslon and Tee and C=uden's JRC

value. M_ce =ocM surface profiles aunt be studied to evaluate

th_ usefulnes= of the co==ela_ion coefflclents pcesentad earths=.

Neve=Cheless, _he filtecing e._pe=Imants a=e interestlnq and

encoucaqlnq.

Finally, Mandelbrot [1986] has presented extensive

in£ormatton :©ga=dAng self-a_f.lne fractals. He has said the

dlvide= method applied to a sel_-affine f=actal yields an

Indlrect measuce cf the local box-mass dimensLon [Mandelbcot,

1987]. The preceeding sections of this paps_ demonstrate a

cocrelation between the dlvAde= and povec spectrum Mthods when

applied _o self-alPine f=actals (at least for _he tan self-alPine

_=actals studied). Regacdless o_ the Masu=e obtained by _he

divider method, no evidence i_ yet found to =e_ect the foregolng

hy'_othesls: the divide= method in useful for the study oF.

rock surface roughness.
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Table 1

F_actal dimension results for ten roc_ surfaces

X y

Power Spectrum Divider

Surface Fractal Diw4ns_on FracCal Dimension

l 1.410 1.00085

B 1.496 1.00194
t

C 1.204 1,00049

D 1.478 1.00534

E 1.764 1.00465

F 1.537 1.00368

(; 1.448 1.00195

H 1.374 1.00059

I 1.663 1.00230

J 1.123 1.00000

Correlation coefficient, R, X:Y = u.73 (all ten surfaces);

- 0.96 (less surfaces O and F)



Table 2

Comparison of f=actal dimension to Tse and C=uden's JRC value

X ¥ Z

Tse and Cruden Power Spectrum Divider

Surface JRC Fractal Dimension Fractal Dim.

A 1.5 1.410 1.00085

B 4.2 1.496 1.00194
i

C 4.3 1.204 1.00049

D 19_2 1.478 1.00534

E 7.1 1.764 1.00465

F 7.7 1.537 1.00368

G 9.3 1.448 1.00195

H 0.0 1.374 1.00059

I 9.2 1.663 1o00230

J 21.3 1.123 1.00000

Co:relation coe_£icients, R:

1) X:Y - -0.21 (a11)

= 0.30 (less J)

" 0.96 (leSS C,D,E,G,3]

2) X:Z = 0.28 (a11)

- 0.77 (less J)

- 0.98 (less E,F,J)
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FINAL REPORT

Task 7b Geotechnical and Rock Mass Assessment: Rock Mass
Characterization using Fractals and Fractal
Dimension

James R. CarE, Principal Investigator

During the period, January i, 1987 through June 30, 1988, the
following results were obtained for Yucca Mountain, Nevada:

Two methods for computing fractal dimension were applied to
profiles of Ii fracture surfaces at or adjacent to Yucca
Mountain, Nevada. In addition, a method for estimating Joint
roughness coefficient given by Tse and Cruden (1979) was applied
for comparison i=o the fractal dimension techniques.

One fractal dimension calculation technique involves the
computation of the power spectrum of the surface. This is an
accepted procedure (Brown, 1987). The second fractal dimension
technique relies on a divider, or compass, method; this technique
is newly recognized for rock surfaces (Care and Warriner, 1989).
As will be shown, the compass method is better applied to
fracture surfaces at or adjacent to Yucca Mountain.

Fracture surfaces were measured on Friday and Saturday, May 5
and 6, 1988. These fractures were found in fresh to moderately
weathered welded tuff. Measurements consisted of taut s_ring
line profiles, measured every 1 inch; distance from string to
_ock surface was measured in hundredths of a foot. These

distance values represent the profile for each rock surface. All
fractures that were measured were vertical, hence profile
measurements were taken as a horizontal distance from string to

the fracture exposure.

Power spectra were calculated first for the Yucca Mountain
profiles. Fractal dimension is estimated from the slope of the
power spectrum as:

fractal dimension - 0.5(5 - ABS(slope))

These spectra are included as Figures 1 through ii. These
spectra are summarized in Table i. The Topopah Springs #1 joint
(moderately weathered) and the Trench 14 fault surfaces are found
to be the roughest with the power spectrum approach.

Subsequent to the spectral analysis, compass method Eractal
dimensions were determined for the eleven surfaces. These
results showed the Dead Yucca Ridge #3 Joint and the Trench 14
fault surfaces are the roughest. The Topopah Springs _i and #2
surfaces, both moderately weathered, and the Busted Butte #i
Joint surface are the three roughest surfaces after the Dead

Yucca Ridge |3 and Trench 14 surfaces. These results are
summarized in Table 2 and shown graphically in Figures 12 through

22.



A comparison of the two fractal dimension calculation methods
foe the Yucca Mountain surfaces is provided by Table 3. A
correlation coefficient of 0.325 is found between these
calculation techniques. This is a relatively poor correlation.
Therefore, Tse and Cruden's Joint roughness coefficient (JRC)
calculation method was applied to the eleven Yucca Mountain rock
surfaces for comparison to the fractal dimension values. This
com[_arlson is shown in Table 4. The compass, or divider, fractal
dimension has a correlation coefficient of 0.91 (good) with the
Tse and Cruden JRC value, whereas the power spectrum fractal
dimension has a poor correlation with JRC (correlation
coefficient of 0.05).

Thes_ results are similar to results found for rock surfaces

adjacent to Libby Dam, Montana. These rock surfaces were
analyzed origi_ally using the compass method fractal dimension
(Cart and Warriner, 1989) and analyzed again to study the
similarity between the power spectrum fractal dimension and the
compass method fractal dimension (Cart, 1988; attached as
Appendix l:7b). Unlike the Libby Dam surfaces, there was
practically no correlation between Tse and Cruden's JRC value and
the power spectrum fractal dimension for the Yucca Mountain
sur faces.

For rock surfaces at or adjacent to Yucca Moun1:ain, the

compass method fractal dimension calculation technique is
preferred based on Table 4. A regression relating compass
fractal dimension to Tse and Cruden's JRC value is proposed as:

JRC = -702 + 706(fractal dimension)

This equation is somewhat conservative when estimating JRC. An
expression found useful for Libby Dam, Montana surfaces (Carr and
Warriner, 1989) is appropriate as well for Yucca Mountain:

JRC = 1000(fractal dimension - i)

Either expression is useful for Yucca Mountain.
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Table 1
Power Spect=un F=actal Dimensions

Profile Slope of Spectrum F=actal Dimension

1. Dead Yucca Ridge I1 -2. 206 1. 397
2. Dead Yucca Ridge |2 -2. 539 1. 231
3. Dead Yucca RLdge 13 -2° 245 1.378
4. Dead Yucca Ridge t4 -2. 514 1. 243
5. Top. Springs #1 -2. 066 1. 467
6. Top. Sprin_[s #2 °2.482 1.259
7. Busted Butte #1 -3. 241 0.880
8. Busted Butte, Poly #1 -2. 332 1. 334
9. Busted Butte, Poly #2 -3. 171 0.915
10. Busted Butte, Poly |3 -3.118 0.941
ii. Trench 14, Fault surface -2.186 1.407

Notes: Topopah Springs #1 and J2 represent weathered surfaces.
The Dead Yucca Ridge sections represent vertical Joint3
associated with numerous llthophyse. The Busted Butte
sections cepresent vertical JoLnts _n tuff capping Bus_ed
Butte. The TJ:erich 14 fault pEo£11e was taken for
experlmen_a_lon with _ractal dimension calculations.



Table 2
F=actal Dimensions f=om the Divide= Method

Slope
P_oflle Log N versus Log y Free=al Dimension

1. Dead Yucca + Ridge tl -0.9999609 1.0000
2. Dead Yucca Ridge |2 -1.0005390 1.0005
3. Dead Yucca Ridge 13 -1.0145170 1.0145
4. Dead Yucca Ridge |4 -1.0000020 1.0000
5. Top. Sp=Ings 11 -1.0026850 1.0027i

6. Top. S_=ings |2 -I.0067590 1.0068
7. Busted Butte |1 -1.0032800 1.0033

8. Busted Butte, Poly |i -_.9999533 1.0000
9. Busted Butte, Poly 12 -1.0022030 1.0022
10. Busted Butte, Poly 13 -i.0019010 1.00!9
11. Trench 14, fault sur. -!.0315180 1.0315



Table 3
Compa=ison of Power Spectrum and Divide= Fractal Dimensions

FEactal DINnslons
Pto £ ile Spectzum Divlder

I. Dead Yucca Ridge |1 1.397 1.0000
2. Dead Yucca Ridge %2 1.231 1.0005
3. Dead Yucca Ridge |3 1.378 1.0145
4. Dead Yucca Ridge |4 1.243 1.0000
5. Top. Sgrlngs BI I. 467 i. 0027
6. Top. Springs #2 1.259 1.0068
7. Busted But:_e, |I' 0.880 1.0033
8. Busted Butte, Poly _I 1.334 1.0000
9. Busted Butte, Poly |2 0.915 1.0022
i0o Busted Butte, Poly #3 0.%41 1.0019
11. Trench 14, Fault surface 1.407 1.0315

Correlation coefficient, R, spectrum/dlvldeE is 0.325.
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Tab le 4
Comparison of Fr_ctal Dimensions with Tse and Cruden (1979) JRC

P_actal Dimensions Tse and Cruden
Profile Spectrum Divide= JRC

1. Dead Yucca Ridge 11 1.397 1.0000 0.0
2. Dead Yucca Ridge 12 1.231 1.0005 4.1
3. Dead Yucca Ridge |3 1.378 1.0145 16.2
4. Dead Yucca Ridge t4 1.243 1.0000 0.0
5. Top. Springs 01 1.467 1.0027 5.5
6. Top. Springs t2 ° 1.25S 1.0068 12.3
7. Busted Sutte_ I1 0.880 1.0033 11.5
8. Busted Butte, Poly II 1.334 1.0000 1.0
9. Busted Butte, Poly |2 0_915 1.0022 8.1
10. Busted Buttes Poly |3 0.%41 1.001% 5.%
11. T=ench 14, Fault sur. 1.407 1.0315 23.8

Cot=elation coefficient, Divide= with JRC = 0.91;
CorEelatlon coefficient, Spectrum ulth JRC = 0.05.
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Fisure 3. Power _spmccrum for Chi Dead Yucca Ridge #3
Joint surface.
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Jo:Lnu: surface.
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F:Lsure LI. ?over spect:rum for chs Trench 14 fault
surface.
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Figure 12. Compass =e_hod fracCal dimension results for the
Dead Yucca _£dge _l Joint surface. Th_ frac_al
dimension ts equal co chi absoluca value of chs
elope, 0.9999609 (approx. 1) tm Chts caee.
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